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SUMMARY 
The nozzle admittance is an important parameter in determining 
the stability characteristics of rocket motors. In theoretical high 
frequency combustion instability analyses, the three-dimensional 
nozzle admittance theory developed by Crocco is used to obtain values 
of the nozzle admittance although these values have not been checked 
experimentally. The present investigation was undertaken to experi-
mentally determine the admittance of various liquid rocket engine 
nozzles subjected to three-dimensional oscillations and to compare 
the experimental results with the theoretical predictions. 
The theoretical predictions are calculated using Crocco's 
theory for the nozzles under investigation. The values of the real 
and imaginary parts of the admittance are tabulated over a ränge of 
nondimensional frequencies which includes longitudinal and mixed first 
tangential-longitudinal modes. 
To obtain experimental data for comparison with the theoretical 
predictions, a technique based on the classical impedance tube method 
is developed. The classical impedance tube theory is extended to 
account for the presence of a one-dimensional mean flow and three-
dimensional oscillations. In this analysis expressions are developed 
which describe the dependence of the pressure amplitude and phase of 
the standing wave pattern in the tube upon the spacial coordinates, 
the magnitude of the mean flow Mach number, and the conditions at 
the nozzle entrance. By measuring the standing wave pattern, the 
XV111 
interaction between the incident and reflected waves at the nozzle 
entrance is determined and used to calculate the nozzle admittance. 
Three techniques were developed which can be used to determine the 
nozzle admittance. Two were eliminated from consideration for the 
present study because of practical limitations. The technique which 
is used consists of measuring the pressure amplitude at several 
predetermined locations along the length of the tube. The numerical 
technique for determining the admittance from the pressure amplitude 
measurements is then presented. 
The experimental facility consists of an aluminum tube 10 feet 
in length. The nozzles under consideration are mounted at one end 
and a multi-orifice injector is attached to the other end. To 
acoustically isolate the System, sonic conditions are maintained across 
the injector and at the nozzle throat. Two electropneumatic drivers 
located near the injector are used to generate longitudinal and mixed 
first tangential-longitudinal waves in the tube. 
The experimental admittance results are obtained in the form 
of graphs of the real and imaginary parts of the nozzle admittance 
versus nondimensional frequency. Data are obtained for nozzles with 
half-angles of 15, 30? and ̂ 5 degrees and entrance Mach numbers of 
0.08, 0.l6, and 0.20. These data are compared with the theoretical 
predictions. For longitudinal oscillations, the theoretical and 
experimental results were in agreement to within experimental error. 
However, for mixed first 'tangential-longitudinal modes-, the agreement 




Combustion instability is an important consideration in the 
design of rocket engines. This phenomenon is characterized by 
organized pressure oscillations in the rocket engine which are driven 
by a nonsteady combustion process . These oscillations can cause 
mechanical failure, high heat transfer rates to the Chamber walls, 
and interference with the control and guidance Systems. Any of 
these effects can result in engine or mission failure. 
Two types of instability are generally observed and are 
categorized according to the frequency of the oscillations. Low 
frequency instability , or "chugging", occurs at frequencies ranging 
from ten to several hundred Hertz . Characterized by spacially 
uniform oscillations, this type of instability is generally caused by 
coupling between the feed System and the fluid dynamics in the Chamber. 
2 
Since low frequency instability is sufficiently understood , it can 
usually be avoided. or eliminated. A second type of instability, known 
as high frequency or acoustic instability, is much more difficult 
to analyze and control. Driven by the combustion processes, oscillations 
with frequencies. of several thousand Hertz have been observed. The 
oscillations are no longer spacially uniform but can vary in either 
the transverse or axial direction. Of the two types of combustion 
2 
instability, high frequency instability is more detrimental and less 
understood. 
The wave System inside the converging section of the nozzle 
can significantly affect the oscillations in the combustor, and thus 
the stability characteristics of the rocket motor. Therefore, the 
nozzle wave System is an important consideration in combustion 
instability studies. 
The nozzle admittance is an essential parameter in determining 
the interaction between the nozzle and combustor wave Systems . For 
irrotational oscillations, which are assumed in the present investi-
gation, this parameter is defined as the ratio of the axial com-
ponent of the velocity perturbation to the pressure perturbation, 
evaluated at the nozzle entrance. A more general definition of the 
admittance parameter is given in Reference 3• Once the nozzle 
admittance is known, the interaction between the wave Systems in the 
nozzle and the combustion Chamber can be determined. 
The nozzle admittance can also be related to the stability of 
a rocket motor. In linear stability analyses, the pressure oscillation 
in the combustor is described by the following equation: 
(\ + iu))t 
p' = P'(r) e -1 (1-1) 
where r is the spacial coordinate, t is the time, \ is the 
amplification coefficient, and ® is the angular frequency.' If \ > 0 
the oscillations will grow with time and the motor will be linearly 
3 
"5 
unstable. Crocco has derived the following expression for \ : 
e dq 
Ve = - (yr + ^e
} + iif)L 11 °°S ttiz ̂  (l"2) 
o'"0 
+ (2 - y)u) I ^ ü(z) sin 2 (A)Z (iz 
,;0 
where y is the nozzle admittance, z is the axial distance from the 
injector, y is the ratio of specific heats, u is the nondimensional 
mean flow velocity, P is the amplitude of the pressure perturbations, 
and q' is the unsteady perturbation in the. energy released by the 
combustion process . The subscript e denotes a quantity evaluated 
at the nozzle entrance and the subscript r denotes the real part of 
a quantity. For many combustion distributions, the term involving 
q' is destabilizing, and the terms involving ü are stabilizing. The 
effect of the nozzle admittance can now be ascertained from equation 
(1-2) . Positive values of the real part of the admittance decrease 
\ which means that the presence of a nozzle has a stabilizing 
influence onthe rocket motor in this case. However, negative 
values of v tend to increase Xn and thus destabilize the motor. r 1 
Nozzle Admittance Theories 
Calculation of the nozzle admittance has been the subject of 
several theoretical analyses. In these investigations the mean flow 
in the nozzle is assumed to be one-dimensional, and the gas is assumed 
to be ideal and non-reacting. 
1+ 
Tsien was the first to study the response of a choked nozzle 
under the influence of axial pressure and velocity perturbations 
superimposed upon the steady mean flow. In order to account for 
the effect of the nozzle, he introduced a "transfer function" defined 
as the ratio of the mass flow oscillation to the Chamber pressure 
oscillation at the nozzle entrance. Assuming isothermal perturbations 
and a linear velocity distribution in the nozzle, Tsien restricted his 
studies to the limiting cases of very high and very low frequency 
oscillations. 
Later, Crocco ' removed the assumption of isothermal 
oscillations, extended Tsien's work to include the entire frequency 
ränge, and introduced the concept of admittance to study the influence 
of the nozzle on the flow oscillations. By assuming a linear velocity 
profile and isentropic perturbations in the nozzle, Crocco obtained 
a hypergeometric equation which he then solved for the admittance. 
Both Tsien and Crocco showed that the nozzle has a damping effect on 
the Chamber oscillations for axial perturbations; that is, the real 
part of the admittance was positive. 
In 1967, Crocco extended his earlier analysis to consider the 
admittances of choked nozzles with three-dimensional flow oscillations; 
this analysis is given in Reference 6. This reference includes the 
numerical solutions for the admittances of various nozzle configurations 
over the frequency ränge of interest in combustion instability studies. 
It was found that the admittance values could become negative in the 
case of three-dimensional oscillations. This means that the nozzle 
has a destabilizing influence on the oscillations in the Chamber. 
Crocco's three-dimensional nozzle admittance theory has never 
been checked experimentally, although it has been widely used in 
7 
theoretical combustion instability studies. Therefore, it is 
important that an experimental investigation be undertaken -which 
yields quantitative admittance data for use in rocket motor design 
and for comparison with the theoretical results. 
Experimental Techniques 
To date, two techniques have been used to measure the one-
Q 
dimensional nozzle admittance. In 196l, Crocco, Monti, and Grey 
determined the real and imaginary parts of the admittance from direct 
measurements of the pressure and velocity perturbations at the nozzle 
entrance. They showed that the experimental values of the real part of 
the admittance were consistently greater than the corresponding theor-
etical predictions. This discrepancy was attributed to non-isentropic 
conditions and was eliminated by assuming a polytropic process with 
an appropriate exponent. The accuracy of the data was limited by 
wave distortion at higher frequencies, a low signal to noise ratio, 
and difficulties in measuring the velocity perturbations with hotwire 
anemometers . 
9 
Later, Buffum, Dehority, Slates, and Price measured the 
amplification factor X , which can be related back to the admittance 
of the nozzle, by use of the half-power bandwidth technique. With 
6 
this method the frequency of the oscillations is varied from a value 
below a resonant frequencyof the Chamber to a value above this 
resonant frequency. If the amplitude of the pressure oscillation is 
then plotted as a function of the driven frequency, a resonance 
curve is obtained. From the shape of this curve, the amplification 
factor of the System can be determined. In this investigation the 
wave attenuation caused by the presence of the nozzle was determined 
for several contraction ratios. Testing a family of short nozzles, 
they found the attenuation to be as much as twice the value obtained 
from the theoretical predictions. However, losses associated with the 
rest of the System also contributed to the measured attenuation, thus 
causing inaccuracies in the results. Culick and Dehörity have 
shown that this method is valid only when the nozzle admittance is not 
a function of frequency which may not be true for liquid rocket 
nozzles* Therefore, the half-power bandwidth technique may not be 
applicable to liquid rocket nozzle admittance studies. 
In principle, the methods used to measure the one-dimensional 
nozzle admittances could be extended to the three-dimensional case. 
However, to obtain more accurate admittance data a different method is 
used in this investigation. This method is based on the classical 
11 12 13 
impedance tube technique ' ' which is known to yield accurate 
admittance data. Widely used, this method consists of a smooth-
walled tube with a sound source at one end and the sample for which 
the admittance is to be measured at the other end. By measurements 
of the standing wave pattern in the tube, the admittance of the sample 
can be obtained. However, the classical impedance tube method is only 
valid for one-dimensional oscillations with no mean flow present. 
For use in the nozzle admittance studies the classical impedance tube 
method must be modified to include the effects of three-dimensional 
waves and mean flow. 
Qbjectives 
The objectives of this investigation are to determine the 
nozzle admittances for longitudinal and mixed first tangential-
longitudinal modes of typical liquid propellant rocket nozzle con-
figurations used in theoreticäl combustion instability studies and to 
compare these data with theoreticäl predictions. To achieve these 
objectives, Crocco's theory is used to obtain theoreticäl admittance 
values. This theory is discussed in Chapter II, and the admittance 
values for the nozzles studied in this investigation are computed 
and tabulated. To obtain experimental nozzle admittance data, the 
classical impedance tube theory is extended in Chapter III to account 
for three-dimensional oscillations and mean flow. Various techniques 
for determining the nozzle admittance are discussed. Based on this 
theory, an experimental facility is presented in Chapter IV which 
is used to obtain the necessary data for determination of the nozzle 
admittance. The results of the preliminary testing conducted with 
this facility are presented in Chapter V. The experimental admittance 
data obtained from the experiment are given in Chapter VT and com-
pared with the theoreticäl predictions. The effects of the nozzle 
shape and entrance Mach number on the admittance values are then discussed. 
8 
CHARTER II 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL NOZZLE ADMITTANCE THEORY 
The equations necessary for the computation of the nozzle 
admittance values are presented in Reference 6. This reference 
provides tables from which theoretical admittances can be computed 
for a family of nozzles. However, more complete tables were desired 
in order to obtain more information about the behavior of the real 
and imaginary parts of the nozzle admittances for the nozzle geo-
metries, Mach numbers, and frequency ranges of interest in this 
study. Therefore, a Computer program was written which uses the 
equations developed by Crocco to calculate the admittances for the 
nozzles under investigation in this study. 
Governing Equations 
The expressions used to compute the nozzle admittance are 
derived in detail in References 6 and 1^, and only the salient points 
of this derivation are included here. These expressions are obtained 
from the equations describing the three-dimensional oscillatory flow in 
the nozzle. If the nozzle is assumed to contain the flow of an 




M . + v*. (p* g*) = o (2-1) 
Momentum: 
Ö5L* i P i 
_4_ + 1 ̂ (^j = _:Lv*p* (2-2) 
where the superScript * denotes a dimensional quantity, t* the time, 
p* the density, p* the pressure, and q* the velocity vector. Also, 
for isentropic conditions, the following relations hold: 
c*2 = ̂  and £ . K)" (2-3) 
o 
where c* is the speed of sound and y is the ratio of specific heats. 
The subscript o denotes a Stagnation quantity. 
Equations (2-l) through (2-3) are now expressed in terms of 
nondimensional variables. Since the steady State Stagnation 
quantities remain constant throughout the flow, they serve as convenient 
Parameters for nondimensionalizing the equations. The following non-
dimensional quantities are introduced: 
3* p* p* 
% = r~ > P = _ > P : c* p* D* o o Ho 
10 
where steady state quantities are indicated by a bar over the 
symbol. Lengths are nondimensionalized by the Chamber radius r* and t 
is the nondimensional time defined as 
c* 
t = -2-t* 
r* 
c 
The equations of motion in nondimensional form become 
!£ + V ( P < P - 0 (2-̂ ) 
|a + |v.
2 = -ivp (2-5) 
where c = p/p and p = p*. 
In order to linearize these equations, the unsteady 
perturbations about the steady state quantities are assumed to be 
infinitesimal so that only linear terms in the perturbations need 
be retained in the conservation equations. Let 
%=%+%'> P = P + P ' , P = p + p f (2-6) 
where the primed quantities represent the flow perturbations. 
Substituting these expressions into equations (2-h) and (2-5) and 
neglecting all nonlinear terms yield one set of equations governing 
11 
the steady state flow field and another set describing the behavior 
of the perturbations. The steady State equations are 
(pcj) = 0 ; c 2 = l - ^ q 2 ; p = p"
Y (2-7) 




+ v(gp' + P3') = 0 (2-8a) 
at
 + ^ 3 , ) = -v(^) (2-8b) 
where p' = c p'. 
In order to simplify the boundary conditions at the nozzle 
walls, a (qjj\|f,9) coordinate System is chosen -where <p represents the 
steady state velocity potential function, i|r denotes the steady state 
stream function, and 6 is the azimuthal variable. Assuming one-
dimensional mean flow, the velocity vector is written as 
ä = %? *w 
' = u'e + v'e,„ + w'e. 
-Kp -+Y 48 
12 
I t i s sho-wn i n Reference 6 t h a t 
<|f = 2 P(cp)5(cp)r 
q(cp) = ^ dz 
where r is the local radius and dz an infinitesimal displacement 
along a constant | surface. In this coordinate System the equations 
of motion become 
Continuity 
u±)+ ? Uf+fy ^ k ^-)+1 s<™'> = ° <*-*> 
Momentum 
qj - component 
. ! ^ + ^ 2 ^ N + a / £ l x } 
3t öcpV 3 / öcp^YP/ 
i|f - component 
13 
9 - component 
| _ ( r w . ) + f | ; ( r w . ) + ! ® = o
 (2"12) öcp öGVyp 
Equations (2-9) through (2-12) are no¥ solved by using the 
method of Separation of variables. The Solutions are written in 
the form 
| l = ^ K U , e , t ) 
4 4 = *(<p) i - K ^ ^ t ) 
rpq ^ ^ ^ 
rw' = $(cp) |Q- K(^,9,t) 
£ 1 = - [icKcp) + 5 % ) ^ i K ^ e ^ ) 
p 9 
^ = " (^)[i«)*(q)) + *%) ^ > ( * , e , t ) 
P c * 
where 
K(i|r,e,t) = J 
m 
,s (t-f] 
L mn\jf / J 
cos m9 e 
iu)t 
for standing waves and 
*W 
for spinning -waves. In these expressions the nondimensional frequency 






where uo* is the dimensional angular frequency. Also, S is the 
n root of the equation 
T- J (x) = 0, 
dx m ' 
m is the nurnber of diametral nodal lines and n is the nurnber of 
azimuthal nodal lines in the transverse wave pattern. For longitudinal 
modes, m = n = 0 and S = 0 ; for the first tangential modes m = 1, 
n = 0, and S-,~ = 1.8^13. Substituting the given Solutions into the 
15 
conservation equations and eliminating variables yield the following 
differential equation for .$: 
-2 ,-2 -2v d2§ -2, 1 dq2 L 0. v d$ /0 ho> 
q (c - q ) _ - q ( - * + 2io>) j - (2-13) 
dcp c ^ ^ 
2 -2 -2 -2 S cd 




The functiön $. can be related to the specific acoustic 
admittance by the formula 
y = p " ^ = . _ _ £ C L _ ( 2 _ l l 0 
ä C + io) 
•where 
l d f 
£ $ dcp 
The differential equation for Q is derived from equation (2-13) and 
the definition of Q. The resulting differential equation'is a complex 
Riccati equation given as 
$-h + ?-ci (2-i5) 
where 
- 2 , - 2 -2v 
A = q (c - q ) 
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w 
To determine the nozzle admittance for irrotational perturbations, 
equation (2-15) is solved to find the value of £ at the nozzle entrance; 
this value is then used to determine the admittance directly from 
equation (2-14). From equation (2-15), the value of £ depends upon 
the values of A, B, and C. These coefficients are functions of the 
acoustical properties of the oscillations and the mean flow field 
characteristics in the nozzle. In the expressions for A, B, and C, the 
acoustical properties contribute the terms involving uo and S . For 
mn 
this study the values of ^ cover the frequency ränge of the longitudinal 
modes, for which S is zero, and the mixed first tangential-longitudinal 
modes, for which S equals 1.8413. Mixed first tangential-longitudinal 
17 
modes are those modes of oscillation which occur between the cutoff 
frequencies of the first tangential mode and the second tangential 
mode. The terms involving q and c in the relations for A, B, and C 
represent the effects of the mean flow. The values of q and c in the 
nozzle can be computed once Y an(l the nozzle contour are specified. 
The equations used for this computation are given in Reference ik. 
To determine r for given values of m and S and a b mn 
specific nozzle contour, equation (2-15) must be numerically inte-
grated. The major difficulty in this Integration is that Q can 
become unbounded whenever § approaches zero, which causes numerical 
6 
difficulties in the Integration scheme. Crocco and Sirignano noted 
that this phenomenon occurred for low Chamber Mach numbers and high 
values of uo/S . At these Mach numbers and frequencies they developed 
asymptotic Solutions for Q 
Instead of using the asymptotic theory, a different approach is 
employed in this study. The problem appears to be resolved by defining 
a new independent variable 
C ä§ 
dcp 
Thus, as § approaches zero and the magnitude of Q becomes large, 
T becomes small. Introducing the definition of T into equation 
(2-15) gives the following Riccati equation for T'-
I H ^ — 1 (2-16) 
At those points in the nozzle where Q becomes unbounded, equation 
(2-16) is integrated instead of equation (2-15)• 
Values of £ or T are obtained by nuraerically integrating 
equation (2-15) or (2-l6). The numerical Integration must start at 
the throat because at this point 
-2 -2 2 
* = C = ^ 1 
and equations (2-15) and (2-l6) are Singular. The procedure used to 
evaluate the mean flow variables, £, and the coefficients A, B, and C 
at the throat is presented in References 6 and ik. These values 
are used to start the Integration. Equation (2-15) and the equations 
lU 
governing the mean flow are then integrated by a modified Adams 
predictor-corrector scheme using a Runge-Kutta of order four to start 
the Integration. During the integration the magnitude of £ is monitored 
If Q exceeds a value at which instabillties can occur in the Integration 
scheme, then the integration of equation (2-15) is terminated at that 
point. Here the value of T is computed and the integration proceeds 
using equation (2-l6) for T- Similarly, should the magnitude of T 
become large, then the value of Q is determined at that point and 
equation (2-15) is integrated from that point on. This process is 
repeated until the nozzle entrance is reached. A Computer program 
19 
which employs this procedure has been -written in FORTRAN V for üse on 
the UNIVAC 1108 and is given in Appendix A. From this Computer 
program admittance values are calculated for given nozzle geometries and 
entrance Mach numbers. 
Theoretical Predictions 
Theoretical admittance values have been obtained for the 
nozzles under investigation in this program. The nozzles are axisym-
metric, and the geometries consist of three sections as sho-wn in Figure 
1. The first section Starts at the combustion Chamber and is generated 
by a circular are of radius r which is turned through an angle 0 , 
the nozzle half-angle . This section connects smoothly to the next 
which is a conical nozzle of angle 9-, • The conical nozzle then joins 
with the third section, which ends at the throat, and is generated 
by a circular are of radius r turned through an angle 8_ . 
L- O -I-
The nozzles under investigation are' presented in Table 1 where 
the ratio of the radius of curvature r to the Chamber radius r is 
cc c 
given for each nozzle half-angle and Mach number considered. By 
studying these nozzles the dependence of the nozzle admittance upon 
the entrance Mach number, nozzle half-angle, and radius of curvature 
can be determined. 
The theoretical values of the admittance for these nozzles are 
given in the tables included in Appendix B for longitudinal and mixed 
first tangential-longitudinal modes. The real and imaginary parts of 
the admittance are tabulated over a ränge of the nondimensional 
20 
frequency S, where 
uu*r * 
s = — - £ _ 
c* 
For the longitudinal modes the theoretical results show that the 
values of the real part of the admittance are positive, which means 
that the presence of a nozzle has a stabilizing influence on the 
oscillations inside a rocket motor. This result is predicted by all 
14-56 
existing nozzle adraittance theories ' for longitudinal oscillations. 
For the nozzles under investigation in this study, increasing 9-, 
decreases the value of the real part of the adraittance for an entrance 
Mach number M of 0.08 as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 3? for a half-
angle of 4-5 degrees, increasing M has little effect on the real and 
imaginary parts of the admittance. Changing r , the ratio of the 
radius of curvature to the Chamber radius, also has little effect as 
sho-wn in Figure 4 for a half-angle of 15 degrees and an entrance Mach 
number of 0.08. 
The theoretical results for the mixed first tangential-
longitudinal modes show that the real part of the admittance can be 
nagative over the ränge of frequencies applicable to this investigation. 
Thus, the nozzle can have a destabilizing influence on the oscillations 
inside the rocket motor. Increasing 9 at an entrance Mach number of 
0.08 tends to increase the value of the real part of the admittance 
as shown in Figure 5- Increasing M for half-angle of 4-5 degrees 
decreases the values of the real part of the admittance close to the 
frequeney of the first tangential mode, but increases the values at 
the higher frequencies as presented in Figure 6 . From Figure 7, 
changing r^has little effect on the admittance values for a nozzle 
half-angle of 15 degrees and an entrance Mach number of 0.08. 
These results will be compared with experimental data in 
Chapter V. The experimental technique used to obtain these data 




Crocco's nozzle admittance theory has been used in theoretical 
7 
combustion instability analyses of rocket motors although the pre-
dicted admittance values for three-dimensional waves have never been 
confirmed experimentally. To check the theoretical predictions, an 
accurate method of obtaining experimental nozzle admittance data is 
needed. Based on the results.of Culick and Dehority , the impedance 
11 12 13 
tube technique ' ' would be most suitable for this purpose. The 
choice of an appropriate experimental technique for the measurement of 
15 
the nozzle admittance was investigated independently by Bell , who 
concluded that the impedance tube method should be used in the experi-
mental determination of nozzle admittances. 
Based on the conclusions of References 10 and 15, a modification 
of the classical impedance tube method was developed.for this investi-
gation. The apparatus used in the classical impedance tube technique 
consists of a smooth-walled cylindrical tube with a sound source at 
one end and the sample, the admittance of which is to be measured, at 
the other end as shown in Figure 8. A standing wave pattern is 
established in the tube by the incident wave transmitted from the 
sound source and the wave reflected from the tested sample. The 
structure of the standing wave depends upon the admittance of the 
tested sample. By measuring the structure of the standing wave pattern 
in the tube, the admittance of the sample is determined. However, the 
classical impedance tube method is limited to one-dimensional 
oscillations with no mean flow present. Because the nozzle admittance 
studies deal with both one- and three-dimensional waves superimposed 
upon a steady, axial mean flow, the classical impedance tube theory 
had to be extended in order to account for these effects . The 
development of the modified impedance tube theory is described in the 
following sections. 
Governing Equations 
The conservation equations which are needed to describe the 
behavior of the standing wave pattern in the impedance tube have been 
developed in Chapter II, and they are given by equations (2-9) to 
(2-12). These equations are simplified by the fact that the steady 
state flow properties are constant throughout the tube. Since the 
tube is cylindrical in shape, it is convenient to rewrite these 
equations in cylindrical coordinates using the relations 
dz = ̂  and dr = —̂ > 
i POL 
Also, since the experimentally measured quantities are dimensional, 
these equations are rewritten in dimensional form. In this chapter 
only dimensional quantities are used, and the superscript * which 
denoted such quantities in Chapter II will not be employed here. 
2k 
Equat ions (2-9) to (2-12) become 
i |al + i äigli + i j*l + | i - u . + ^(£1)1 . o (3-i) 
- dt r dr r ö9 ozl_ A - / J v-> / 
ääl + ^äül + i S E U Q (3-2) 
3t H 3z - 3z ^ ; P 
ML + 5 &L + 1 ä£l = 0 (3-3) 
3t * 3z - 3r v o °' 
ST + * ST + ~ lr = ° (3-U) 
dt dz - 99 r 
where the dimensional v e l o c i t i e s a re defined as 
3 = q. e 
1 = u ' e + v ' e + w ' e 
-•z -w? 49 
e , e , and e„ , 
25 
tangential directions, respectively. 
The method of Separation of variables is employed to solve 
equations (3-l) to (3-^0 for the dependent variables u 1, v1, w 1, p f, 
and p T. The simple harmonic Solutions are: 
where 
u' =U(z)R(r)@(e)eiu)t 
v. = V( z)^W @(e)e
i- t 
, __/ v_/ v d@(e) iujt 
rw' = W(z)R(r) _z < e 
de 
p' = P(z)R(r)@(e)eiü)t 
p' = N(z)R(r)©(9)eiüjt 
R(r) = J (S — ) 
x J irr mn r ' 
c 
0(9) = cos m(9 - C ) 
for standing waves and 
±i(m9 - C ) 
0(0) = e 9 
for spinning waves; C is a complex integration constant. Sub-
9 
s t i t u t i n g these Solutions into equations (3- l ) to (3-*0 and simplifying 
gives 
*> + * f + f " Cfh - 0 (3-5) 
P P c 
• TT - dU , 1 dP „ in c\ 
l t t U + q _ + - = o (3-6) 
id)V + q ^ + - P = 0 (3-7) 
dz -
io)W + q | | + 3 P = o (3-8) 
p 
For isentropic flow 
27 
N = ̂  (3-9) 
c 
Making the usual assumption in impedance tube analyses of irrotational 
perturbations, it can be showi that 
U = H; v = w (3-10) 
Equation (3-5) can now be rewritten in terms of V by using equations 
(3-7)5 (3-9)5 and (3-10) to eliminate N and U. Thus, equation (3-5) 
gives 
,2„ „„ ,- « ,S , 2. 
d-^il-^g.^^ja) 
dz c 
where the Chamber Mach number M i s given as 
M = ä 
c 
and the wave number k is defined as 
V = 0 
k = ̂ 
Solving for V from this expression and using equations (3-7) and 
(3-10) to obtain P and U gives 
i(a - k )z i(a + k )z 
P = A+e ™ + A_e
 m (3-12) 
i(a - k )z i(a + k )z 
AJa -k )e B m A (a +k )e
 m n 
p-5u = - - £ 2 ^ = ss (3-12) 
k + M(a - k^) k + M(a + k^) 
i(a - k )z i(a - k )z . . v mn7 . . V mn' 
lA e lA e 
p"V = — + —- (3-13) 
k + M(a - k ) k + M(a + k ) v mn v mn 
where 
kM a = 
1 -M2 
and 
J k 2 - g - ) 2 ( 1 - M
2 : 
k 
"ran -i r*2 
1 - M 
In a cylindrical Chamber with mean flow, the axial dependence of 
the standing waves are given by equations (3-11)9 (3-12), and (3-13). 
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The standing waves are fonned by the superposition of two simple 
harmonic waves traveling along the tube. The wave with amplitude A 
travels in the positive z direction, while the one with amplitude 
A propagates in the negative z direction. Because of the Doppler 
effect, the two traveling waves have different wavelengths. The 
structures of the standing waves are determined by the relationships 
between A and A which is governed by the admittance at the nozzle 
entrance. The impedance tube method consists of measuring the 
standing wave pattern in order to determine the relationship between 
A, and A which is then used to compute the admittance. 
Standing Wave Analysis 
To be consistent with the analyses in References 11, 12, and 
13, equations (3-11) through (3-13) are written in terms of hyper-
bolic functions by introducing the following definitions: 
A^iAe*" - ^ + * ) (3-HO 
A = i A e ^ + in(ß + *) 
where A is determined by the pressure amplitude at the driven end 
where z = -L. Using equation (3-1̂ -) it can easily be shown that the 
ratio of the reflected to incident wave amplitudes at the nozzle 
—2"nrtf 
entrance is e and the phase between the incident and reflected 
pressure waves at the nozzle entrance is TT(2ß + l). Introducing 
30 
equation (3-1*0 into equations (3-11) through (3-13) gives 
P = -iAe sinh[Tla - i(Tfß + k z)] (3-15) 
• A l a Z P 
U = - - 1 e s g- f
Ms
tal(
1 - Jr)cosh[TTa-i(TTß + k^z ) ] (3-l6) 
pc-[k2 + ( JEL fi)
1 
S 2 
- (-22) MsinhCrta - KlTß + y ) ] ] 
c 
. laz Ae 
s [k sinh[TTa - i(TTß + y ) ] (3-17) 
( * 2 • (• Sfi 
C 
+ Mk (1 - M2)cosh[Tfa - i(TTß + k z ) ] ] um ' L v p mn J J 
where z is zero at the nozzle entrance and the positive z direction 
is toward the nozzle throat. The specific admittance y at the nozzle 
entrance can now "be obtained from equations (3-15) and (3-l6). By 
definition, 
-- u' 
y = PC JT- z=0 
-- U 
P°P z=0 
Substituting for P and U from equations (3-15) and (3-l6) respectively 
gives 
y = 
SV ^ " Smn ( l' ö 2 ) COth ^ " iß) 
2 -
- S M mn 
~p~~ " T T 
S + (S M) 
v mn ' 
(3-18) 
Separating the admittance into its real and imaginary components gives 
yr = 
S 2 - S 2 m( l -M
2) tanh ffa s e c 2 Ttß 
2 2 
t anh Tfo + t a n TtB  
S 2 + (S M)2 
v mn ' 
S 2 M mn 
(3-19) 
1A = 
s / S 2 - S 2 (1 - M2) 
V mn ' 
t an TTß sech TTa 
1 [s2 + (Smn^)2j ^ t a n h 2 ^ + t a n 2 TTß) 
(3-20) 
Equation (3-18) differs from the classical admittance relation through 
the addition of the terms involving S and M, which account for the 
mn . 
effects of three-dimensional waves and mean flow, respectively. For 
longitudinal waves (S = 0) and no mean flow (M = 0), this equation 
32 
reduces to the classical result given in Reference 13. 
For three-dimensional oscillations, the real part of the 
admittance consists of two terms as given in equation (3-19)• Tne 
first term, 
s / S 2 - s 2 (1 - M2) , _ 2^n 
_V mn_ tanhTTor sec jfg 
S 2 + (S M)2 t a n h 2 Tfa + tan2Ttß 
mn ' . H 
results from the interaction between the incident and reflected 
waves at the nozzle entrance. The sign of a determines whether this 
term is positive or negative. From the definition of <y, when the 
amplitude of the incident vave is greater than the amplitude of the 
reflected wave, a is positive, which means that this term has a 




S + (S M) 
mn 
results from the interaction between the axial mean flow and the 
transverse velocity, wave. Since this term is always negative, it 
represents a destabilizing effect upon the oscillations in the tube. 
According to theoretical predictions, negative values of the 
real part of the admittance can occur for transverse waves with axial 
mean flow present. At the entrance Mach numbers for the nozzles under 
investigation, the negative values can arise because of the second 
term of equation (3-19) even though a is positive. These negative 
values result when the value of of is a small positive number and the 
value of ß is close to l/2. Ho-wever, over the entire frequency ränge 
of mixed first tangential-longitudinal modes at an entrance Mach 
number of 0.08 and over part of this frequency ränge at entrance 
Mach numbers of 0.l6 and 0.20, the negative values of the real 
part of the admittance predicted from theory can be obtained from 
equation (3-19) only if both the first and second terms are negative. 
This suggests that a is negative which implies that the nozzle wave 
System supplies acoustic energy to the wave System in the Chamber. 
Experimental Technique for Computing the Admittance 
Equation (3-19) can be used to determine the values of the 
nozzle admittance once ot and ß are known for a given frequency, a 
given mean flow Mach number, and a given acoustic mode. Several 
methods are available for determining <y and ß experimentally -which 
involve measurements of the standing wave pattern in the impedance 
tube. The dependence of the standing wave pattern for the pressure 
oscillations on the location in the Chamber is obtained from 
equation (3-15) and the assumed Solutions to equations (3-l) through 
(3-̂ -) • These pressure oscillations are described by 
t 1 1 1 i(6 + u>t) 
p = I p | e v ' 
3»t 
where the p r e s s u r e ampli tude I pT | i s given by 
1 p ' I = AJ (S —)cos(m9+C )[cosh2rrcv-cos2TT(ß + ~ ) ] 2 (3-22) 
• m um r Q \ 
c 
and the phase 6 is 
2z 
6 = az + Arctan [tanh na cot Tr(ß + r--)] (3-23) 
The axial wavelength \ is 
X = ^ 
mn 
Because C is not involved in the admittance calculations, it is 
9 ' 
assumeä to be zero. For pressure measurements taken at the 
Chamber wall where r = r and the 9 = 0 position, equation (3-22) 
c 
becomes 
| P ' | = A^Ccosh 2 ™ - cos 2 n(ß + p ) ] 2 (3-21+) 
where 
A = AJ (S ) mn mv mny 
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In this experiment, pressure amplitudes are measured in decibels. The 
sound pressure level in decibels, L, is defined as 
L = 20 loi UL 
•10 Lp 
r e r 
where p „ is the reference pressure level, the value of which is 
ref 
-k 
2 x 10 dynes per Square cm. For pressures measured in decibels, 
equation (3-2*+) and the definition of L give 
L = Adb + 10 log10[cosh
2
m - cos
2Tr(ß + — ) ] (3-2Ua) 
where A,, is in decibels. db 
The most widely used method for finding & and ß is the travers-
ing microphone technique -which is discussed in References 11, 12, and 
13. It consists of a microphone probe which is used to traverse the 
impedance tube in the axial direction in order to measure the standing 
wave pattern. By measuring the distance between two successive 
minima, the half-wavelength \/2 is determined. The value of ß is then 
computed by measuring the distance, -z . , from the sample to the first 
minimum. From equation (3-2^) this minimum occurs when 
o 2 z • 
• 2 / mins 
cos TTVß — ) = 1 
or when 
2z . 






Then <* is obtained by measuring a maximum pressure amplitude where 
p = A cosh jjoi 
^max i mn 
and a minimum p r e s s u r e ampli tude -where 
min 
= A s inh rra 
mn 
The expression for & is then 
tanhrra = 




«= h ̂  [ 
1 + 
p • 1 mn 
max 1 
1 -
P • i 
min 
P ̂max ' 
Since the wavelength is known, the nondimensional frequency S can be 
found from the following expression: 
S = Vgll (1 _ M
2)rJ + (Smn)
2(l - M2) 
If the frequency and speed of sound are known, S can also be deter-
mined from the expression, S = cur /c. The admittance can now be 
determined from equations (3-19). and- (3-20) for a given Mach number 
and S 
mn 
In principle, the traversing technique can be employed in the 
nozzle admittance studies. However, for the experimental facility 
available for this study, the run time allowed by the air supply 
system is significantly shorter than the time required for a micro-
phone to traverse the tube. Also, the air is stored in high pressure 
tanks at 3000 psig. When the air passes from the tanks through the 
impedance tube, the pressure in the tanks decreases causing a corre-
sponding decrease in temperature, which changes the acoustical properties 
of the air in the tube. The change in acoustical properties will 
cause variations in the wave pattern in the tube as it is being tra-
versed. Leakage problems and uncertainties in the flow interaction 
38 
with the microphone probe must also be considered. Because of these 
Problems, the traversing technique was not employed in this study. 
Instead, the discrete point method is used, With this method, 
pressure amplitude measurements are taken at different axial locations 
along the tube, and the wavelength \ is computed from frequency and, 
temperature measurements by using the following relation: 
2rr 2TT(1 - M2) 
X k 
mn ß M S 5 ^ r c 
where f is the measured frequency in Hertz, c is determined from 
temperature measurements, S is known for a given frequency, speed 
of sound, and Chamber radius, and M is determined from the nozzle 
contraction ratio. These data are then used to compute a, ß, and 
A from equation (3-2^-). In principle, three pressure amplitude 
measurements - | p' | , | p' ) , | p' | - at different axial locations -
z , z„, z - are required to determine a, ß, and A . Explicit 
relations for a and ß are derived in Appendix C from equation (3-2̂ +) 
and are given by 
a = ̂ - l n ( x + / x
2 - l ) (3.25) 
2TT 




A31B2l " A21B31 
2,i 
^ l ^ - ^ S l ^ - ^ f +tA21(l-P31}-A31(l'P21)] 3 
V 1 - P31} - V 1 - P21> 
y " B 2 1 U " V " B 3 l U " P21} 
^ T, ^TT 
A _ = COS r— Z - P _ COS —^ Zn , 
n l X n n l \ . 1 
n = 2 ,3 
B _ = s m -—• z - P , s i n -r1 z_ 
n l X n n l X I n = 2 ,3 
n l n 
for pressure amplitudes in psi, n =2,3 




for pressure amplitudes in decibels, n = 2,3 
l6 
Gately and Cohen . investigated the accuracy of the results for a and ß 
using three pressure measurements. In some cases they found that a 0.3 
percent error in pressure resulted in a 16 percent error in a. This 
1+0 
inaccuracy was considered unacceptable, and these results were 
substantiated in the present study as shown in Table 2. In this table 
10 different values of a were obtained experimentally for the same 
standing -wave pattern by using five pressure measurements at different 
axial locations which yields 10 combinations of three pressure 
measurements. These data show variations in ot of from 0.01 to 0.11, 
depending upon the positions at -which data are taken. Since a value 
of 0.01 for ci means that $6 percent of the incident wave is reflected 
from the nozzle whereas 0.11 means that 71 percent of the incident 
wave is reflected, no reliable information regarding the effect 
of the nozzle can be obtained. Also, in some cases the parameter 
x in equation (3-25) for <y is less than one because of experimental 
errors, and a value of & cannot be computed. 
The reason for these large variations in ot is that three. 
pressure measurements do not yi.eld enough accurate information about 
the shape of the standing wave pattern from which a and ß are 
determined. For example, if the three pressures are measured at 
distances X/2 apart, then the amplitudes are the same, and a value of 
OL cannot be computed. To avoid such results, it is necessary to take 
as many pressure measurements as possible at different axial locations. 
In this manner, enough information about the standing wave pattern 
can be obtained so that o> and ß can be accurately determined. In the 
experiments conducted in this investigation, up to 10 pressure 
amplitude measurements have been taken. 
In addition to pressure amplitude measurements, phase measure-
kl 
ments can also be used to calculate a and ß. However, no reliable 
phase data were obtained in this study for reasons discussed in the 
next chapter. The analysis using phase data is included for 
completeness. From equation (3-23) the phase difference between 
pressures at two axial locations, z and z , is 
A6 = 62 - 61 = a(z2 - z^ . (3-27) 
2z2 2Z]_ 
, t anhTTa[cotTT(ß + - r—) - COtTT(ß + - r — ) ] ^ 
+ Arctan \ -* ^ _ TA \ 
L l + tanh TiacotTT.Cß + _f2)cotTT(ß + f f l ) 
X X 
In order to compute oi and ß a minimum of three phase measurements are 
required - one is used as a reference, and the other two are used to 
generate two equations in the twö unknowns, & and ß. Explicit 
relations for these parameters are derived in Appendix C; however, as 
with three pressure amplitude measurements, inaccurate values of a 
and ß are obtained with only three phase measurements. Therefore, as 
many phase measurements as possible need to be taken at different 
axial locations along the tube. 
Wonlinear Regression 
To compute a and ß from the measured pressure amplitude or 
17 phase data, the method of nonlinear regression is used. The 
procedure for obtaining a and ß from pressure amplitude data will first 
k2 
be discussed. In this experiment the pressure amplitudes are measured 
at up to 10 axial locations along the tube, and the -wavelength is 
determined from the frequency and temperature measurements. Nonlinear 
regression consists of finding the values of Q/, ß. and A which give 
7 K' mn 
the best fit between the theoretical curve described by equation (3-2^) 
and the experimental points. This is accomplished by Computing the 
values of os ß» and A -which minimize the root-mean-Square d e v i a t i o n H mn 
between the theoretical curve and the experimental points. To find 
the minimum root-mean-Square deviation, the following function F is 
minimized: 
M 
r - I > i -T1(«,ß>v
]2 (3'28) 
i=l 
for pressure amplitudes measured in psi and 
M 
F « £ [ß± - T.(ajß5Adb)]
2 (3-28a) 
i=l 
for pressure amplitudes in decibels. In these expressions M is the 
number of pressure amplitude measurements and 3 ̂  M <. 10 for the 
present experiment. The parameter E represents the pressure amplitude 
i 
measured a distance z. from the nozzle entrance where i = 1, 2, . . .,M. 
The corresponding theoretical prediction T. is given as 
2 z. \ 
Ti(a'ß'Amn) = Amn [ G O S h ™ " C0S ^ + 1 T ) ] (3"29) 
for pressure amplitudes in psi and 
P P 2z 
Ti(a'P'Adb^ = Adb + 10 l og 1 0t
c o s h ™-cos TT(ß + — ) ] (3-29a) 
for amplitudes measured in decibels. If a minimum for F exists, then 
ar m K = S_ = _§L. = 0 (3_20) 
Equation (3-30) provldes three equations in the three unknowns -
a, ß, and A , or A. . Substituting equations (3-28), (3-29), and 
(3-29a) into equation (3-30) gives 
S 3T. 
I (Ei " V 5ET " ° (3-31^ 
i=l 
M 




L (Ei " Ti> — a ° 
i = i BB1 
hk 
or M ÖT, 
) (E. - T. ) - i - = 
. , db 
i = l 
•where, for p r e s s u r e s measured i n p s i 
a T i TTA coshTTasinhrra mn 
2z. - ^ öo? r 2 2 
| ^ cosh TTQ/ - c o s r r (ß + -7—) X ' J 
2z. 2 z, 
öß 
nA cosn(ß + -r—)sin(ß + -?—) 
mn VM X VH X 
2 2 ^T? 
cosh rra - cos ir(ß + -r—) 
ÖT, 2 z . -,"2 2 
r r ^ - = I cosh rra - cos n(ß + -y^ 1 ) , 
mn 
and, for pressure amplitudes in decibels 
5T = ( 2 0 T T l o g i o e ) 
sinhrrcycoshTTcy 
2 2 2 z i J 






r s i m ( ß + -~4cosTr(ß + -Y^) n 
(20rrlog- lne)l * TH KT'L 2 2 2Z;L j 
COSh TTQ1 - COS Tr( ß + - r — ) 
U5 
3T 
-TT- = 1 
^db 
Once equation (3-31) is solved, the values of a, ß, and A or A , 
are obtained which provide the best fit between the theoretical 
curve described by equation (3-29) or (3-29a) and the experimental 
data. Since equation (3-31) is nonlinear, an explicit Solution 
for a? ß? and A or A,, cannot be derived and the equations must be K ' r a n db ^ 
solved numerically. 
i P> 
Marquardt's algorithm is used to solve equation (3-31). 
This algorithm is an extension of the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme. 
It keeps the rapid convergence properties of the Newton-Raphson 
method, and at the same time it improves the stability characteristics. 
To start the iteration, equation (3-24) or (3-24a) is solved explicitly 
for ry, R, and A or A., using värious combinations of three amplitude 
w' H' mn db 
measurements and equations (3-25) and (3-26) . For 10 amplitude 
measurements taken at different axial locations along the tube, 120 
combinations of three pressure amplitudes are obtained. The values 
of a, ß, A or An, obtained from the combination which gives the ' H mn db 
minimum value of F from equation (3-28) are then used to start the 
iteration. Using the notation of Reference 17, the equation to be 
solved after the n iteration is 
6̂ 
where 
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hl 
and X is a convergence parameter which can be changed at each 
iteration to improve the convergence characteristics. 
-h 
In practice, when a is on the order of 10 or less, equation 
(3-32) does not converge to a value of a when F approaches a minimum 
because of roundoff errors. Instead, values of 01 oscillate about 
zero with an amplitude of 10 or less. In such cases, in order to 
avoid these numerical difficulties, a is assumed to be zero. Then 
from equations (3-29) and (3-29a), 
2z. 
T.(a, ß , A ) = A I sinn(ß + -r-̂ ) 
I^ ' M ' mir mn i K \ 
or 
2z. 
V«' P' AJ = Adb + 20 l o g i o L I Sinn(^ + T^} U 
and the appropriate equation is solved for ß and A or A . A 
Computer program has been written in FORTRAN V for use on a UNTVAC 
1108 Computer which calculates & and ß from pressure amplitude 
measurements in decibels and is included in Appendix D. 
Values of <y and ß can also be computed from phase measurements 
using the nonlinear regression method. For this case 
T..(c*,ß) = a(Zj_ - z r e f ) + (3-33) 
2z. 2z 
tanhTTa[cotrT(ß + - - i ) - cotnCß + ** )] >, 
Arctan -I *— ^ 
1 + tanh no-cotirCß + ——)cotrr(ß + —r ) 
A A. 
where one of the phase measurements at the axial location z „ 
* ref 
is used as a reference. The equations to be solved for the values of 
oi and ß which give the minimum root-me an-Square deviation between the 
theoretical and experimental phase values are 
M BT. 
= )>i -V^ßU-i-O (3-3*0 ÖF 
öa L u~i -i^'H/j. ^ 
i=l 
| = I[E ± -Ti(^ß)] ̂ = 0 (3-35) 
i=l 
where now E. is the experimental phase value measured at position z., 
and T. is the theoretical phase value obtained from equation (3-33). 
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~~ 2 2 ^ T 
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1 + cot2 ir(ß + — p ^ ) 
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2 2 re f ' 
1 + tanh Tiacot Ti(ß + — r — ) 
A 
As -with the pressure amplitude measurements, Marquardt's algorithm is 
then employed to obtain values of a and ß from equations (3-3*0 ^^d 
(3-35)• One advantage in. using phase measurements is that one unknown, 
A or A , is eliminated, thus simplifying the computations. A listig 
of the Computer program used to determine ot and ß from phase data is 
included in Appendix D. 
Once ot and ß are known, the real and imaginary parts of the 
admittance are determined by use of equations (3-19) anä (3-20). In 
the nozzle admittance studies conducted in this investigation, only 
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admittance data obtained from pressure araplitude measurements are 
presented because of inaccuracies associated with the phase measure-
ments . The cause of these inaccuracies will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
IMPEDANCE TUBE EXPERIMENT 
To measure the nozzle admittance, the classical impedance tube 
experiment has been modified to include mean flow and three-
dimensional waves. To maintain flow in the tube, an air supply System 
is used. The three-dimensional pressure oscillations are generated by 
two electropneumatic drivers. 
Air Supply System 
The air supply for the impedance tube experiment is stored in 
14 tanks having a total volume of 500 cubic feet and a maximum pressure 
of 3,000 psia. With a nominal 12-inch diameter tube, the air supply 
provides approximately four minutes of continuous testing at a tube 
Mach number of 0.08 and a static pressure of 25 psig. A schematic of 
the flow System is presented in Figure 9« 
Three parallel pressure regulators maintain a constant pressure 
air supply upstream of the main and driver air supply control valves 
for all tube test condition requirements. The main air supply control 
valve maintains a constant pressure in the tube, and the driver air 
supply control valve maintains a constant pressure differential 
across the acoustic drivers. The Chamber flow, which includes the main 
and driver flows, is exhausted through the tested nozzle into a silencer 
tunnel that is open to atmosphere. 
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Test Facility 
The modified impedance tube is specifically designed to 
investigate the admittance characteristics of rocket engine exhaust 
nozzles. The components of the facility are presented in Figure 10. 
Two Ling EPT-94B electropneumatic drivers, each capable of 
developing 4,000 watts of acoustic power, are close-coupled to the tube 
wall four inches downstream of the injector. The frequency and waveform 
output of the acoustic drivers are controlled by a Spectral Dynamics, 
Model SD104A-5 sweep oscillator. For this investigation the wave-
forms of the oscillations are sinusoidal. During a test, the frequen-
cies of the generated waves are varied linearly over the ränge from 40 
Hertz to 640 Hertz for longitudinal modes and from 600 Hertz to 1100 
Hertz for mixed first tangential-longitudinal modes at a rate of from 
two to eight Hertz per second. In the frequency ränge of this 
investigation, the two drivers ean develop resonant sound pressure 
r / -4 
levels greater than 165 decibels (referenced to 2.2 x 10 , dynes 
per cm ) in the tube. For the sound pressure levels attained, linear 
acoustic theory was applicable. Based on the tests discussed in 
Chapter V, to minimize wave distortion and to obtain high sound pressure 
levels, the drivers oscillate in phase for longitudinal modes and 180 
degrees out of phase for mixed first tangential-longitudinal modes. 
The flow from the main air supply control valve enters a muffler 
which attenuates the flow noise and provides a uniform pressure 
distribution across the injector. The injector is a one-inch thick 
plate with 1,627 holes spaced to provide a uniform flow distribution 
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at the entrance to the tube. A supercritical pressure ratio is main-
tained across the injector during test Operations to ensure sonic 
velocity at the exit of the injector orifices . This minimizes acoustic 
feedback by isolating the flow System upstream of the injector from the 
pressure oscillations in the tube. 
The impedance tube is a cylindrical aluminum pipe 120 inches 
long with an inside diameter of 11-3/8 inches. The test nozzle is 
coupled directly to the downstream or exhaust end of the tube by a 
flange attachment. Provisions have been made along the length of the 
tube for the installation of acoustic drivers, dynamic pressure 
transducers, thermocouples, and static pressure orifices. The positions 
of the acoustic drivers and the locations of the instrumentation ports 
utilized for this investigation are shown in Figure 11. 
Tested Nozzles 
Initial tests were conducted with two nozzles made of fiber 
glass as shown in Figure 12. To fabricate these nozzles, two wooden 
mandrils were machined to the desired nozzle contour. Layers of fiber 
glass were then placed on the mandrils and allowed to harden. This 
method was not used to fabricate the other nozzles because it was 
found to require excessive amounts of time and expense. 
Instead, the other nozzles were machined from three aluminum 
cylinders. The inside of each cylinder was cast in the shape of a 
conical nozzle to minimize machining time. The conical nozzles had 
half-angles of 15, 30, and i+5 degrees, respectively. To produce the 
nozzles in Table 1, the conical nozzles were then machined to have a 
^ 
radius of curvature of 2.5 inches at the nozzle throat and entrance 
and an entrance Mach number of 0.08. Upon completion of the testing 
of the nozzle with a half-angle of k-5 degrees, this nozzle was re-
machined for an entrance Mach number of 0.l6. This sequence of re-
machining and testing, illustrated in Figure 13, "was repeated 
until a Mach number of 0.20 was attained. 
Instrumentation 
A diagram of the instrumentation system used to monitor, control, 
measure, and record the test conditions in the tube is shown in Figure 
ik. The location and orientation of the instrumentation along the 
length of the tube is presented in Figure 11. 
The steady state pressures in the tube and at the inlets to 
the driver are controlled by monitoring two 12-inch Heise gauges and 
manually setting the desired pressure levels to be maintained by the 
respective control valves. 
The Chamber air temperature is measured by two copper-
constantan thermocouples and recorded at discrete frequencies during 
the test run on a strip Chart recorder. 
The pressure oscillation generated in the tube during a test 
run are measured by ten Photocon, Model ̂ 03, pressure transducers, 
amplified, and recorded on an Ampex, FR-1300, 1^-channel tape recorder. 
The transducers have a dynamic ränge of from H O decibels to approxi-
mately 180 decibels and exhibit a flat frequency response over the 
frequency ränge from 10 to 3,000 Hertz. A calibration of•the 
transducer System using a Whittaker Corporation, Model PC-125, 
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acoustic calibrator is recorded prior to each test. In addition to the 
10 dynamic transducers, the signal from the frequency generator to 
the acoustic drivers is recorded during the tests to be used in the 
data reduction procedures as a reference frequency for signal 
analysis. 
Data Reduction 
A diagram of the Instrumentation used to determine the sound 
pressure level as a function of driver frequency is shown in Figure 
15. The data are recorded on a tape recorder and then played back at 
a reduced speed. The data are passed through a Spectral Dynamics 
System, Model 101A, dynamic analyzer. The analyzer is a frequency-
tuned band-pass filter in which the center frequency of a narrow band 
pass is continuously tuned to track the reference driver frequency. 
The filtered signal is passed through a Hewlett-Packard, Model 7560A, 
logarithmic Converter which transforms the A-C input signal to a D-C 
voltage proportional to the peak or average amplitude of the input 
signal. The frequency signal is converted to a D-C Output voltage 
proportional to the frequency. The sound pressure level Output of the 
logarithmic Converter is plotted as a function of driver frequency on 
a Hewlett-Packard Model ZFRA, X-Y recorder. 
Phase data can also be obtained by replacing the logarithmic 
Converter with a phase meter and recording the output on the X-Y 
plotter. However, experience has shown that the tape recorder can 
introduce phase errors of up to 60 degrees because of the'gap 
scatter, gap azimuth, and interspacing between the individual record 
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and playback heads. Therefore, accurate phase data cannot be obtained 
with this Instrumentation and no reliable admittance data have been 
computed using phase measurements. 
Experimental Procedure 
Before testing, all components of each dynamic pressure data 
Channel are calibrated simultaneously by imposing a calibrated, 
sinusoidal pressure signal from the acoustic calibrator on the 
pressure transducer . This signal is recorded o'n the analog tape 
recorder to be used in data reduction as the reference pressure to 
account for the sensitivity of the pressure transducer and the 
amplification factors of the System components. The Chamber air 
temperature thermocouple is calibrated by recording reference temper-
ature voltage Outputs on the strip chart recorder. 
To initiate the test run three parallel high pressure 
regulator valves are set to maintain 300 psig pressure upstream of 
the main and driver control valves. The sweep generator, which controls 
the driver Output -waveform and frequency, is set for a sinusoidal 
signal at the low frequency limit of the frequency ränge. The driver 
flow control valve is then set to maintain k-0 psi pressure differential 
across the drivers. Next the main flow control valve is set to 
provide a pressure level of 20 psig in the Chamber. The main flow 
control valve automatically maintains the desired pressure throughout 
the test. 
After test conditions are established in the Chamber the 
recording of pressure and temperature data is initiated simultaneously 
with the start of the frequency sweep. The sweep oscillator main-
tains an eight Hertz per second rate of change of the driver frequency 
from the Initiation of the sweep until the upper limit of the test 
frequency ränge is reached. The pressure oscillations in the Chamber 
are continuously recorded during the test run on the analog tape 
recorder. Chamber air temperature is periodically recorded on the 
strip chart recorder every four or five seconds during the test. 
To correlate the pressure and temperature data the Output frequency 
of the sweep oscillator is manually recorded on the strip chart 
recorder for each Chamber temperature record made during the frequency 
sweep. The temperature of the intermediate data points are determined 
by interpolation. When the upper limit of the frequency sweep is 
reached the test is concluded. 
Once the pressure amplitude and frequency data are recorded on 
analog tape, plots of sound pressure level versus frequency are 
obtained. From these plots pressure amplitudes are taken at selected 
frequencies for each of the transducers located along the length of 
the tube. For a given frequency, up to 10 pressure amplitudes are 
obtained; and these data, together with the steady State temperature 
data used to compute the speed of sound, are input into a Computer 
program which employs the nonlinear regression method to obtain 
nozzle admittance values over a ränge of the nondimensional frequency 
S. 
To evaluate the experimental facility and the supporting 
impedance tube theory, preliminary tests were conducted before 
nozzle testing was initiated, and the results are presented in Chapter 
CHAPTER V 
PRELIMINARY TESTING 
To obtain reliable nozzle admittance data using pressure 
amplitude measurements, equation (3-22) must adequately predict the 
spacial dependence of the pressure amplitude in the impedance tube. 
Preliminary tests were conducted to evaluate the mathematical model and 
to ensure that the standing wave pattern in the tube under test 
conditions could be described by the mathematical model. 
Assumption of No Attenuation 
In the development of the impedance tube theory, wave attenuation 
in the tube was assumed to be negligible. To investigate the validity 
of this assumption, two tests were conducted with a fiber glass nozzle 
for which the nozzle half-angle was 15 degrees, the entrance Mach 
number was 0.08, and the ratio of the radius of curvature to Chamber 
radius was 1.0. This nozzle is shown in Figure 12. In one test the 
microphones were placed from 2k to k-9 inches from the nozzle entrance 
plane, and in the other test the microphones were positioned from one 
to 33 inches from the nozzle entrance. If the assumption of no 
attenuation of the wave is invalid, a discrepancy should exist in the 
data between the two tests. From Figure 16, the admittance values 
agree within experimental error. This result indicates that the 
assumption of no attenuation is justifiable. 
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Frequency Sweep Rate 
In the preliminary tests the frequency was varied at a rate of 
three Hertz per second over a ränge from 600 to 1,000 Hertz. It 
was assumed that this sweep rate was sufficiently slow to allow the 
tracking filter enough time to react to the change in frequency so 
that no wave distortion resulted. In order to verify this assumption, 
nozzle admittance data were obtained keeping the frequency constant 
during testing. These data are compared with the frequency sweep 
data from Figure 16 and Figure 17. The data agree to experimental 
error. 
Tests With No Flow 
According to the theory developed in Chapter III, the form of 
the mixed first tangential-longitudinal mode in the transverse plane 
is described by the expression 
p'(r,9) = j (S 0 £-) cos (9) 
w 
and is shown in Figure 18. A nodal line extends from the 12:00 
position to the 6:00 position along the diameter of the tube when the 
drivers are placed at the 3:00 and 9:°0 positions . However, based on 
pressure amplitude data taken under test conditions, a nodal line 
is not present at the 12:00 position at certain values of the frequency. 
This is shown in Figure 19 which is a typical plot of sound pressure 
level versus frequency for the mixed first tangential-longitudinal 
modes at a distance ^9 inches from the nozzle entrance with the two 
drivers oscillating 180 degrees out of phase. In order to investigate 
this behavior and determine the shape of the three-dimensional standing 
wave pattern for the mixed first tangential-longitudinal modes, a 
microphone probe was used. Since it was impractical to probe the tube 
with flow present, tests without flow were conducted. 
A schematic of the experimental facility used in the tests 
without flow is presented in Figure 20. The aluminum tube used in the 
impedance tube studies was terminated at the driven end by a blind 
flange of aluminum 3/k of an inch in thickness. The opposite end 
of the tube was left open for probing. 
Two University drivers, an ID-75 75 watt and a PA-HF 50 watt, 
were utilized to generate a standing wave pattern in the tube. 
Amplitudes of over 150 decibels could be obtained at resonant 
frequencies. The driver frequency was controlled by a Hewlett-
Packard, Model 202C, low frequency oscillator which was used to estab-
lish standing wave patterns at from 55 to 1300 Hertz. The output of the 
individual drivers was varied by two Krohn-hite, DCA-50R, wide-band, 
50 watt amplifiers. The Signal from the amplifiers was passed 
through two Krohn-hite, 50 watt, MT-56, matching transformers into the 
drivers. 
In order to measure the pressure oscillation in the tube, a 
Bruel and Kjaer l/U-inch microphone was mounted to a l/2-inch plexi-
glass bar four feet in length. This probe was used to determine the 
shape of the standing wave. The signal from the microphone was 
passed through a Bruel and Kjaer, Model 260^, microphone amplifier and 
displayed on a Model 502A, Tektronix, dual-beam oscilloscope. The 
dependence of the Standing wave pattern on driver configuration and 
phasing was investigated "by first using only one driver located at 
the 9̂ 00 position and then using two drivers located at the 9:00 and.3:00 
positions . The amplitude and phase of the two drivers were varied 
independently over a ränge of frequencies from 600 to 1200 Hertz. The 
tube was probed axially, circumferentially, and radially to determine 
the standing wave pattern. 
The experimental results offered explanations as to the 
difference between the predicted and measured pressure amplitude 
versus frequency plots at the 12:00 position shown in Figure 19« 
Skewing was detected and is illustrated in Figure 21. For 
mixed first tangential-longitudinal modes, this phenomenon was 
characterized by a constant rotation of the transverse nodal line 
about the axis of the tube. The angle of skew was invariant with 
respect to driver configuration, phasing, and amplitude. However, 
the skew angle varied with frequency and depended upon the conditions 
at the driven end. 
In the frequency ränge near the cutoff frequency for the first 
tangential mode of the tube - 700 Hertz at 76.5 F - , skew angles of 
up to 36 degrees from the 12:00 position were measured. From 700 to 
710 Hertz the skew angle varied 66 degrees. Throughout the ränge of 
frequencies from 710 to 970 Hertz at 78°F, the skew angle was less 
than 10 degrees and no detectable skew was present above 750 Hertz. 
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From 970 to 1200 Hertz no skew angle was detected for two drivers 
oscillating 180 degrees out of phase at approximately the same 
amplitude. However, wave distortion occurred in this frequency 
ränge when only one driver was used. 
Besides being frequency dependent, the skew angle was dependent 
upon the conditions at the driven end. When one of the driver ports 
was left open, the skew angle shifted as much as 60 degrees for a 
given frequency in the ränge from 700 to 710 Hertz. 
A phenomenon which was given the name "cusping" also occurred 
and is illustrated in Figure 22. Two types were detected. With 
the first type, the nodal line in the radial direction was curved into 
roughly the shape of the letter "c". When the curve opened toward the 
3:00 position, the sound pressure level at 3:00 was less than the sound 
pressure level at 9*00, and there was a node at the tube center. As 
the tube was traversed in the axial direction toward the driver, the 
curvature became less pronounced until a straight nodal line extended 
from the 6:00 to 12:00 positions, and the pressure amplitudes were 
equal at the 3:00 and 9-00 positions. Further axial traversing 
toward the driven end showed that the nodal line again becomes 
curved but opened toward the 9:00 position. Here, the pressure amplitude 
was less at the 9:00 position than at the 3:00 location, and a node 
exists at the tube center. 
During the second type of cusping, the nodal line was straight 
but displaced to one side of the tube center. When the line was 
displaced toward the 3:00 position, the pressure amplitude at 3:00 was 
less than the amplitude at 9*00« As the tube was traversed axially 
toward the driver, the displacement of the nodal line from the tube 
center became less until the nodal line extended from the 6:00 to 
the 12:00 positions, and the pressure amplitudes at the 9:°0 and 
3:00 positions were the same. Further traversing showed that the 
nodal line was displaced toward the 9-0° Position. 
Both types of cusping occurred when one driver was used. 
Cusping was independent of amplitude and is noticeable only above 
970 Hertz at 79*8 F. When two drivers were used and driven 180 
degrees out of phase at approximately the same amplitude, this 
phenomenon was eliminated. The mathematical model of the Standing 
wave pattern in the tube could not account for cusping; so in the tests 
conducted to obtain nozzle admittance data, the drivers were 
oscillated 180 degrees out of phase to avoid this phenomenon. 
Near resonant conditions in the tube, it was discovered that the 
nodal line predicted by classical acoustic theory for the transverse 
wave pattern of mixed first tangential-longitudinal modes was not a 
true nodal line. Instead, the pressure amplitude near the tube wall 
was appreciable; and, as the line was traversed radially, the pressure 
amplitude decreased to zero at the tube center. This phenomenon is 
shown in Figure 23 and was encountered near resonant frequencies 
for both skewed and unskewed transverse wave patterns. It was not 
detectable at nonresonant conditions in the tube. 
Based on the results of the no flow experiment, it was decided 
to use two drivers producing approximately the same pressure amplitude 
and driven 180 degrees out of phase in order to eliminate cusping." 
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High sound pressure levels of 160 decibels or above are also obtained 
by driving in this manner. Skewing and the Variation of the pressure 
amplitude along the classically predicted nodal line can be accounted 
for in the mathematical model by the complex integration constant 
C appearing in equation (3-22) . From this equation the form of the 
9 
transverse wave pattern is described by the following expression: 
P'(r,e) | = J±(^)\ cos(e + c ) | 
w 
for the mixed first tangential-longitudinal modes. This pattern is 
formed by the superposition of two transverse waves - one rotating 
in the clockwise direction and the other rotating in the counter-
clockwise direction. Based on this model, skewing is caused by a 
difference in phase between these two waves and is accounted for by 
the real part of C . The Variation of the pressure amplitude along 
0 
the transverse nodal line predicted by classical acoustic theory can 
be attributed to a difference in amplitude between the clockwise 
and counterclockwise rotating waves and is accounted for by the imaginary 
part of C . As mentioned in Chapter III, C does not enter into the 
ö ö 
admittance computations. Therefore, skewing and pressure amplitude 
variations along the classically predicted nodal line do not affect 




For the longitudinal modes the experimental values of the real 
and imaginary parts of the admittance are compared with the theoretical 
predictions in Figures 2k through 30. The nozzle designations are 
explained in Table 1. 
The reÜability and repeatability of the experimental procedure 
is demonstrated in Figures 2k to 26. In each of these figures the 
admittance data from two tests conducted at different times for a 
given nozzle are compared. The mean Square deviation in the values of 
the real and imaginary parts of the admittance between the two tests 
is 0.1. 
The mean Square deviation between the theoretical predictions 
and the experimental data is also 0.1. Therefore, the theoretical 
and experimental admittance results agree to within the precision of 
the experiment. The disagreement which occurs at the higher frequencies, 
when S is greater than 1.6, is attributed to experimental errors. 
For a fixed number of pressure amplitudes taken along the standing 
wave, the number of points per wavelength decreases with increasing 
frequency, and it becomes more difficult to accurately determine the 
standing wave pattern and, consequently, the admittance. 
These data indicate that the assumption of one-dimensional . 
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mean flow in the nozzle used in Crocco's theory appears valid. Even 
for the nozzles with half-angles of i+5 degrees, where theoretical and 
19 experimental studies show that the one-dimensional assumption is 
invalid, the experimental admittance values agree to within experi-
mental error as shown in Figures 26 through 28. 
The effect of changing the nozzle radius of curvature on the 
admittance values is presented in Figure 31- In this figure, data are 
compared for ratios of the radius of curvature to Chamber radius of 0.M+ 
and 1.0 when 9-, = 15 degrees and M = 0.08. For these nozzles changing 
the radius of curvature has little effect. This resillt is in agree-
ment with the theoretical predictions presented in Figure h. 
The result of changing the nozzle half-angle is shown in Figure 
32 for M = 0.08 and r /r = O.kk. The data indicate that increasing 
cc' c 
the nozzle half-angle apparently increases the frequency at which the 
real part of the admittance is a maximum. 
The consequences of varying the Mach number at the nozzle 
entrance is shown in Figure 33 for 0 = 1+5 degrees and r /r = O.hh. 
At this nozzle half-angle and radius of curvature, increasing the 
Mach number has little effect on the admittance values. 
Mixed First-Tangential Longitudinal Modes 
For the mixed first tangential-longitudinal modes, the 
experimental nozzle admittance data are compared with the theoretical 
predictions in Figures 3^ through kö. The data from two different 
tests are compared in Figures 3̂- to 36; and in general the. repeatability 
of the experimental admittance data is the same as the repeatability 
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for the longitudinal modes . Two exceptions are shown in Figures 36 
and 37 for nozzles 15-08-5-7 and 15-08-2.5, respectively. At S values 
above 2.6, considerable data scatter is evident. For example, in 
Figure 36 the value of the real part of the admittance can Vary 
from zero to four over an interval of 0.02 of S. This behavior is 
caused by computational difficulties and not by a physical phenomenon. 
In this ränge of S, B and ß are approaching zero; and small experimental 
errors in these parameters can result in large errors in the admittance 
values. To illustrate this point, consider equations (3-19) and (3-20) 
for the real and imaginary parts of the admittance, respectively. 
y, 
s. s' 
2 - 2 2 
S ( l - M ) tanhiTofSec TTB 
mn 
^ :—g 
t an j\oi + t a n rrß 
- S 2 M (3-19) mn " 
S 2 + (S M)2 x mn ' 
Yi 
S / S 2 - S ^ ( l - M2) t anußsech 2 ™ 
[S + (S M) ] ( t a n h m + t a n nß) 
(3-20) 




yr = - 2
 11U1 .0 ~O(M) 
r S + (S M ) ^ 
and 
S 7 S£ " (S:J2(1 " ̂  
y. = 5 5 COt rre 
1 ŝ  + (s üf 
mn 
It follows from the above relationship that y. -+ co as g -• 0 and 
y. -• -00 as e -• 0 • Now assume that ß is identically zero and # is 
a very small number equal to e« Then 
S / S 2 - S 2 (1 - M2) 
y = — 1 22 cothTTe - 0(M) V» 
S 2 + (S M ) 2 
mn 
and y -» 00 as e -» 0. Since ß is assumed to be identically zero, then 
y. = 0. Thus, when the mägnitude of & and ß are small, in practice 
less than 0.01, small experimental errors in these Parameters produce 
large errors in the computed admittance values. Physically, this 
Situation corresponds to a nozzle which absorbs little acoustic energy 
and for which the standing wave pattern has a pressure minimum at the 
nozzle entrance. 
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Figures 35? 39? and ̂ 0 show that the theoretical admittance 
values agree with the experimental data for entrance Mach numbers of 
0.l6 or greater at the half-angles and radii of curvature tested. 
However, as shown in Figures 36 and 37 , the theoretical and experi-
mental values of the real part of the admittance do not agree for an 
entrance Mach number of 0.08 and a nozzle half-angle of 15 degrees 
although values of the imaginary part of the admittance are in good 
agreement. 
From equation (3-19)? "the real part of the admittance is shown 




S2 + (S M ) 2 
mn 
contributes a negative component to the real part of the admittance. 
However, the magnitude of this term for mixed first tangential-
longitudinal modes is smaller than or equal to the Mach number M. 
Since Figures 36 and 37 indicate that the theoretical predictions for 
the real part of the admittance are smaller than -0.08, it follo-ws 
from equation (3-19) that the term involvlng a and ß must be negative. 
This means that & is negative -which implies that the wave reflected 
back from the nozzle is greater in amplitude than the incident wave. 
This conjecture cannot be verified using pressure amplitude measure-
ments. According to equation (3-2U), the axial Variation in the 
pressure amplitude of the standing wave pattern is the same regardless 
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of the sign of a- Since only the magnitude of & can be determined 
from pressure amplitude measurements, the sign of a was taken to be 
11 12 13 
positive which is consistent with previous impedance tube studies ' ' 
When a is assumed to be negative, the resulting experimental admittance 
data agrees with the theoretical predictions as shown in Figure kl 
for nozzle 15-08-2.5. 
In general, both the magnitude and sign of a need to be 
determined in order to assure the accuracy of the measured admittance 
data. The magnitude and sign of a can be determined from phase 
15 measurements, and Bell recommended that phases be used to determine 
the admittances for mixed first tangential-longitudinal modes. 
However, because of experimental difficulties in measuring the phase 
accurately, no reliable admittance results have been obtained from 
phase data. 
The effects of changing the nozzle geometry and entrance Mach 
number on the admittance values are shown in Figures 42, k-3, and hk. 
The effect of changing the nozzle half-angle 9 is presented in 
Figure h2 for M = 0.08 and r /r = 0.M+. Increasing 0 . tends to 
cc7 c 1 
decrease the dependence of the nozzle admittance on frequency in the 
investigated frequency ränge. The effect of varying the entrance 
Mach number is shown in Figure k3 for 9-, = ̂ 5 degrees and r /r = O.kk. 
1 cc c 
At this half-angle and radius of curvature, increasing the Mach 
number has little effect on the admittance values. Changing the ratio 
of the radius of curvature • to the tube radius from 1.0 to 0M also 
has little effect as shown in Figure kk, where 9-, = 15 degrees and M = 
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0.08. This result is in agreement with the available theoretical 
predictions. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A new impedance tube technique was developed which accounts 
for three-dimensional waves and a one-dimensional mean flow. With 
this technique pressure amplitude measurements were used to deter-
mine the admittances of nozzles for longitudinal and mixed first 
tangential modes. The admittances of a family of nozzles were 
measured to determine the effects of nozzle geometry. 
The results are summarized as follows. Increasing the nozzle 
half-angle increases the value of the frequency at which the maximum 
value of the real part of the admittance occurs. Increasing Mach 
number at a nozzle half-angle of k^> degrees and at a radius of 
curvature to Chamber radius ratio of .kh has little effect. Changing 
the ratio of the radius of curvature to Chamber radius from .hk to 1.0 
also has little effect at a nozzle half-angle of 15 degrees and a 
Chamber Mach number of 0.08. For longitudinal modes the theoretical 
values obtained from Crocco's theory compare with the experimental data 
to within experimental error. For mixed first tangential-longitudinal 
modes the theoretical and experimental values for the imaginary part of 
the nozzle admittance were in agreement; however, the values of the 
real part of the admittance differ by a minus sign. Phase measurements 




Table 1. Matrix of Nozzles Under Investigation* 
Entrance Mach Number 
0.08 0.16 0.20 
15 15-08-5.7** 15-08-2.5 
30 30-08-2.5 30-16-5.7** 
uL_ 1+5-08-2.5 1+5-08-2.5 1+5-20-2.5] 
* The first two numbers give the nozzle half-angle, the 
next two represent the Mach number to two decimal 
places, and the last two numbers denote the radius of 
curvature in inches to one decimal place 
** Fiber glass nozzle 
Table 2. Effect of Errors in Pressure Amplitude 
Measurements on the Computed Values of 
a and ß 
Frequency Transducer Distance From the Pressure Amplitude 
(Hertz) Number Nozzle Entrance (in) (Decibels) 






Combination a ß 
1,2,3 .0532 .k8<?k 
1,2,1t .0150 A575 
1,2,5 .0130 .1+566 
1,3,U x < 1 x < 1 
1,3,5 .0297 .U727 
1,^,5 .01̂ 4-5 .^573 
2 , 3 , ^ x < 1 x < 1 
2 , 3 , 5 .1112 Mhk 
2 , ^ , 5 .0206 .^570 
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Figure 2. Effect of Nozzle Half-Angle on the Admittance 
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Figure 11. Driver and Instrumentation Ports Utilized 
for This Investigation. 00 
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Figure 13. The Technique Used to Obtain Nozzles 
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Figure 14. Instrumentation Diagram. 
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Figure 17. Comparison of the Admittance Data Obtained 
From Discrete Frequency and Frequency Sweep Data. 
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Figure 18. Technique Used to Ohtain Mixed First 
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Figure 21. Wave Patterns Measured in the Preliminary Tests 
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Figure 23. Mixed First Tangential-Longitudinal Wave 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM USED TO DETERMINE THE IRROTATIONAL 
NOZZLE ADMITTANCE FROM CROCCO'S THEORY 
The Computer program for calculating the irrotational nozzle 
admittance from Crocco's theory is written in FORTRAN V interpretive 
language compatible with the UNIVAC 1108 machine language Compiler. 
This program consists of seven routines - the main or control program 
and six subroutines. The names of the routines are listed in Table 
3 in sequential order. The FORTRAN Symbols used in these routines and 
their definitions are presented in Table k in alphabetical order. The 
input parameters necessary for the admittance computations must be 
specified in the main program and are listed in Table 5« The Output 
Parameters and their definitions are listed in Table 6. A detailed 
flow Chart of the Computer program is shown in Figure ^5; and the 
program listing and sample Output are presented in Tables 7 and 8, 
respectively. 
Table 3- List of Subroutines in the Computer Program Used 
to Determine the Irrotational Nozzle Admittance 
from Crocco's Theory 
Subroutine Description 
MAIN Specifies the nozzle geometry and 
operating conditions in the converging 







Specifies initial conditions at the 
throat, computes the final nozzle 
admittance values, and contains all 
output formats 
Uses the Runge-Kutta of order four to 
obtain initial values for the 
modified Adams Integration routine 
Computes the differential element 
in the converging section of the 
nozzle used to solve equation (2-15) 
Computes the differential element in 
the converging section of the nozzle 
used to solve equation (2-l6) 
Numerically integrates equation (2-15) 
using the modified Adams numerical 
Integration scheme 
Numerically integrates equation (2-l6) 
using the modified Adams numerical 
Integration scheme 
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Table k. Definition of FORTRAN Variables 
Variable Definition 
A Real coefficient A of equation (2-15) 
A(5) Coefficients of the Runge-Kutta formulas of order four 
ANGLE Nozzle half-angle, degrees 
AIR Derivative of the coefficient A evaluated at the throat 
BI Imaginary part of the coefficient B in equation (2-15) 
BR Real part of the coefficient B in equation (2-15) 
BOI Value of BI at the throat 
BOR Value of BR at the throat 
B U Derivative of BI evaluated at the throat 
B1R Derivative of BR evaluated at the throat 
C Nondimensional speed of sound defined after equation (2-5) 
CI Imaginary part of the coefficient C in equation (2-15) 
CM Mach number at the nozzle entrance 
C0R(5) Formula for the corrector in the Modified Adams 
Integration routine 
CR Real part of the coefficient C in equation (2-15) 
COI Value of CI at the throat 
COR Value of CR at the throat 
C1I Derivative of CI evaluated at the throat 
CUR Derivative of CR evaluated at the throat 
Table k. Continued 
Variable Definition 
DP Integration stepsize 
DP(5) Derivative used in the corrector formula in the modified 
Adams Integration routine 
DR Derivative of the local wall radius with respect to 
axial distance 
-2 
DU Derivative of the nondimensional velocity q with 
respect to the wall radius r 
DWC Increment of the nondimensional frequency (JÜ defined 
in Chapter II 
DY(5,U) Derivative used in the modified Adams integration 
s eherne 
F Constant given as q/ yp 
FZ(U,5) Derivative used in the Runge-Kutta method 
Fl Lumped parameter determined by the conditions at 
the throat 
F2 Lumped parameter determined by the conditions at 
the throat 
GAM Ratio of specific heats 
G(5) Dependent variable in the Runge-Kutta integration 
routine 
GP(5) Derivative of the dependent variable G(5) 
H Integration stepsize 
I Integer counter 
IP Integer constant. If IP = 0 the nozzle admittance is 
output. If IP / 0 the amplitude and phase of the 
pressure oscillation are output 
22k 



















If IQ = 2, the Integration of equation (2-l6) for T 
is complete 
=1: equation (2-l6) for T is integrated 
=2: equation (2-15) for C is integrated 
Integer constant used in determining the initial 
value of UÜ 
Integer variable 
=1: equation (2-l6) for T is integrated 
=2: equation (2-15) for £ is integrated 
Integer variable 
Integer variable 
Number of differential equations to be solved by the 
Runge-Kutta or the modified Adams Integration 
routine 
Number of frequency points 
Value of the steady state velocity potential 
Phase of the pressure oscillation in the nozzle 
Imaginary part of $ defined in equation (2-13) 
Real part of $ defined in equation (2-13) 
Imaginary part of the pressure 
Magnitude of the pressure oscillation 
Real part of the pressure oscillation 
Predictor formula for the modified Adams 
integration routine 
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Constant given as (r^ /k) (——) 
th' y+1 
Nondimensional steady state velocity q 
Local wall radius r 
Radius of curvature at the nozzle entrance 
Radius of curvature at the throat 
Nondimensional, steady state density p 
Nondimensional throat radius 
Nondimensional radius at the entrance to Section 2 
of the converging portion of the nozzle 
Nondimensional radius at the entrance to Section 3 
of the converging portion of the nozzle 
Constant given as /r,, r 





Imaginary part of the specific admittance 
Real part of the specific admittance 
Nozzle half-angle, in radians 
Inverse of the Square of the magnitude of £ 
Imaginary part of T 
Magnitude of T 
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Table h. Continued 
Variable Definition 
TPI Derivative of TI with respect to cp 
TPR Derivative of TR with respect to cp 
TR Real part of T 
TZ Value of cp at the n-th Integration point 
T2 Square of the magnitude of T 
-2 
U Steady state velocity squared, q 
UZ Dependent variable in the Runge-Kutta Integration 
s eherne 
W Nondimensional frequency S defined in Chapter III 
WC . Nondimensional frequency tu defined in Chapter II 
X Value of cp at the n-th Integration point 
Y(5) Dependent variable used in the modified Adams 
Integration scheine 
YI Imaginary part of the nozzle admittance defined by 
equation (2-lU) 
YR Real part of the nozzle admittance defined by equation 
(2-11+) 
ZDN Inverse of the Square of the magnitude of £ 
ZI Imaginary part of Q 
ZMAG Magnitude of £ 
ZPI Derivative of ZI with respect to cp 
ZPR Derivative of ZR with respect to cp 
ZR Real part of Q 
Table k. Concluded 
Variable Definition 
ZOI Value of ZI at the throat 
ZOR Value of ZR at the throat 
ZU Value of ZPI at the throat 
ZUR Value of ZPR at the throat 
Z2 Square of the magnitude of £ 
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Table 5• Input Parameters 
Variable Definition 
GAM Ratio of specific heats 
CM Chamber Mach number 
dJv(x) 
SVN N-th root of the equation — • = 0 
= 0 for longitudinal modes 
= 1.8^129 for mixed first tangential-longitudinal 
modes 
WC Initial frequency. If WC is not specified, the 
value is taken to be the first tangential cutoff 
frequency 
frequency(radians/second)r (feet) 
wr1 — . 
Stagnation speed of sound (f/s) 
DWC Increment of frequency 
NWC Number of frequency points desired 
ANGLE Nozzle half-angle, degrees 
RCT Radius of curvature at the throat nondimensionalized 
with respect to the Chamber radius 
RCC Radius of curvature at the nozzle entrance non-
dimensionalized with respect to the Chamber radius 
IP = 0 : nozzle admittances are printed 
^ 0: pressure magnitude and phase are printed at 
each point along the nozzle 
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Table 6. Output Parameters 
Variable Definition 
WC frequency(radians per second)r (feet) 
Stagnation speed of sound (feet/second) 
YR Real part of the admittance as defined by equation 
(2-lU) 
YI Imaginary part of the admittance as defined by 
equation (2-lU) 
W Nondimensional frequency defined in Chapter III as 
_ Stagnation speed of sound 
steady state speed of sound 
SYR Real part of the specific admittance 
SYI Imaginary part of the specific admittance 
W, SYR, SYI Correspond to experimental values 
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Table 7. Listing of the Computer Program Used to 
Determine the Irrotational Nozzle Admittance 
from Crocco's Theory 
-A* COVMON/Xl/SAy, SVN, ANSLE» ffCT. RCC /X2 /T»RT» Q» R l f R2> I P , WC 
2 * C0V1M0M/X3/Z1R» Z U 
^i4 C0VMON/XU/ CM _ _ 
I»* GAM = l,t| 
_£*. DWC^n.ü5 
6* IP=0 
_x* RC_C_=_I : 
B* R C T = 1 
_a* RZc.z?*5/5.e>f\7ci 
10* RCT=2.5/5»6P75 
Ü * Q P ann T = 11.2 
12* IF( I•EQ. 2) 30 TO 20 
114: SVN =_0 : 
14* NWC = 38 
15*. SJ? TQ 30 
16* 20 'JAC = 26 
JLZ* S V.ti_=-l.Bm29 
16* 30 CONTINUE 
19* DO 2QQ J=1.3  
ZO* AN5LE.. = ..li.Q*J . 
21* 30 100 A = 1,4 
2 2 * _ _ CM„ = O.C**<_ .... .. _ ..... 
23* WC = 5V\*5QRT(l-C-UCy)*50RT(l/(l-»-(3AM-i )#Cvi*CM*,5)) 
.zu* LEi.iP--»Ea#.._Qj-.-£Q.-_i.a._ia 
2 5 * WRITE<6» 1000) Cv» SVM, GAM, A'iGLE» RCT» RCC 
_2fc* _..lo CALL NOzADvKCM, N*/C» DWC) _ . 
27* 100 CONTINJUE 
2ß* 20c CONTINUE - - _. -
29* 300 COMTINüE 
3C* 1G.OO_.£Q-IMAT-(«*6X. .2ilnPR£SSURE VASNIT'JDE A*jO . PHASE.»._// » 3 8 ' / » . - _ 
31« 1 l<+rNACH M!»M:<ER = * F 3 , ? t 7H SVM = » F6 .4» 9H FA»iMA = » F T . l 
3 2 * 2 » / » 22V» 15-HOZZLE A V S L E = » ~ '+. l» 21H RADu OF CUPVATU"^ 
3 3 * 3 » «HTHROAT = » F6.<*» 12H ENTR*NCE = » F6.1*» / / » «*6X» 
J l» * - «i ... Z-\ X» 7.X f <*4PYIAG» iOX» UHPARG» . / ) . _ 
35* STOP 
Jftl END , 
Table 7- Continued 
1 * SlBRO.lTINE NOZADVCCM, N*C» OWC) 
.2* P E N S I O N _ Y ( 5 . - 4 ) . _ G ( 5 ) . i G P I 5 ) . 7 < _ . ) . _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
3 * C0yM0N/X l /GAM,5 \ /N#AN3LE»RCT»RCC/X2/T»RTr f>»Rl»R2»IP»wC/X3/Z l^»Z l I 
4 * _. ._£. . = - D . O O t - - ,-—-
S* T - 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7 * ANSL.E / 180 
_6_* /_ RXtEL..6tl.0_«1) ClV> SVNi__iAMj___N.G.UEjr_ßCx_ _RCC . _ 
7 * 00 IC M = 1» NWC 
- B * I £____ . G T . 1) 11C-JC0--15 
9* 30 TO 25 
l £ * 15 LEIN . S T . 2) SO Tp 20 - — 
11* I_iC s IQ • WC 
12* wC = IWC/10.0 • DWC 
13* 30 TO ?5 
1 4 * 2o wC = WC + DWC 
1 5 * 25 RT = ( C M * * 0 . 5 ) * I ( U (SAM-1 > *C.M*CV/2 ) • • ( ( -GAM- t ) / (4 * (GAM-1 ) ) ) 
1 6 * ' 1 ) * ( ( 2 / ( S A M + i ) ) * « ( ( _ S A M - l ) / ( « » * ( S A M - l ) ) ) > 
1 7 * Q = ( Q . 2 5 * J 3 I ) » ( ( 2 i O S A _ t l ) ) » » a - A ^ l ) / U » < S j \ M " l J - L ) - l 
I B * PHIR = 1 
1 9 * P H I I . Q 
2 0 * R l r RT + R C T * ( l - COS(T)) 
___ R2 = 1 - RCC»(1 - COS-J l > 
2 2 * R = RT 
2JA P = 0 
2 4 * U = 2 / (GAM+l) 
2 5 - SR TR = IRT * -RCX) **-0 - 5 , 
2 6 * AIR = - 4 / ( ( G A ^ + i ) * S R T R ) 
22M 3L)R T. - A I R 
2 8 * 301 = 4 * WC / ( G A M + l ) 
-29* SVNR r SUtl/RT. 
3 0 * COR = WC * WC -((SVNR*SVMR) * 2 / (GAM+l ) ) 
34-* CQI = »2 » -<iiC-iL..(.SAM-V)-y-( (3AM+1 )»SRTRJ 
32* B1R = (21 + 4*SA^)/(3*RCT*RT*(GAv+l)) 
33-- BIT = a - WC-_/_XsRJ_R*J-GA-.M + ll) 
34* C1R = 2 * (öAM - 1) * SVNR * SVNR /(SRTR * (GAM+1>> 
3-5* C1 I _. -31J_-* .WC_»_( G A M - 1 ? ..« . 0 ,5 
5 6 * ZOR = (30R*C0R + 3 0 l * C 0 l ) / (c«OR*BnR + B o l * 3 0 l > 
3X4 ZQl_____I.3.QR*.CaL__-.90l*C0R.).V. (30R*30R-+._J3Ql*3n i ) _..... 
3 8 * F l = 31R*Z0R - _ H * Z O I - Z0R*Z0R*A1R + A 1 R * Z Q I * Z 0 I - C ip 
39.* F2 = B1I_Z0P_-+-.B1R*ZQI - 2 * A l R * Z 0 I * Z 0 R . . - C H __._, 
• •0* Z1R = (F1* (A1R - 30R) - F2*30T) / ( ( A I R - B O R ) * ( A l R - B p R ) + 
41* 1 301*301) _.. ... 
1*2* Z U = (F2* (A1R - BOR) + F 1 * B 0 I ) / ( (A1R-30R) * ( A i R - B o P ) + 
«•3* i . 301*_01) 
4 4 * C = U 
___*. : S X l l = U 
46* 3 ( 2 ) = ZOR 
4 7 * _ _ . 3 ( 3 ) .= Z01 .... - -
4 8 * 3 ( 4 ) = PHIR * ZOR - P H I I * ZOI 
»9* . . . 3 ( 5 ) = P H I I * ZOR .t_.ZOI .*...PHIR 
5 0 * D Y ( l , l ) = - A I R 
5 1 * _ _ . D_.12r l - .__ Z1B . 
5 2 * D Y ( 3 » l ) = Z U 
5 3 * _ Y ( 4 i l ) ..= . P Ü I R _ _. _ 
5 4 * D Y ( 5 , i ) = P H I I 
55* ..__ IQZ .= .2 _ 
56* DO 30 I = 2»4 
5 7 * . C_U_L_-.RK.TZ.-5fOP_J?.._3«.3.P.j.XQZl 
Table 7. Continued 
5b* P r P • DP 
59* __L_._G tl)._.._ 
60* ZR = 3(2) 
61 * ZI_=_S13 ) 
62* PHIR = G(U) 
_ 3 * PHII = Gj5J_ 6k  DY(1» ) P<1) 
65* DY<2».X)_ =_GP(2)_ 
66* DY(3»I) = GP(3) 
67* - DYUiI.). = GPU) 
6_* 5fl D_Y_5tXL____GPl51 
69* Y(i) = U 
7XL* Y12) = ZR 
71* Y(3) = ZI 
12± Y_i») = PHIR 
73* Y(5) = PHII 
_k* CALL ZAQAJ1SJ_J.[_^-Y_IJ__IQZl 
75* IF(IP ,EQ. 1) GO TO 10 
JZ6* U = YJÜJ 
77* ZR = Y(2) 
_B* ZI = Y(3) 79* PHIR = Y(4) 30* PHII = Y(5). 
81* QBAR = 11**0.5 
_2* C = 1 - U.*JU5iiLtSAM-H 
83* RHO = C**(2/(GAM-1)) 
_i_ F = Q3AR / (GAM*RrtQ.l_ 
85* IF(IQZ .EQ. 1) GO TO 35 
_6* ZDN = (U*-ü*ZR*ZrU_±̂ J_WC-tiU*-ZJJj»(wrtLt*7l? 
87* YR = -<U*(ZR*ZR + ZI*ZI) + WC*ZI) * F / ZDN 
.£8* YI = F * WC_* ZR / ZQM 
89* GO TO <+0 
-9£* 35 TR - Y(g) 
91* TI = Y<3> 
_92* TON s (U - tfC-iXp^XlL-^-MC»-TD +_xaC*TR)*4ÜC*Tt*)-
*3* YR = -F * (U - wC*TI) / TDN 
-9U* Y-X = F * WC-jL-TR...^—TDM-9 5 * ^0 S R G A M * ( ( l + ( G A M - l ) * C M * C ^ * 0 . 5 ) * * ( ( - G A M - l ) / ( j > * ( G A M - i ) ) ) ) * y q 
Sil* c;rT = flAM*((l*ffiflV|-l)*CM*CM*nt5)*»f (-SA>Ml/(3«ffiAM-H)l)«VT 
97* W = WC *(C**-.5) 
aa* WR i TE (ft 11 n as.L-w.Cj.-Y.Ri_.m-ju>—s*g »„s YI 
99* 10 CONTINUS 
1ÜO* 1U.QD_£0RMM.U]Ü,_._«|.'5X» -3QHTHE0RETICAL N0Z?LE AOMITTANCES,. //# 38X» _ _ ... 
101* 1 14HMACH MU^RER r # F3.2, 7H SVM = , F6.H, 9H GAMMA r t F3.1 
lü?*. ?- * //* P?Xf 15HN0Z7LE ANGLE = . Ft».i» 3V. PIHRAnil 0F CURVATÜRE! 
103* 3 » 9HTHR0AT = » F6.«*» 1?.H E N T R A M C E = f F6.4, //» 3HX» 2H.VC# 
-IQ«»* _4 7Xj__HYR»-aXf 2HYLf..._X....lHWi._8.X.*...3KSYRt.-BXf ^HSYI» /) 
1 0 5 * 1005 F0RMAT(31X, F6.H» 5 ^ 1 0 , 5 ) 
J . 0 6 * _ RcIUJWL -
1 0 7 * END 
Table 7 . Continued 
1* SU3R0UTIME RKTZ(NU» H» Tl» U» DU*» jOPj) 
2 * C 0WQ±VX2£Z±RU£ f.ß 1 I&2*1PJ.#Z. 
3* DIMENSION L)(5)» M 5 ) » UZ(5 )» FZ<4» 5) » DUM (5 ) 
J*» A_(_il_=_fl 
5 * A ( 2 ) = 0 
_b* A_Lil_^_JÜ. 5 . 
7* *<«•>= 0 . 5 
_ß* A(5) = i .Q 
9* TZ = Tl 
10* 00 IQ J = 1> NIL 
1 1 * UZ (J ) = U (J ) 
1 2 * 143 aiJMtJ) = F Z d t J X 
1 3 * IF (JOPT .EO. 2) GO TO 15 
I k Ü CAL L R K T D l F ( T 7 . U ? » r > U M ) 
15* GO TO 20 
1 6 * 15 CALL RKZ3IF(T7»UZ»QUX) 
1 7 * 20 00 25 J = 1» MU 
! £ * 25 F Z ( 1 » J ) = 3UM(J) 
19* DO 30 I = 2»4 
20* TZ = Tl + A(H-1)*H 
2 1 * 30 35 J = h MU 
2 2 * U Z U ) = U ( J ) + A < I + 1 ) * H * F Z ( I - 1 » J ) 
2 3 * 25 QüMUl_-= F Z ( I JUÜ 
2 4 * IF(JOPT .EQ. 2) GO TO 40 
25* . CALL. RK.TDULa7rUZ>QUM) 
2 6 * GO TO 45 
27*_ JkO C.ALL_RKZDIF.1.I2J.UZOUR). 
2 8 * 45 DO 50 J = 1» NU 
2SL* 5-0 - H Z ( l t J ) = OLIM LJJ , 
30* 3n COMTINDE 
31.* Q0.55 J =.. l f -NU . . 
3 2 * 55 U (J ) = U (J ) + H * ( F Z ( l » J ) + 2 * ( F Z ( 2 # J ) + F Z ( 3 » J ) ) + F z ( 4 » J ) ) / 6 , n 
33* . £0 _TO... 160#65I# JOPT 
34* 60 CALL R<TDlF<TZ»U »DUM) 
Aü* ßO_ta_7JU. 
3b* 65 CALL R«ZDIF(TZ»U »OUM) 
37* 7O-Xr(IP.EQ.0J SO TO 75 
Sb* PR = v»C*U'5>- U(1)*DUM(4) 
39*. _ PI.= -fcC*U(4) - U<1)*3UM(5) ..... 
40* PMA3 = SORT(P^*pR + PI*PI) 
«U* PA33. _=_. M.TAM (PI/PRJ , 1... 
42* WRITE(6»1ÜOO) TZ» P^AG, PARS 
13* lOOo F0RVAT(46X. F6.4» IX» FL0.5» 3X» Flo*5) _ 
*4» 75 RETJRM 
45* INJ __ . 
13^ 
Table 7 • Continued 
1* SÜ3R0UTINE R<ZOIP(P»S,GP) 
__2*_ CPMMQNl/xl/GAM, SVM^A ̂ IGi^LR.CJL,.RJ:CZj^JLLRJJ_9J R l ^ R 2 i I P « tfC / X 3 / Z 1 R » Z U 
3 * DIMENSION G(5 )» GP(5) 
_ H * ü _ = _ a . u j 
5 * ZR = G(2) 
__6* ZI_.=....3J.3J 
7* PHIR = 3 ( 4 ) 
_ a * P J H I 1 _ = - G i b ) 
9* I F ( P ) 15» IC» 15 
JJL* 1 Q G P ( i ) = i » / ( ( G A M + i ) * < ( R r T * R T ) » * n . 5 ) )  
1 1 * 
1 ? * 
GP(2) = ZIR 
GPCM = Z U 
1 3 * 
1 U * 
GP(«l) = ZIR 
G P ( s i = z n 
1 5 * 
1 * * 
GO TO 20 
1R C = 1 - (SAM - 1) * LJ * 0 . 5 
1 7 * 
1 8 * 
R = Q * ( ( C ) * * ( - 1 / ( 2 * ( G A M - 1 ) ) ) ) * ( U * * - 0 , 2 5 ) * t t , 0 
I F ( R - l ) 2 2 . 2 2 . 50 
1 9 * 
2 n * 
22 I P ( R - R l ) 25» 30» 30 
2R 9R = - ( ( ? * f f C T * ( R - R T ) - ( R - R T ) » ( R - R T ) ) * * 0 . 5 ) / C R T " I - R C T - R ) 
U!L 30 TO H5 
2 2 * 
2 3 * 
3o I F ( R - R 2 ) 35» HO» HO 
35 HR = - T A M ( T ) 
2 1 * 
2 * * 
GO TO H5 
u 0 na = i c ? * p r c * M - R ) - ( R - n * ( P - 1 ) ) * * n T s w ( 1-R-RCC) 
2 6 * 
2 7 * 
H5 DU = - ( Ü * * 0 . 7 5 ) * ( C * * ( ( 2 * G A M - 1 ) / ( 2 * ( G A M - D ) ) ) / ( Q * ( 1 - ( S A M > l ) * U * . 5 ) 
t ) 
2 8 * 
2 9 * 
G P ( 1 ) = DU*DR 
GO TO 55 
3 0 * 
3 1 * 
50 GP(1) = 0 
5s A = U * ( C - l i ) 
3 2 * 3R = U * 3 p ( l ) / C 
3 3 * 3JL_=_2* rfC *1) 
3H* CR = wC*wC - SVN*5VN*C/ (R*R) 
35*- - . t I _ = _ - ( 5 Ä . v ! - l l - * W C * U . * S P i l ) . * 0 , 5 * < l / C . } . . . 
3 6 * 3 P ( 2 ) = <(3R*ZR - 3 I * Z I - CR) / A) - ZR*ZR + Z l * Z l 
37* 5P.13.)=_LtäL*Z^-...*._3S.*ZX_s.._C.IL_/..A)...-._2*ZR*Zl 
3B* GP(i|)= ZR*PHIR - ZI*PHlI 
39* 3PC5) = -ZR*PrtU-+-ZX*PHlR 
HO* 20 RETURN 
-Hl*- —EtO _ - . 
Table 7- Continued 
1* SU3R0UTINE RKTDIF(P»G,GP) 
Z* CPMMQN/Xl/GM r SVN f ANGLE» PQT#Ät£/X27_tf .RI1Ä1 AlxE&tlP.« «C 
3 * DIVENSIOM G(5)» GP(5) 
A* LL_=_.S..C1) 
5* TR = G(2) 
_fe* TI = 3 (3 ) 
7* PHIR = 3 ( 4 ) 
_ ß * PH II =_£15j 
9* C = 1 - (GAM-1)*U*0.5 
i ß * R_=_ JL.*_ 1.LQL**J-1 /12*J3>M-1)) >J_*_JUJML-Q*£5) * »Ua 
11* I F ( R - l ) 2 2 , 2 2 » 5 0 
JL2* 2? IF (R-Rj ) 25f 3Qr 3p  
13* 25 DR = -( (2*RCT*(R-RT) - (R-RT)*<R-RT>)**0.5) / (RT*RcT-R) 
l!k* SO TQ 45 
15* 3Q IF(R-R2) SSt^Of'+O 
1 6* 3^ DR = -TAM1TJ 
17* GO TO 45 
lfi*. <U) DR = ((2fcRCC_*(l-R) - lR--lJ.»_larAU*»Q• 51/llr.R-RC.C 1 
19* 45 DJ = -(U**0.75>*<C**<(2*GAM-1)/(2«<GAM-1)>)> / <Q*(1-(GAM*1>*U* 
2X14 1 Q.5)) 
2 1 * 3P(1)= DU*DR 
22M GQ TQ 55 
23* 5p 6P(1) = Q  
24* 55 A = U*(C-U) 
25* a5_=L_U*G2ll±Z£ 
26* BI = 2*WC*U 
2 2 * CR = wCJLttC - <SVM*SVN*C>/J.R*R) 
28* CI = -<SAM-1)*WC*U*GP(1)*0.5/C 
29-* SR121? 1 - ((BR»,T_R-BIJ»T11 --_-LCR*iTR*TR-XI * I I 1 -2*C.1 * T R * T I ) ) / * 
30* GP(3)= (-3R*TI - BI*TR + Cl*(TR*TR-Tl*Tl> •»• 2*CR*TR*Tl) /A 
31*. T2 = TR»IR_t_.tX».T.I 
32* GP(4)= (TR*PHIR - T I * P H I I ) / T 2 
3 3 * SP(5)= (TR»PHII t Tl*PHlR)/T2 
34* RETURN 
35*„ _ _ £ N D , 
Table 7 . Continued 
1 * SU_RO_TIN£ ZA^AMSCN.H,x»Y»DY»IQZ> 
- 2 * _ __.C0MM0N/Xl/SAM,sVN»A.NSLE#RCTtRCC/.X.2/T.«.RTrQ.»..Rli.«Zi.lP-.r«C 
3 * COvjMON/X1*/ CM 
--* DIMENSION CQRC5>.t_D.P.l5).. i_DYi5«A)j.- i ,HEac.5).i_.Y.(5j. i_6.ts).*..-SEt5J 
3 * l o CONTINUE 
_J__ 30 15 I = \*U 
7 * PRED( I ) = Y ( I ) + H * ( 5 5 . * D Y ( I , U ) - 5 9 , « D Y ( I » 3 ) + 3 7 , « D Y ( i » 2 ) - 9 . * D Y ( I » l ) 
-&* 1 L_2«i_-
9 * 15 CONTINUE 
l ü * J____X*_ 
u * u__=_ PRED <i > . 
1 2 * ZR = P~RED(2) 
1 5 * ZI = J»ftE._t_ü 
U * PHIR = PREDU) 
154 PJdll = ,PREDJL5J 
1 6 * C = 1 - ( S A M - 1 ) * U * 0 . 5 
17_* B_=_Q • < i£L**J-l/AZ*JLSM^lll—^U*J*-fL&Sl^!U& _ _ _ 
18* I F ( R - l ) 17 ,17»100 
1 9 * 17 IP(R-Rl ) 2g»_25»____ 
2 0 * 20 DR = - ( < 2 * R C T * < R - R T ) - ( R - R T ) M R - R T ) > * * 0 , 5 > / (RT+RcT-R) 
2 1 * Gj3__tQ__4fl ; 
2 2 * 25 I F ( R - R 2 ) 3o» 35» 35 
25*_ 2t) DR, = -TAjJlTJ 
24* GO TO HO 
2 5 * 35 DR-5_l.l2»RrC • (1 -R) - (1 -JUJL_1_-R U * * 0 , 5X,Z_ (1 -Rr RCC J- _ _ . 
2 6 * 4<) DU = - < U * * 0 . 7 5 ) * ( C * * ( ( 2 * G A M - l ) / ( 2 * < G A M - l ) ) ) ) / < Q * ( l - ( G A M + l ) * U * 0 . 5 
21*. 1 LI   
2 8 * D P ( 1 ) = DR*3U 
2 9 * A. g U*J.CB-LU 
3 0 * BR = U*DP(1 ) /C 
3 1 * BJ_-=-2*4f*C*4J 
3 2 * CR = WC*WC - (SVN*SVN*C) / (R*R) 
3 3 * CI_=_=XGAM-^U_*WC*U*OpiU-*0«i/C 
3«»* DP<2>= (<3R*ZR - 3 I * Z I - CR) /A ) - ZR*ZR • Z l * Z l 
3 5 * DP^5Xi-lt3I*ZR_-f_3R*ZI^-CXiyA4_^_J2*ZR*Zl 
36* DP(4)= ZR*PHIR - ZI*PHlI 
3Z* D J U Ä I = _ZR*PHll_J^ZL*PHIß 
3 8 * DO 45 I = 1»N 
3 9 * C m U J L ^ j r J n > l H * ( D Y 4 l i 2 J L ^ 5 . * D Y < I » 3 ) + ^ ^ 
• •0* «*5 Y ( I ) = ( 2 5 1 . * C 0 R ( I ) • 1 9 . * P R E D ( I ) > / 2 7 0 . 
_ 1 * U_= _Jf. i l J 
4 2 * ZR = Y (2 ) 
» 3 * JM_= Y C 3) 
4 4 * PHIR = Y (4 ) 
- 5 * PH IX =_Y15J _ 
«•6* C = 1 - <GAM-1 ) *U*0 .5 
47* 52_D0 55 I = 1»N . . .. 
4 B * D Y ( I , 1 ) = D Y U . 2 ) 
4 9 * . DY ( I #2) = DY (1»3 } 
5 0 * 55 D Y ( I » 3 ) = D Y ( I » 4 ) 
5 1 * Z^A.S....=_iZR*_R..+_Zl*ZlU*0_5^ . 
5 2 * IF(£MAS - i o ) 60» 90» 90 
5 3 * . 60 R -= . Q * ( . ( C ) » * C - l / ( 2 * ( S A M - U l . ) . l . . * . i ' J * * - Q . 2 5 ) _ * 4 , 0  
5 4 * I F ( R - l ) 6 2 . 62» 100 
5 5 * _ 2 - I F ( R - R l ) 65»70»70 .._ 
5 6 * 65 DR = -<<2*RCT*<R-RT) - ( R - R T ) * < R - R T ) ) * * 0 . 5 ) / ( R T + R c T - R ) 
137 
Table 7« Continued 
5 8 * 70 
5 9 * - J S 
60* 
6 1 * _ .- - 8 0 . 
62* 85 
5 3 * 
6%* 
6 5 * 
6 6 * 
67ft_ 
6fl*_ 
I F ( R - R 2 ) 7 5 * 8 0 . 8 0 
... 33 = - T A N ( T ) 
30 TO 85 
.-...3* = ((2*RCC*(1-R) .-. ( 1 - R ) * ( 1 - R ) ) * * 0 . 5 ) / ( 1 - R - R C C ) 
3U = - ( j « * o . 7 5 ) * ( C * * ( ( 2 * S A ^ - l ) / ( 2 * ( G A ^ - l ) ) ) ) / ( Q * ( i - ( G A M 4 - l ) * U / ? ) ) 
• J Y U t t l =..J)R*3U 
A s U* (C-U) 
_ SR....=. .U*0Y< l t .»t l /C 
BI = 2*WC*U 
£a_= ._«£*NC- -_ l£VU*SVN*Cl /JR*R2 
_CI 
6 9 * 
-2a*_ 
7 1 * 
72* 
7 3 * 
_7JL*_ 
7 5 * 
_76*_ 
7 7 * 
7 6 * 
_=_-(3AMrl) *W_C*U*0TU'f) *0*5/C 
DY(2»«U= (BR*ZR - 3 1 * 2 1 - C R ) / A - ZR*ZR • 2 I * Z I 
D Y ( 3 1 A l a - ( B I • ZR- t - f lR»2 I_»CX) / A - 2 * Z R * 7 l 
DY<i*»«n = 2R*PHIR - ZI*PHII 
J Y (51H) =- ..ZR» gH_Il_t__Z I .«ßfcUß 
I F ( I P ,EQ. 0) 30 TO 87 
PR_=_W.C*PdI I _-_. U*0Y.( 4 f 4J 
PI = -WC*PHIR - U * D Y ( 5 ' ^ > 
.PMA5..=_.(?R*PR..* P I * P I 1 * * « 5 
PARS = ATAN(PI /PR) 







SO TO 10 




Y(3) = -ZI/Z2 
ZPR = DYtPtU) 
8 5 * 
6 6 * 
8 7 * 
SB* 
ZPI = 0Y(3»<*> 
£112 t-JU=_"-tZP-R*12R*ZR f Z l * 2 l J _ ± - 2 *2-R * Z I * 2 P I 1 Z I 2 2 * 2 p L 
DY(3»4 )= ( 2 * Z P R * Z R * Z I - Z P I * ( Z R * Z R - 2 1 * 2 1 ) > / ( 2 2 * 2 2 ) 
5 ( 1 ) = U 
8 9 * 
9 0 * 
3 ( 2 ) = Y (2 ) 
3 ( 3 ) = Y (3 ) 
91* 
92* 
G U ) = PHIR 
3 ( 5 ) = P r t l l , 
93* 
9 0 * 
9 5 * 
9 6 * 
9 7 * 
_9B*_ 
9 9 * 
100*_ 
3 Y ( 1 , 1 ) = Dy(l»t») 
3Xl2i\)z 2XL2.I 4) 
3 Y ( 3 » 1 ) = :>Y(3.«*) 
0 Y ( « * t l ) a , PHTR*2R_-^J?H.Ii * z l _ 
DY(5»1 )= P H I I * Z R -»• PH IR*Z I 
£9_ _95_I _=__2J 1+ 
CALL RKTZ(5»HrX»G,SP»lQZ) 
-X = X+H  
101* 









= G ( l ) 
J = L J 3 1 2 1 _ 
G(3) 
S U ) _ 




1 0 9 * 





D Y ( 2 . I ) = 
DY13i IL_=_ 
DY(<+,I> r 
D Y ( 5 » I ) = 
Y ( l ) = u 
. Y ( 2 L = TR 





Table 7 . Continued 
138 
115* r ( 5 ) = f H H 
Hb* CALL TA3AMS<M»H.X,Y»0Y, IQZ*IQ] 
1 1 7 * GO TO ( 1 0 » 1 0 0 ) » 1 3 
I I B * __1000 FORMAT{«*6X,F6.4ilXiFL0.5»3XiF10.5) 
119* 100 RETJRM 
±2&* EN3 . 
139 
Table 7 . Continued 
1* SU3R0UTIM£ TAOAMS<Mi4iXtYfOYtlGZ»lQ) 
_2J £Q MMON/X1 / S AM f5V.N f.AN5L£iÄ£lxÄC£/X2/I f AIILQ t R U B Z i I P_*j*C 
3* C0MM0N/X4/ CM 
_J»* !3XM£N5I0N..CQR<5)»_.a?.(.5l.»._aY15.».«»).»_PRE0C5.}.f.„Y.i5J.t._Sl«v)-A-SP-<5). 
5* l o CONTINuE 
b* "30.15 I = . i r N ... ._ 
7* PRED(I) = Y ( I ) + H * ( 5 5 * D Y ( I » < * ) - 5 9 . * D Y ( I » 3 ) + 3 7 . * D Y ( I , 2 ) - 9 * D Y ( I » 1 ) ) / 
-8*. L 2J**.Q 
9* 15 CONTINJE 
la* . x-_=_xtn . 
11* U = PRED(l) 
12-* TR m PR£Q(2) 13*. I.I._=._PRE3 < 3) 
1 4 * PHIR = PREDU) 
15* PH11 = PRE0 (5) 
16* C = 1 - (GAM-1)*U*,5 
12* S_=_Q_*_LtCL*j*JrJ^l2!tL^ä=Ull )^^ 
18* I F ( R - l ) 1 7 , 1 7 * 1 0 0 
I S * 17 IFjR-Ri) 2 a i _ 2 5 j _ 2 5 . _ _ 
2 0 * 20 DR = - ( < 2 * R C T * ( R - R T ) - ( R - R T ) * ( R - R T ) ) * * . 5 > / < R T + R C T ~ R ) 
2 1 * G.OIQ 4Q 
22* 25 IF(R-R2) 30» 35t 35 
23J< äfl DR = -_1AN(T) 
2 4 * SO TO 40 
2 5 * 35 DR 5_I(2*RCC*XL-ai - (1-J» *l l -R)J**.5J7(1^R_-R£C1 
2 6 * 40 DU = - ( U * * . 7 5 ) * ( C * * ( ( 2 * 6 A M - l ) / { 2 * ( G A M - l ) ) ) ) / ( Q « ( l - ( G A M - f l ) * U * . 5 > ) 
22M QP-U.) = DR* QU 
2 8 * A = U*(C-U> 
2S* 3R = I H O P ( I ) / : __ 
30* BI = 2*WC*U 
3 1 * CR = wCtwC_^_L5V-M*SyN*OV-XR*RJ 
32* CI = -(3AM-1)*WC*U*DP(1)*,5/C 
3 3 * DP (2) ~ 1 +^^BBj*JR+31.±ll±ZR*lTR*lR-Tl*TJ-l^2*Cl*JX*TllJJL 
3k* DP(3)= <-3R*TI - 3I*TR • Cl*(TR*TR - TI*TI) • 2*CR*TR*TI>/A 
1 5 * 12 ^ TR*JR + TT»Jl_ 
36* DP(«i)= (TR*PHIR - T I * P H l D / T 2 
32* DP(5)= (TRtPHII + TI«PHIR)/TP 
38* DO 45 I = 1»N 
39* C_QR.ai_J=_Y <!.).•d*l DY (11Z) -5.*DY ( 1 , 3 ) +19.*DY\UJk)Jk.qu^PJLll.}/Z^IL 
40* 45 Y(I) = (251 ,*C0R(I ) + 19.*PRED ( I ) ) / 2 7 0 , 
Ül*. U = Y(H  
4 2 * TR = Y (2 ) 
43* „.. J.1_=_Y.( 3) 
44* PHIR = Y(4) 
45* P±U!_.=_Y_( 5J 46* C = 1 - (GAM-1)*U*.5 
4JZ* 5? DO 3 5 I =_li„N. 
4B* D Y ( I . l ) r DY(I ,2) 
J*9* DIU 12) = DY LI» 3 ) _ 
5ü* 55 DY(I»3) = D f ( I » 4 ) 
5 1 * !£_= _TR*TR + TJ*TI__ 
5 2 * TMA5 = T 2 * * , 5 
53* lF_LIMA3__=_iü-i _60 »__9D_t_30 
5 4 * 6o R = ü * ( ( C ) * * ( - l / ( 2 * ( G A M - l ) ) ) ) * ( U * * - 0 . 2 5 ) * 4 . o 
55* I P ( R - l ) 6 2 , 62r 100 _ 
5 6 * 62 I F ( R - R l ) fa5»70»7fl 
57*___ 65 DR = - ( ( 2 * R C T * ( R - R T ) - < R - R T ) * ( R - R T ) > * * f 5 ) / < R T 4 . R C T - R ) 
Table 7 . Continued 
5 8 * GO TO 6_ 
5 9 * Z_L._tFlR-.R21 75 r 90»_fl_ ! 
6 0 * 75 DR = -TAsj(T) 
6 1 * _ . . GO JQ i)b .._ _ 
6 2 * 80 DR = ( < _ * P C C * ( 1 - R ) - ( 1 - R ) * < 1 - R > ) * * . 5 ) / < 1 - R - R C C ) 
6 3 * 85 DJ ~ - ( j * * . 7 « 5 ) * ( . . C * * ( l 2 * S A M - l J / < 2 * ( 5 A ' . ' - l ) . ) ) ) / ( Q * ( i . ( G A M * l ) * U * - 5 ) ) 
61** 3 Y < 1 , 4 ) _ _ .*!)U 
6 5 * A..= y. (_ - ' . ) ..... 
6 b * 33 = d * J Y ( l » 4 ) / C 
6 7 * _ 5»X = 2 * * C * U _ - . 
6 6 * CR = *'C*wC - (S \ /M*SVN*C) / (R*R) 
6 9 * C I „ = _ - ( 3 A M - l l * ^ C * U * 0 Y l l » . A L * 0 * 5 / C 
7 0 * 0 Y ( 2 t « n = 1 _ * ( -3R*TR •• 3 I * T I • CR*(TR*TR - T l * T l > -_ 2 * C I * T R * T I ) /A 
7 1 * 0 Y ( 3 f i J = ( - 3 R * T I - B~I*TR «• C I * ( T R * T R - T I * t l ) • 2 * C R * T R * T I ) > A 
J E * äYjjti.«_1= _(TR*?HIR....- P H I I * T I ) /T2_ 
7 3 * D Y ( 5 » 4 ) = ( T R * P H I I + P H I R * T I ) / T _ 
___* __________ __QJ_GQ_I_ 87 
7 5 * PR = wC*PHI I - Ü*DY(t|»1) 
7 6 * J?I_ = _-WC.*PHIR-.U*DY(5f«*> 
7 7 * PMAG = (PR*PR + P I * P I ) * * , 5 
J7_* P_A.R__L_ATAN(PI/.P_) 
7 9 * WRXTE(6»1000J X» PMAG, PARG 
BO* 87 GO TQ in 
8 1 * 9o IQZ = 2 
32* _ _ _ _ _ J L R Z T _ 
8 3 * Y<3> = - T I / T 2 
_ _ * T £ r L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ) : 
8 5 * TPI = QY<3»U> 
_ft__ DYf2»m_-^qgR*-LTR«.TR - T I * T I _ . _ - _ * T R » T I * T P I 1 / C l 2 * T z ) 
8 7 * DY(3»«n= ( 2 * T P R * T R * T I - T P I * ( T R * T R - T I * T I ) ) / < T 2 * T 2 ) 
_Bß* SXl J = U  
8 9 * G(_) = Y<2) 
- 9 0 * G _ 3 1 _ _ _ U 3 ) 
9 1 * G<«<> = P H I R 
-92* _L5____HXI 
9 3 * D Y ( 1 , 1 ) = 3Y(1#«4) 
_«_* _ f X a _ Q _ _ l Y _ 2 / 4 _ 
_H>* 0Y(3»1)= 3y (3»4 ) 
_9_* _ _ J U _ l _ _ _ » H i a * T _ _ _ P H I lmlLL/JZ 
9 7 * D Y ( 5 t l ) = ( P H I I * T R - P H I R * T I ) / T 2 
_ _ f l * 3Q 9"S T = 2-tÜ 
9 9 * CALL RKTZ(5 .H»X,G,GP»IQZ) 
l f lQ* X = X±H __ 
1 0 1 * U = G ( l ) 
102* (2 i 
103* ZI = 6 ( 3 ) 
IHM * BMI _____ G1 _} : 
1 0 5 * PHII = G(5 ) 
1 0 6 * . 1 xl)- _s_ GP (1J 
1 0 7 * 0 Y ( 2 , I ) = GP(2) 
1 0 a * _Y ( 3 1 _ ) = GP ( 3 ) 
109* O Y ( H f l ) r GP(<*> 
X I Q * 95 3 Y ( 5 _ I ____-_£.__ 
1 1 1 * Y ( i ) = u 
1 1 2 * _<_}._= _ZR 
1 1 3 * Y ( 3 ) = ZI 
i m * _Y.CUJL_. P41R . 








Y(5) = PHII 
-_Xü S~L 
SO TO 105 
10(1 13 = 2 - _ -
1000 F0RVIATU6X» Fä.<*» IX» FlO.5» 3X» FlO.5) 
.105....RETJRM- -
END 
Table 8 . Sample Output 
~'~ ~THEORETI: C ÄL~NÖ"ZZLC "Ä'DMITf ÄNCJE^-
^CirWMBYFTs^cTflrSVN""=~T~.~Wl'5~ SÄMMA"~r"l.~"» 
NOZZLE ANGLE = 15.Ö RTDTfi~^"^URVATUREl fHRÖAt^"T7Ö"Ö0b~E^RÄ^E^" l7Ö^0Ö 
_____ - y ^ — - y - — — —gy-~ ~yj 
l.~8342 - 7 o 6 4 4 o ^ 2 4 9 0 4 17Ä3539 ^ . 0 8 991» ~~~~:7$W>Z~ 
1_»_95.0_Q __Q638a __. 2367.9. U P S 118 rj.099.nl -#.3.3.0.23 
1 .9000 - . 0 6 1 9 2 - . 1 9 7 6 8 1 .90122 - . 0 8 6 3 5 - . 2 7 5 6 9 
1 ,3500 ___D6Q33 r_.15.79? 1 , 9 5 1 2 5 -.084.1^- ~*2£QZQ 
2 . 0 0 0 0 - . 0 5 9 0 7 - . 1 1 7 0 8 2 . 0 0 1 2 8 - .O8238 - . 1 6 3 2 9 
2*0500 _-_ 05816 -- ,07486 2 , 0 5 1 3 1 -- ,081 i l -,1QH40 
2 . 1 0 0 0 - . 0 5 7 6 4 - . 0 3 0 7 2 2 , 1 0 1 3 4 - . 0 8 0 3 0 - . 0 4 2 8 5 
2 . 1 5 0 0 =_05255 -D159'* 2 . 1 5 1 3 8 . .- , .08037 ,Q£224 
2 , 2 0 0 0 - . 0 5 8 0 0 . 0 6 5 9 5 2 , 2 0 1 4 1 - . 0 8 0 * 9 , 0 9 l 9 ß 
2.25O0 .---05913- ^12Q37 2_,25144 - , 0 8 2 4 6 . 1 6 7 8 7 
2 . 3 0 0 0 - . 0 6 1 1 4 .18070 2 , 3 0 1 4 7 - , 0 8 5 ? 7 . 2 5 2 0 1 
2-*3500 -H.06639 , 2 8 2 5 6 _2^35150 ~,-092_;a ,39«* 07 
2 . 4 0 0 0 - . 0 6 9 5 1 . 3 2 3 6 9 2 , 4 0 1 5 4 - .0969** . 45840 
_-,4500 r-,07752 .-4246Q 2 , 4 5 1 5 7 - U O B i - , 5 9 2 1 6 
2 . 5 0 0 0 - . 0 9 0 5 2 . 5 4 5 2 9 2 . 5 0 1 6 0 - ,126p 4 * , 7 6 0 4 9 
_L,55QQ . - .11291 ,7Q627_ 2 , 5 5 1 6 3 - , 1 5 7 4 7 __.9Sft9__ 
2 . 6 0 0 0 - . 1 5 5 6 5 . 9 3 9 1 3 2 . 6 0 1 6 6 - . 2 l 7 n ? 1 .30974 
_ 2 , 6 5 0 0 ___2525_L_____U31936 2 , 65170 r , 3 5 2 r r 1 * £ <fr.QQ3 
2 . 7 0 0 0 - . 5 5 4 0 4 2 . 0 7 6 1 1 2 . 7 0 1 7 3 - , 7 7 2 ^ 9 2 . 8 9 5 4 2 
2__.2S.QQ "2. . 4 8 1 8 6 __*07ll9. 2 , 7 5 1 7 6 -__,46i-,0 5 . 67783 . 
2 . 8 0 0 0 - 5 . 3 4 2 2 7 - 4 . 6 6 n 5 9 2 , 0 0 1 7 9 - 7 . 4 5 0 s 4 - 6 , 4 9 9 8 3 
2 J Ü50.0 ___.7 1330__-_2, ̂ 2480 2 . 8 5 1 8 2 -_. 994 *Q. _._-3.3 8-172-
2 . 9 0 0 0 - . 2 5 1 7 5 " 1 . 3 8 2 8 5 2 . 9 0 1 8 5 - . 3 5 1 ! ! - 1 . 9 2 8 5 7 
2__950O =..13284 __*9D379_ 2__95lö9 -_1659)1—-l.«_26__t_-
3 . 0 0 0 0 - . 0 8 6 4 4 - . 6 1 9 9 5 3 . 0 0 1 9 2 - . 1 2 0 ^ 5 - . 8 6 * 6 1 
_____) 5__Q =___ü 6388 =__J» Z2ZZ _U_l519.5 -_,_) 8945 __,5Ä__5_i 
1̂ 3 
[ MAIN I 
" 
INPUT WC, DWC, 
NWC, CM, RCC, 
RCT, ANGLE, I P , 
SVN, GAM 
WRITE 
CM, SVN, GAM, 
ANGLE, RCT, 
RCC 
Figure U5. Flow Chart for the Nozzle Admittance 
Program. 




DP = -O.OOl 
WRITE 




FOR N = l,NPTy 
WC = WC+DWC 
COMPUTE 
F , RT, R l , R2 
WC 
i COMPUTE INITIAL 
IVALUES OF 
PHIR, P H I I , U, 
A ,B ,C ,C1R,C1I , 
B1R3B1I,Z  
ZR = ZOR 
ZI = ZOI 
G(D 
0 ( 2 ) 
G(3) 












FOR I = 2 , 4 
C CALL RKTZ ) 
rp~=" P+DP 
U = od) 
ZR = G(2) 
ZI = 0 ( 3 ) 
PHIR = G(4) 




NEW VALUES OF 
C, U, CM 
D Y ( 1 , I ) 
DY(2 , I ) 
DY(3 , I ) 
DY(4 , I ) 






pnr = U Y(2) = ZR 
K3) = ZI 
Y(10 = PHIR 
Y(5) = PHII 
COMPUTE 
QBAR, YR, YI 
FROM ZR, ZI 
COMPUTE 
QBAR, YR, YI 
FROM TR, TI 
WRITE 
WC, YR, YI , 





A(l) -> A(5) 
TZ = Tl 
U(l) -+U(5) 
F Z ( 1 , 1 ) H F Z ( 1 , 5 ) 
DO THROUGH a 
J = 1,MJ 








I RKTDIF I 
n~^ 
DO THROUGH ß 
J = 1,NU 
FZ(1,J) = 
DUM(J) 
DO THROUGH A 
I = 2,1+ 
TZ = Tl + 
A(l+l)*H 
I DO THROUGH ß 
J = 1,NU 







DO THROUGH T 
J = 1,NU 
DO THROUGH e 




Figure k-5. Continued 















Figure ^5• Continued 
SUBROUTINE 
RKZDIF 
U = G ( l ) 
ZR = G(2) 
ZI = G(3) 
PHIR = G(h) 








|GP(2) = ZIR 
GP(3) = Z U 
GP(U) = ZIR 













U = G ( l ) 
TR = G(2) 
TI = G(3) 
PHIR = G(4) 







C R , C I , G P ( 1 ) , 
G P ( 2 ) , G P ( 3 ) , 








I = 1,N 
X = X+H 
U = PRED(l) 
ZR = PRED(2) 
ZI = PRED(3). 
PHIR = PRED(U) 






DP(1) -+ DP(5) 
DO THROUGH ß 





DO THROUGH f 
I = 1,N 
I 




•DY(l S) 1 DY(I 
COMPUTE 
DU,A,BR,BI,CR,CI, 
PHIR, PHII, DY(l,i+) 
THROUGH DY(5,1+) 
KD 
Figure k^>. Sontinued 
150 
DO THROUGH e 
I = 1,5 
CONVERT Z 












DO THROUGH a 
I = 1,N 
COMPUTE 
PRED(l) KD 
X = X+H 
U = PRED(l) 
TR = PRED(2) 
TI = PRED(3) 
PHIR = PRED(4) 




BR,BI ,CR,CI , 
DP(1) -> DP(5) 
DO THROUTH ß 





DO THROUGH r 









C I , 
DY(l ,4)-DY(l ,5) 
KD 
Figure 45. Continued 
152 
DO THROUGH A. 
I = 1,5 
CONVERT T TO 







F i g u r e 4 5 . Conc luded 
153 
APPENDIX B 
THEORETICAL NOZZLE ADMITTANCE VALÜES 
Table 9. Theoretical Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0.08, S = 0, y = l .U, 9 1 = 15 
Radii of Curvature: Throat =.1.0, Entrance = 1 . 0 
• 0 0 0 0 0 »OOOQO , 0 0 0 0 0 
, 0 5 0 0 3 . 016*2 . 0 6 5 6 7 
. 10006 .OI836 , 1 3 2 1 3 
.15010 ,021^2 .2002U, 
•20013 . 02605 . 27091 
-*25Q±h .Q3? 6 6 .3»520 
.30019 .O^lgS , »2*38 
,35022 .05^60 ,50999 
. »0026 . 07235 . 60396 
. »5029 .097»1 .7087» 
.50032 .13350 .827»5 
. 55035 .18677 ,9639p 
.60038 . 26777 1 .12237 
.A5na? . 3 9 n 9 7 1 .30583 
. 700»5 , 60071 1 ,51057 
.750*18 .937»9 1 .7Q7lg 
,80051 1.^6357 1.79598 
. 8505» 2.131Q5 L*5£ia3 
.90058 2.5920& .8661» 
.95061 ?,.̂ 95i7 .071f7 
.0006» 2.05852 -.3906» 
.05067 1.62P37 -,53231 
.10070 1.296*0 -.51180 
.1507» 1,07ls3 -,»2S4l 
.20077 ,92033 -.32563 
.250SQ ^813^6 -.22Q26 
,30083 ,75»7l -.11821 
.35086 .7l6g3 -.02123 
.»0090 .69861 .070»2 
.»5093 .6986^ . 1 5676 
.50096 .71»68 ,23759 
.55099 ,7»6p7 .31215 
.60102 .7927^ .37886 
.65106 *£5»^5 JtlSJO», 
.70109 .93120 .»7681 
.75112 1.02Qa7 .»9912 
.80115 I . l l 7 i 5 .»9&<f9 
.85118 1.2137? Jfc6Ü5il 
Table 10. Theoretical Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0.16, S = 0. v = 1 U fi = 30° 
5 mn ' Y ' öi J U 
Radii of Curvature: Throat = 1 . 0 , Entrance = 1 . 0 
•00000 .OOOQO ,00000 
. n 5 n i 3 . 03976 , 0406? 
. 10026 .033ft0 ,08176 
_*15&38 .03556 . 1 2 2 9 3 
.20051 .038o7 . 1 6 * 5 3 
.25064 . Q 4 l 3 9 .20661 
.30077 .04550 .24934 
. *snR9 .n5n 7 2 .29285 
.40102 .05692 .33728 
.45115 .06431 .38278 
.50128 .07305 .42951 
.55141 .08335 .47763 
.60153 .095^2 .52729 
.65166 .109^7 ,5786ft 
.70179 .126i3 .63189 
.75192 .145*0 .6871» 
.80205 .16820 .74455 
.85217 ,19uBl .8n42i 
.90230 .226Q3 .86&17 
.95243 .26272 -9304t 
.00256 .305a7 .99676 
,05268 .356^5 1,06496 
..10281 .41639 1.13436 
.15294 .496fi2 1.20*07 
..20307 .56895 1.27269 
.253P0 .679,f6 1.35720 
.30332 .776^1 1.39769 
.35345 ^904^ 1.44750 
.40358 1.048?_5 1.48285 
.45371 1.2Q765 1.49814 
.50383 1.378g3 1.48740 
.55396 1.556^0 1.4U50R 
.60409 1.73094 1.36740 
.65422 1.892*6 -1.25370 
.70435 2.030i*3 1.10754 
175447 2*135p3 .93671 
.80460 2.200fl5 .75216 
.85473 2.226Q5 .5658t» 
Table 11. Theoretical Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Nurnber = 0 .08 , S = 0, v = 1 . ^ , 9. = 15° 
mn ' 1 
Radii of Curvature: Throat = O.U396, Entrance = O.V396 
.00000 .QOQQO .ooQOo 
.05003 .01657 .06196 
.10006 .OlfliB ,12*6? 
.15010 .02l00 ,18874 
•2Q013 ,02523 ,25512 
.25016 .03l2l .32^69 
.3Q019 .039^7 .39655 
.35022 .05079 .47803 
.40026 .06635 .56^79 
.45029 .O8798 .66092 
.5003? .11859 .76910 
.55035 .162g3 .89268 
.60038 ,??8Q5 1.03563 
.65042 .330^3 1.20177 
.70045 .49i6? 1.39168 
,75048 .754o5 1,59234 
.80051 1.17792 1.74711 
.85054 1.79297 1.69780 
• 90058 2.4l2j4 1.21261 
.95061 2.58566 ,38530 
1.00064 2.P44Q» ".26297 
1.05067 1.76741 -.53092 
1.10070 1.379afi -.56116 
1.15074 1.1082^ -.49175 
1.20077 ^924^1 -.38917 
1.25080 .80226 -.27959 
1.30083 .7?l,53 -.1722^ 
1.35086 .670^5 -.06980 
JL.40090 ^ 6 i Ü 5 .0?73A 
1.45093 .63i95 .11965 
1.50096 .638^3 .20733 
1.55099 .66048 .29034 
1.6010? .698g9 .36786 
1.65106 .75262 " .43800 
1.70109 .fi?4i;0 .49743 
1.75112 .9134^ .54099 
1.80115 X,018Q5 .56169 
1.85118 1,13235 ,55152 
Table 12. Theoretical Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0.08, S = 0, v = 1.4, e = 30° 
' mn 5 Y ' 1 
Radi i of Curva ture : Throat = 0.4396, Entrance = 0.4396 
. 0 0 0 0 0 .OOOnO .QQOQO 
. 0 5 0 0 3 , 0 1 6 1 9 . 0 3 * 0 0 
. 1 0 0 0 6 -Olfiftl .OftBln 
. 1 5 0 1 0 . 0 1 7 3 3 .102«fo 
. 2 0 0 1 3 . 0 1 8 ^ 5 . 1 3 7 Q g 
. 2 5 0 1 6 . 0 1 9 * 9 . 1 7 2 0 5 
.30019 . 0 2 l 3 9 .?Q76 i 
.35022 . 0 2 3 t i 8 , 24383 
.tionpfi .02ft Q 0 ,2flQfl2 
, 4 5 0 2 9 .029oO .3187t* 
. 5 0 0 3 ? *-03_25fi . 3 5 7 7 3 
.55035 .03675 . 39796 
.60038 . Q 4 l f t 8 , 4 3 9 6 g 
. 6 5 0 4 2 .047/*8 .4-8286 
.70045 .05430 .52797 
.75048 .0623^ .57518 
.80051 .07lq3 .62478 
.85054 .08308 .67707 
.90058 .096(̂ 7 .73242 
.95061 .112^8 .79124 
1.00064 . 1 37&6 ,89794 
1.05067 .1478& .87444 
1.10070 .18334- .99315 
1.15074 .2l8o7 1.07067 
1,20077 .260^4 1.15*16 
1.25080 .31426 1.24408 
1,30083 .3flln9 1.3405t 
1.35086 .465^0 1.44308 
1.40090 .57p^6 1.55038 
1.45093 .70850 1.65918 
1.S0096 .BBl/,9 1.7ft3lU 
1.55099 1.09932 1.85100 
1,60102 1.3fi7ftfl 1.90431 
1.65106 1.68^65 1,89635 
1.701.09 2.032-^5 1.79506 
1.75112 2.36957 1.57478 
1,80115 2.635*6 1,23635 
1.85118 2,77(^3 .82135 
Table 13. Theoretical Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0.08, S = 0, v = l.k, 9-, = ̂ 5° 
' mn 7 ' ' 1 
Radii of Curvature : Throat = 0A396, Entrance = O.U396 
.00000 .OOOQO ,0Q00n 
•05003 .0l6i2 .02563 
.10006 .016^5 ,05*31 
•15010 .01673 ,07706 
.20013 .Ql7*>6 .1(129? 
.25016 .OI796 .1289«* 
.30019 *H1&*2 .1591") 
•35022 .0l9fi7 .18160 
.40026 .021.Q9 .20933 
.45029 .022^2 .23539 
.50032 .024;^ .26281 
•55035 .026n3 .29065 
.6003fl .028i5 .31896 
•65042 ,030^5 .34779 
.70045 >.n33p̂  .3772Q 
.75048 #036?_6 .40725 
.80051 .039&5 .43S0Q 
.85054 .043i^ .46953 
.90058 .0476^ .5Ql9l 
.95061 .05241* .53521 
.00064 ,05776 .56953 
.05067 .06372 .60^95 
.10070 ff07n(l0 .64157 
.15074 .0779O .67951 
. 2 0 0 7 7 aiBÄ^5 , 74202 
.25080 .095fl4 ,7597(1 
.30083 .IO656 .80243 
•35086 .118*8 .84687 
.40090 .13243 ,8933a 
.45093 .148Q5 .94191 
.50096 .165a** .99285 
.55099 .I8616 1,04630 
.601.02 ,209^4 1.10245 
• 65106 .23620 1.16149 
.70109 ,2n7p3 1,22360 
•75112 ,302*8 1.28890 
.80115 ^34^4^3 1.3576p 
•85118 *392j5 1.42976 
Table lU . T h e o r e t i c a l Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0 .16 , S ^ = 0 , y = l.k, d± = k^° 
Radii of Curva ture : Throat = 0.1*396, Ent rance = O.U396 
, 0 0 0 0 0 .OOQnO , 0 0 0 0 0 
. 0 5 0 1 3 .0325** . 0 2 5 3 5 
. m n p f t . o 3 9 9 4 . n ^ 0 7 a 
. 1 5 0 3 8 . 0 3 3 * 1 . 0 7 6 1 8 
. P 0 Q 5 1 . 0 3 4 * 5 . 1 0 1 7 1 
. 2 5 0 6 4 . 0 3 5 7 7 . 1 2 7 3 5 
- 3 0 0 7 7 .Q37f>6 . 1 3 3 1 3 
. 3 5 0 8 9 . 0 3 9 o 8 . 1 7 9 0 9 
. 4 0 1 0 2 - 0 4 l ? 0 - P 0 5 2 5 
. 4 5 1 1 5 . 043 f t5 . 2 3 1 6 5 
. 5 0 1 2 6 . 0 4 6 ^ 4 . 2 5 8 3 1 
•55141 .04960 .28527 
.60153 .Q53jf .31256 
.65166 .057i0 .34021 
.70173 .06151 .36825 
.75192 .066a0 .39673 
.80205 .Q7la0 .4?56ft 
.85217 .07776 .45512 
.90230 .08433 .4ft5ll 
.95243 .09i56 .51568 
1.00256 .09952 .54685 
1.05268 .108?7 .57868 
1 . 1 0 2 8 1 . U 7 f l 8 . 6 1 1 2 0 
1 . 1 5 2 9 4 .1284+4 . 6 4 ^ 4 5 
1 . 2 0 3 0 7 . 1 4 o 0 5 . 6 7 8 4 6 
1 . 2 5 3 2 0 . I 5 2 f l l . 7 1 3 2 6 
1.30332 .JL6&A3 .74889 
1 . 3 5 3 4 5 .1822 ,6 . 7 8 5 3 7 
1 . 4 0 3 5 3 , 1 9 9 9 4 . 8 2 2 7 p 
1 . 4 5 3 7 1 . 2 1 7 9 2 . 8 6 0 9 7 
1 . 5 0 3 8 3 . 2 3 R 5 0 . 9 0 0 1 1 
1 . 5 5 3 9 6 , 2 6 l i 8 . 9 4 0 1 3 
1.6Q4Q9 . 2 8 6 1 8 , . 9 8 1 0 1 
1 . 6 5 4 2 2 . 3 3 5 3 1 1 . 0 3 6 7 4 
1 . 7 0 4 3 5 . 3 3 6 a 0 1 . 0 4 3 3 1 
1 . 7 5 4 4 7 . 3 7 7 ? 2 1 , 1 0 8 2 6 
1 .8046Q .JfclitT1* 1 .151A6 
1.85473 .45558 1.19577 
Table 1 5 . T h e o r e t i c a l Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Nuiriber = 0 .20 , S ^ = 0, y = l.k, e]_ = *+5 
Radi i of Curva ture : Throat = 0 .^396, Entrance = 0.^396 
.00000 .OOOnO .QQOOn 
•05020 .04096 .02519 
«1 QÔ fQ «QfmS .050*11 
.15060 .04222 .07568 
-PQOflQ .0433*+ .1Q1Q1 
.25100 .04^78 .12641* 
.30120 .04656 .15199 
.35140 .048*9 .17767 
.40160 ,n5jt9 .20353 
.45180 .05«+05 .22957 
.50200 .057^1 .25582 
.55220 .06099 .28232 
.60240 .06510 .30907 
.65259 ,06967 .33611 
.70279 -07a?3 .36347 
.75299 .O8O3I .39115 
.BQ319 ,09645 -4l92n 
.85339 .093i8 .44763 
.90359 .10055 .47647 
.95379 .108*1 .5057t* 
• HQ399 ^HZJ±Z .53546 
.05419 .127Q2 .56565 
.10439 tl37<j8 .59633 
.15459 .14839 .62752 
.20479 .1613p .65924 
.25499 .17482 .69149 
-^Q5i9 .18953 -72427 
.35539 .2055^ .75760 
.40559 .22296 .79146 
.45579 .24ig0 .82585 
.50599 .26252 .66074 
.55619 .284g4 .89610 
.60639 .30933 -91187 
.65659 .3358^ • .96800 
,70679 .364*7 1.00441 
.75699 .39599 1.Ö4098 
.80719 .43nnl 1.07758 
.85738 .466g4 1.11406 
Table l6. Theoretical Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0.08, S = 1.8413, v = 1.4, 9. 
mn T • ' 
Radii of Curvature: Throat =1.0, Entrance =1.0 
1.^3539 —.Q8994 -.34732 
i.S5118.1 .-.089ol_ -.33023 
1.90122 -.086^5 -.27569 
1.95125_ -. 084_4_, _.r:.22020 
2tCÖ128 -.OO23Ö -.16329 
2. 05131._ __-..08lil._ _^.1044o. 
2.10134 -.O8038 -.04285 
2.15138.. _-.0ß0p7_ .02224 
2.20141 -.030*9 .09198 
2.25144-. -.08246 U6767 
2.30147 -.085?7 .25201 
2.35150- .._..-„ 09^8.. . 39407 
2.40154 «.096g4 ,45840 
2.45157 . ..-.108_2_. .59216 
2.50160 -,126?4 .76049 
2.55163.. _..-. 15.747-.. ..98499 
2.60166 -.2l7n7 1.30974 
2.65170 _.-.35214.. ,1.840.03 
2.70,173 -.77 2 69 2.89542 
2..75176__ _-r3.46i30_. 5.67783 
2.80179 -7.45o54 -6.49983 
2t.35l82.__ __r..99qH0__ r3.38172 
2.90165 -.351!! -1.92Ö57 
2.„95189„ - • 1 8 5 O 7 _-J,-.26046 
3.00192 
• • * • ™ > • • » • / ^ ••• — 
-.120»s5 -.86461 
_3.Q5X95_ __=.039n9_ __=.. 53.954 
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Table 17. Theoretical Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0.l6, S = 1.8*0.3, v = l-̂ j 6-, =30° 
mn 5 T J 1 
Radii of Curvature: Throat = 1 . 0 , Entrance = 1 . 0 
1 .81757 -.168148 - . 3 0 * 7 7 
1 .85173 - . 1 6 3 6 8 -.?fS77n 
1 .90186 - . 1 5 7 6 5 - . 2 l 1 5 l 
1*95199 - , 1 5 ? Q 9 - . 1 6 0 1 5 
2 . 0 0 5 1 1 - . H 6 9 I - . 1 0 5 1 8 
2 .05SP1 - . I l 2 n 2 - . 0 1 3 2 8 
2 .10537 - . 1 3 7 3 0 . 0 1 0 7 2 
2.15550 - , l ? ? f t 1 ,07238 
2 , 2 0 5 6 2 -.1278"+ . 1 3 * 3 9 
2.25575 -*12?68 .20&55 
2.30588 -.116^1 .28089 
2̂ 356111 -.1Q9Q2 .36171 
2.10611 -.IOO9I .15063 
2.15626 -.Q89il .51979 
2,50639 -,07i72 .70757 
2,55652 -.OIBQO .79096 
2,60665 -.01337 .91166 
2.65677 .0110 1.12063 
2.70690 .12928 1.33608 
2.75703 .27t^0 1.59673 
2.80716 .522i9 1.90567 
2t8?729 ,95gg0 2.23*9? 
2.90711 1,67827 2,17126 
2.Q5751 2.70726 2.2960* 
3.00767 3.58«*35 1.37510 
3.05780 a^65ls3 -i?3fl9 
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Table 18. Theoretical Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0.08, S = 1.8413, v = 1.4, 9n =15 
' mn T 1 
Radii of Curvature: Throat = 0.4396, Entrance = 0.4396 
1 .83539 - , 0 9 0 7 2 - . 3 6 * 3 4 
1 .85118 - . 0 8 9 7 ^ - . 3 4 5 0 1 
1 .90122 — 0 8 7 t 3 - . 295Q5 
1 .95125 - .034f l7 - . 2 4 0 4 6 
3.00128 -.Q83p3 -. 1.8666 
2.05131 -.08lftl -.13177 
2.10134 -.08066 -.07467 
2.15138 -.080;>2 -.01^88 
2 . ? n i 4 i - . 0 8 0 3 7 .04846 
2.25144 -.08lP5 .11645 
2.30147 -.0R3p3 .19057 
2.35150 -.08601* .27288 
2.40X53 -.Q92fl1 .40019 
2.45157 -.097g7 .47534 
2.5016CI -.10917 .6Q6R9 
2.55163 -.127i5 .77282 
2.60166 -.15791 .99472 
2.65169 -.21635 1.31686 
2.70173 -.348^8 1.84594 
2 . 7 5 1 7 6 - . 7 6 2 * 3 2 . 9 U 3 8 
2 .80179 - 3 . 5 1 8 7 8 5 .82775 
2.85182 -6.8857I -6.82921 
2.90185 -.883i5 -3rPA60ft 
2.95189 -.309^1 -1.86^69 
3.Q0192 -.162i7 -1.21368 
3,05195 -.104fl0 -.82796 
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Table 19. Theoretical Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0.08, S = 1.8U13, v = 1.^, 9-, = 30° 
' mn 1 
Radii of Curvature: Throat = O.U396, Entrance = O.U396 
1,83539 -.Q9o?4 -,37065 
1.85118 -.089^7 -.35648 
1.9Q122 -.086^4 -.31190 
1.95125 -.08i*63 -.26763 
2.00128 -.Q897O -.22351 
2.05131 -.08l06 -.17936 
2 . 1 0 1 3 4 - , 079 f i9 - . 1 3 5 0 0 
2 . 1 5 1 3 8 - . 0 7 8 ^ 8 - . 0 9 0 2 3 
2 . 2 m m - . 0 7 7 7 ^ -.044flti 
2 . 2 5 1 4 4 - . 0 7 7 i 5 . 00141 
2 . 3 0 1 4 7 - . 0 7 6 a 3 . 04876 
2 .35150 - . 0 7 & 7 8 .09750 
2,110153 - , Q 7 7 Q 1 . 14797 
2 .^5157 - . 0 7 7 5 4 .20056 
2.5016H -.078^0 .25572 
2.55163 -.O822O .37173 
2.60166 -.08lp2 .37620 
2,65170 -.O8036 .39673 
2.70173 -.08^3 *üafl&9 
2.75176 -.088*1 .59503 
2.80179 -.092g? .68356 
2.85182 -.09696 .78341* 
2.90185 -.!Q2p4 .89612 
2.95189 -.108(*7 1.03231 
3.00192 -.11571 1.19319 
3.05195 -.12393 1.39175-
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Table 20. Theoretical Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0.08, S = 1.8413, y = l.k, 0 =45 
IJJII J-
Radii of Curvature: Throat = 0.4396, Entrance = 0.4396 
1 .83539 - . 0 8 6 n 9 ~.3fBQ6 
1 .85118 - . 0 8 5 2 7 - . 3 3 * 8 7 
1.90122 ".OaPflH - .2935.1 
1.95125 -.080*7 -.25271 
2.00128 -.07fl73 -.2l23n 
2.05131 -.Q77ol -.17216 
2.1013*f -,Q75gQ - . 1 3 2 1 8 
2 , 1 5 1 3 8 - . 0 7 t f l 7 - . 0 9 2 2 2 
2.20Hf1 -.Q73n2 - .05216 
2 . 2 5 1 4 4 - . 0 7 2 0 3 - . 0 1 1 8 7 
2.301.47 - .n7lpD .02879 
2 .35150 - . 0 7 o s l . 06995 
2.U0153 m^JOB^^S . 11178 
2 . 4 5 1 5 7 - . 0 6 9 ^ 5 . 1 5 ^ 3 
2.50160 -.069p5 .19809 
2.55163 -,069o7 .24295 
2.60166 -.068Q9 .28923 
2.65169 -.06972 .35861 
2.70173 -.n69pa .38705 
2.75176 -.069?* .*3926 
2.R0179 -.069^3 .119*09 
2.85182 -.069*3 .55200 
2.90185 -.06979 .61352 
2.95189 -.069*7 .67927 
3^0019? -.0697» .75000 
3.H5195 -.069u2 .82661 
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Table 21 . Theoretical Nozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0 . l6 , S ^ = 1.8^13, Y = I - ^ J ©]_ = ^ 
Radii of Curvature: Throat = 0.1+396, Entrance = 0.^396 
1 .81757 - , 1 3 7 7 7 - . 2 8 6 2 0 
1 ,85473 - , 1 3 2 7 3 - . 2 5 4 2 7 
1.90486 - , 1 2 6 t 9 - . 2 1 1 5 4 
1 ,95499 - . 1 1 9 * 9 -»16909 
2 . 0 0 5 1 1 - . 1 1 3 7 8 " , 1 2 6 7 7 
2 . 0 5 5 2 4 - . 1 0 7 7 8 - . 0 8 4 4 6 
2.3 0537 - . l Q l f t 2 - . 0 4 2 0 3 
2,15550 - . 0 9 5 ^ 5 .QQÖ6M. 
2 .P0562 - .QBq 7 8 .0^371 
2 ,25575 - , 0 8 3 S 4 ,08730 
2 ,30588 -.0770*1 , 1 3 1 5 5 
2 .35601 - , 0 7 o i 8 , 1 7 6 6 2 
2 . 4 0 6 1 4 -.0628*7 . 2 2 2 6 8 
2 .45626 - , 0 5 4 g 6 .26988 
2 .50639 - . 0 4 6 3 3 .31841. 
2.55652 -.03679 .36846 
2.60665 -.026t4 .4202(1 
2.65677 -,0l4i6 .47397 
2.70690 ^.JHlö^ .52989 
2.75703 .015^ .58826 
2.80716 .0330? .644932 
2.85729 ,05388 .7l3tfo 
2.90741 .07ftP5 .7flQ7l 
2.95754 .106*8 .85155 
3.00767 .14070 ,9?6l7 
3,05780 .180*3 1,00473 
Table 22. Theoretical Wozzle Admittances 
Chamber Mach Number = 0.20, S = 1.8^13, v = l.k, 6., = ̂ 5° 
mn ' ' 1 
Radii of Curvature: Throat = O.U396, Entrance = O.U396 
1 .80*09 - . 1 * 7 7 2 - , 2 5 7 5 p 
1 .75699 - . 1 5 6 9 6 - . 2 9 8 * 0 
l . f lH7l9 - . 1 * 7 ? 3 -.g5*B:s 
1 .85738 - . 1 3 7 ^ 3 - . 2 1 1 7 1 
1-90758 - . l g R 3 7 - , l f t 8 9 u 
1 .95778 - . 1 1 9 ^ 6 - . 1 2 6 3 7 
2 .00798 - . l l Q ? l - . 0 8 3 9 1 
2 . 0 5 8 1 8 - . 1 0 l i * - . o m ^ S 
3.1H83Q -10919*» . f lQim 
2 . 1 5 8 5 8 - . 0 8 2 5 ^ .0*396 
2.pnfl7B -.072gl .08712 
2.25898 -.06265 .13073 
2.30918 -.P5IQ5 .17*90 
2.35938 -.0*056 .21973 
2**0958 -.0?835 .?653* 
2.1*5978 -#0l5i* .3118t* 
2.S0998 -.QQo75 .3593* 
2.56018 .015n3 .*079i* 
2.frin38 .C32fr6 .*577* 
2.66058 .05l79 .50882 
2.71078 .0733& .56128 
2,76098 .09752 .61517 
2.R1118 .12*70 .6705? 
2.86138 .l7i96 .7770* 
2.91156 .19np8 .73551 
2.96178 .229^3 .8**98 
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APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR q AND ß 
Explicit expressions for & and ß can be obtained from equation 
(3-2^-), which describes the axial dependence of the pressure amplitude, 
and from equation (3-27) which describes the axial phase difference. 
To obtain values of <y and ß, three pressure amplitude or phase measure-
ments must be taken at discrete axial distances along the impedance 
tube. 
Explicit Expressions for g and ß from Equation (3-2U) 
If the pressure amplitudes - | p' j , j p' | , | p' | - are measured 
at the axial locations - z , z~, z„ -, respectively, along the tube, 
then equation (3-2U) is used to obtain the following three equations 
I p i I = v ^ 0 3 ^ • cos2^($+ i r ) ] 2 (c_1) 
2 2 2z2 1-
P2 I = Amn [ c° S h ^ " C O S ^(ß + "x~^2 ( C _ 2 ) 
2 2 2zo i 
P3 I = Amn [ c O S h ^ " C 0 S ^ + \ ) ] 2 (C"3) 
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Dividing equations (C-2) and (C-3) by equation (C-l) to eliminate A 
from the computations gives 
2 2 2Z2 
cosh Tfa - cos TT(ß + -r-~) 
*21 = — 1 ^~ <° ^ 
cosh T(oi - cos Tt(ß + -r—) 
2 2 2 Z 3 
cosh Tfa - cos TT(ß + -r—) 
P_ = ^ (C-5) 3 1 2 2 2 Z1 
cosh Tta - cos Tt( ß + -y—) 
where P _ = (p'/P-!), n = 2,3. Using the identities 
nl n' 1 
2 i cosh x = 2"(cosh2x + l) 
cos x = -§-(cos2x + l) 
equat ions (C-U) and (C-5) become 
2 Z ? 
cosh2Tla - cos2TT(ß + ~^=-) 
P 21 &T (C" 6 ) 
cosh2flbf - cos2TT(ß + -T—) 
A. 
2 Z ^ 
cosh2TTa - cos2TT(ß + ~ ) 
3 — \ , 
31 2z 




Multiplying both sides of equation (C-6) and (C-7) by 
2 zi 
cosh2Tla - cos2TT(ß + -*-=) 
gives 
2 z 2 2 Z1 
(1 - P21)cosh2Tfa - cos21t(ß + — - ) + P21cos2Tt(ß + -r-±) = 0 
2z 2z 
(1 - P )cosh2Tfa - cos2Tt(ß + - ~ ) + P cos2TT(ß + - y 4 = 0 
Defining 
UTTz UTTZ 
A _ = cos —r-2- - P _ cos —r— 
n l X n l X 
UTTzn UTTZ 
B . = s i n — ^ - P . s i n 4 | | Z 1 
n l X n l —N— 
where n = 2 , 3 , g ives 
(1 - P21)cosh2TTa = A2icos2TTß - B21sin2TTß (C-8) 
(1 - P )cosh2TTa = A cos2Ttß - B sin2TTß (C-9) 
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Solving equa t ion (C-8) for cos2TTß gives 
cos2TTß = [BQ1sin2TTß + ( l - P 0 1 )cosh2TTa]/A (C-10) 21 "H v 2 1 ' — i - j / " 2 i 
S u b s t i t u t i n g for cos2TTß i n equat ion (C-9) y i e l d s 
[ A 2 1 ( l - P 3 1 ) - A 3 1 ( l - P 2 1 ) ] cosh2Tfa = (A31B21-A21B31)sin2Trß 
or 
[A (1-P ) - A ( l - P ) ] 
sin2TTß = 7" B A vT ^ — cosn2TTa ( C - l l ) 
A31 21 " ̂ 1^31 
Substituting equation (C-ll) into equation (C-10) gives 
[B (1-P ) - B (1-P ) ] 
cos2TTß = *\ * H £ ^— cosh2Tfa (C-12) 
A 31 21 " ^ 1 ^ 3 1 
Dividing equa t ion ( C - l l ) by (C-12) to e l imina te the terms involv ing 
ot g ives 
V ' 1 ^ ) " A^l ( l-P21 ) 
t a n 2 T T ß = B h P 3 ) - B ( 1 P ) 




ß - i ArctJ"V(1"P31? " A3ia"?21?-
" ~ ^ k l ^ - ? 3 1 } • B 3 1 ( 1 - P 2 l ' -
(c-13) 
Squaring both sides of equations (C-ll) and (C-12) and adding gives 
2 2 
sin 2TTß + cos 2TTß = 1 = 
[ A 2 1 ( l - P )-A ( 1 - P 2 1 ) ]
2
+ [ B 2 1 ( 1 - P )-B ( 1 - P g l ) ]
2 
- - - cosh 2\[oi 
(A 3 1 B 2 1 - A 2 1B 3 1) 
or 
cosh2TTa = 
A31B21 ' A21B31 
{ [ A 2 1 ( l - P 3 1 ) - A 3 1 ( l - P 2 1 ) ]
2
 + [ B 2 1 ( l - P 3 1 ) - B 3 1 ( l - P 2 1 ) ]
2 } 2 
i = X 
Thus 
a = |ff cosh" 1 ^ = |jjT ln(X + Jx2 - 1 ) (C-14) 
A unique Solu t ion i s not ob ta ined from equat ion (C-13) because 
ß and ß ± \ both satisfy this equation. To determine the proper 
Solution it is necessary to Substitute both Solutions into equation 
(C-U) and (C-5). The value which satisfies these two expressions is 
the Solution which corresponds to the given physical Situation. 
Explicit Expressions for g and ß from Equation (3-27) 
Assume three phase measurements - 61? 6p, 6~ - are taken at 
the axial distances - z., z?, z -, respectively, along the tube . The 
following relations are obtained from equation (3-27). 
2 z 9 2 zi 
ânhTTaCcotiTCß-K-r̂ J-cotTrCß-K-i)]. 
V 6 i = a<vzi> + A r c t a n i : hz 2 H <c-15) 
1+t anhHTaco tlT (ß •*-<-=•) co tTT (ß +-y=) 
2z 2z 
.tanhTTa[cotTT(ß-KT^)-cotTr(ß-KT±)] 
6 3 - 6 1 = a (z 3 - Z ; L ) + A r c t a n | ^ _ ^ - - | (C-l6) 
l+tanh2]TacotTT( ß-J-^l) cotTTCß-K^-i) 
A A 
Combining terms and i n v e r t i n g both s i d e s of equat ions (C-15) and (C-l6) 
gives 
2 2 z 2 2 z l 
tanh rfa+tanTT(ß-H—)tanTr(ß-+-r-i) 
c o t [ 6 2 - 6 1 - a ( z 2 - z 1 ) ] = c t 2 = ^f £ (
C " 1 7 ) 
t anh[Ta[ tanTT (ß -*-r—) -tarnt (ß ̂ -r^-) ] 
A A 
2 2 Z ^ 2 Z 1 
t anli TTa+t anTT (ß -K-r^-) tanTT( ß + - ^ ) 
c o t [ 6 3 - 6 1 - a ( z 3 - z 1 ) ] = c t 3 = ^ ^ — (C-l8) 
tanTTa[tan]T( ß + - ~ ) -tanTT( ^^~) ] 
To obtain an expression for <* in terms of ß, both sides of equation 
(C-17) are multiplied by 
2 Z 1 2 Z 2 
tanhTTa[tanTT(ß + — )-tanTT(ß+ — ) ] 
A A 
and bo th s ides of equat ion (C-18) a re m u l t i p l i e d by 
2z 2z 
tanhTTa[tanTT (ß+-—)-tanTT( ß-t-Y2) ] 
A A 
Subtracting the resulting two expressions and solving for & gives 
(T -T2)T 
tanhrfa = c ^ T ^ - c t ^ - T g ) (C"19) 
where the shorthand notation 
2z 
Tn = taniT(ß + -y
1), n = 1,2,3 
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is used. Substituting equation (C-19) into equation (C-18) and 
rearranging terms yields the following result. 
T1(T3-T2) + [ct3(T1-T3)T2 - ctgC^-TgjT ] x (C-20) 
[ c t ^ - T ^ - c t ^ - T2)] = 0 
The following trigonometric identity is now used 
2TTzn 
2 z tanftß + tan—-— 
tanTT(ß + - p ) = | ^ ' n = 1,2,3 
n 
1 + tanTtßtan — 
B + Z n 
1 + BZ 
n 
2lTZn 
where B = tanTTß and Z = t an —— . S u b s t i t u t i n g back i n t o 
n A 
2 2 2 
equation (C-20) and multiplying through by (l-Z^B) (1-ZgB) (l-Z^B) 
gives 
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(B + Z 1 ) ( l - Z ^ C C B + Z 3 ) ( l - Z2B)-(B + Zg) (1 - Z 3 B)]
2 + (C-2l) 
e t 2 [(B + Z 1 ) ( l - BZ3) - (B + Z 3 ) ( l - BZ 1 ) ]
2 (B + Z g ) ( l - BZg) + 
e t 2 [(B + Z 1 ) ( l - BZ2) - (B + Z 2 ) ( l = BZ 1 ) ]
2 (B + Z ) ( l - BZ3) -
c t 3 c t 2 [ ( B + Z 2 ) ( l - BZ3) - (B + Z ) ( 1 - BZ1)] x 
[(B+Z1)(1-BZ2)-(B+Z2)(1-BZ1)][(B+Z2)(1-BZ3)+(B+Z3)(1-BZ2)] = 0 
Expanding equation (C-21), cancelling terms, and combining coefficients 
gives 
(1 - B2)[(Z3 - Z g ) ^ + ct
2(Z3 ~ \ ) \ + ct
2(Z2 - ZX)
2Z3 (C-22) 
- ct2 ct3 (Z3 - Z±) (Z2 - Z1) (Z2 + z3)] 
+ B [(l - Z2)(Z2 - Z 3 )
2 •+ (1 - Z2) (Z1 - Z3)
2ct2 + 
(l-Z2)(Z1-Z2)
2ct2 - 2ct2ct3(Z1-Z2)(Z1-Z3)(l-Z2Z3)] = 0 
Solving (C-22) for B gives 
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/G + 1 
and from the definition of B, 




° - r 
z 
x z = (i-z^)(z2-z3)
2+(i-Z2)(z1-z3)
2 et2 + (l-z^Kz^Zg)2 et2 
- 2ct3ct2(Z1-Z3)(Z1-Z2)(l-Z3Z2) 
Yz = (Z2 - Z3)
2ZX + c t ^ - Z ^ Z g + ct
2(Z1 - Z 2)
2 Z3 
- ct3ct2(Z1 - Z3)(Z1 - Z2)(Z2 + Z3) 
Equations (C-23) and (C-19) can be used to solve for & and ß 
explicitly. However, equation (C-23) does not give a unique Solution 
for ß. Instead, there are two Solutions which differ by l/2. To 
determine the Solution -which corresponds to the given physical Situation, 
the Solution which satisfies equations (C-17) and (C-l8) is chosen. 
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APPENDIX D 
DATA REDUCTION COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The Computer programs for data reduction consist of five 
routines - two control routines and three subroutines. The first 
control routine MAIN uses pressure amplitude data to compute the 
nozzle admittance. The subroutines FSTAPP and BA are associated 
with MAIN. The second control routine MAINl and its corresponding 
subroutine AOBO can be used to determine the nozzle admittance from 
phase measurements. All routines are written in FORTRAN V interpretive 
language compatible with the UNIVAC 1108 machine language Compiler. 
The names of the routines and their descriptions are listed in Table 
23. The FORTRAN Symbols used in these routines and their definitions 
are presented in alphabetical order in Table 24. The input data 
required for the calculation of the nozzle admittances are presented in 
Table 25. A listing of the routine MAIN and its associated subroutines 
are given in Table 26 and a sample Output format is presented in 
Table 27. Routine MAINl and its subroutine AOBO are listed in Table 
28 and a sample output format is presented in Table 29. In Figure 
k6 a detailed flow chart of the routine MAIN and its subroutines is 
presented. The flow Charts for MAINl and AOBO are given in Figure 47. 
Table 23. List of Subroutines Used in the Data Reduction 
Computer Programs 
Number Subroutine Description 
1 MAIN Uses the nonlinear regression technique to 
determine the real and imaginary parts of the 
specific nozzle admittance from sound pressure 
level measurements 
2 FSTAPP Uses combinations of three pressure amplitude 
measurements to compute initial values of a, 
ß, and A . The set of values which gives the 
minimum rms error between the theoretical and 
experimental values of the pressure amplitudes 
is used as the initial set in routine MAIN 
3 BA Computes values of ß and A for values of a 
equal to zero 
k MAIN1 Computes values of the real and imaginary parts 
of the specific nozzle admittance from phase 
measurements using the nonlinear regression 
method 
5 AOBO Uses combinations of three phase measurements to 
compute initial values of a and ß. The set of 
values -which give the minimum rms error between 
the theoretical and experimental phase values is 
then used as the initial approximation 
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Table 2k. Definitions of FORTRAN Variables 


















ADALF (K) 1. h 
ADAMF (K) 1 
Integration constant A in equation (3-2*0 
mn 
Scaled correlation coefficients used in 
Marquardt's algorithm discussed in 
Chapter III 
Parameter used for scaling purposes in 
Marquardt's algorithm 
Scaled coefficients b, defined after 
equation (3-32) 
Correction to the value of a after the n-th 
iteration 
Correction to the value of A after the n-th 




Parameter used for scaling the correlation 
coefficients in Marquardt's algorithm 











Parameters used in scaling the correlation 
coefficients of Marquardt's algorithm 
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Table 2k. Continued 
Variable Routine Definition 






Parameter a defined after equation (3-13) 
AH*AH 
Value of oi after n+1 iterations 
ot 
Current value of a 
Value of a corresponding to a value of A 
computed from the expression 






Correction to the value of A at the n-th 
. . . . mn 
Iteration 
Current value of Q? 
Value of oi corresponding to a value of ß 
computed from the expression 











Average value of a taken over all combinations 
of three pressure amplitude measurements 
Average value of A taken over all combinations 
of three pressure amplitude measurements 
Average value of ß taken over all combinations 
of three pressure amplitude measurements 
In subroutines 1,3j^ these parameters represent 
the unscaled coefficients in Marquardt's 
algorithm. In subroutine 2 the variables A12 
and A13 correspond to the parameters A^. and 
A defined after equation (C-7) 
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Table 2h. Continued 























Value of ß after n+1 iterations 







Current value of ß 
Nondimensional frequency, S 
2 2 Z1 
COS TT(ß + -j--) 
c*c 
2 2Z2 
cos rr(ß + -r—) 
A. 
2 2Z3 
COS TT(ß + -T—) 
1,2,3J^-J5 Axial distance from the nozzle entrance 
2 Difference between the theoretical and 
predicted values of P12 
i,1* 
Difference between the theoretical and 
predicted values of P13 
Difference between the theoretical and 
experimental values of phase 
Difference between the theoretical and 
experimental values of 
cot[62-61 - a(z2-z1)] 
Difference between the theoretical and 
experimental values of the pressure amplitude 
or phase 
DPHI h 6 n " 6 l " a ( z n " z i ) > n = 2 > 3 > - ' ' m 
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Table 2k. Continued 
























K, 1,3,̂ ,5 
M 1,3,̂ ,5 
Distance from the nozzle entrance to the 
first, second, and third transducer 
location, respectively 
Im{tanhTT(a-ißy 
Parameter F defined by equation (3-28a) 
Numerator in equation (C-13) 
Solutions to equation (C-13) 
Denominator in equation (C-13) 
Denominator in equations (C-ll) and (C-12) 
Variable defined after equation (C-23) 
Test number and description 
Integer variable used as a counter 
Parameters used to confine the values of ß 
to the interval (-1,1) 
=1: numerical technique converged 
=2: numerical technique diverged 
Integer variable used as a counter 
Number of iterations 
Integer variables used as subscripts or 
counters 
MACH 1^ Chamber Mach number, M 
18U 
Table 2k. Continued 
Variable Routine Definition 
M2 
1 - M 
1,2,3,k,5 Number of axial transducer locations 
Integer variables used as counters 
Number of tests 
1,2,3j^,5 Integer variable used as a counter 
Number of frequency points taken during a test 
Experimental pressure amplitude 
Jia 
2z 
1,3,^,5 T T ( P + - ^ ) , n = l , 2 , . . .KD 
1,3,^,5 Experimentally measured pressure amplitude 
1,3 >k Value of F after n iterations for a 
given value of the convergence parameter X 
1,2,3^,5 3.1I+159 
MACH2 1,^ 








NWN 1,̂  
P(K) 2 












Value of the pressure amplitude or phase 
using the values of & and ß computed from 
the nonlinear regression method 
Convergence parameter. As PNORM -• 0, 
convergence is indicated 
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Table 2k. Continued 
















1,2,3,^,5 Root-mean-square deviation between the 












Current value of PRMS 
Re[tanhTT(a-iß)] 
Theoretical pressure amplitude or phase 
Derivatives defined after equations (3~3l) 
and (3-35) 
Experimental pressure amplitude or phase 
at the first transducer location 
Coefficients defined after equation (C-5) 
Experimental value of the pressure amplitude 
or phase at the second and third transducer 
locations, respectively 
Constant defined as l8o/TT used to convert 
phases from degrees to radians 




RW 1 Chamber radius 
Rl 
CO kn/\ 
S 1 Denotes the tr 
argument 
SC 1 S*C 
SH 1 Denotes the hy 
argument 
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Table 2k. Continued 
Variable Routine Definition 
SI 2 Trigonometrie sine of a given argument 
SVN i,h S mn 
SWR i,^ S /r mn' c 
SVNR2 i ^ SWR-*SVNR 
T k^ Trigonometrie tangent of a given argument 
TA i,k tanhTfa 
TB i,k tanrrß 
TD1, 
TD2, 5 Trigonometrie tangent of a given argument 
TD3 
TEMP 1 ^ Chamber temperature in F 
TH k Hyperbolic tangent of a given argument 




5 Trigonometrie tangent of a given argument 
Tl 
T2 k T*T 
V(K) l,k Convergence parameter \ defined after 
equation (3-32) 
VM 1,3 Initial value of X 
WL 1,2,3 A,5 Wavelength, \ 
WN l,k Wave number, k 
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Table 2k. Concluded 
Variable Routine Definition 
WHN l.k Parameter k (l - M ) defined after equation 
(3-13) B n 
WHN2 1 
WN2 1 ^ 
X 2 




Parameter X defined in equation (C-lU) 
Imaginary part of the specific admittance 
Left hand side of equation (C-19) when ß is 
determined from the equation 
tamrß = G - / G2 + 1 
YP 5 Left hand side of equation (C-19) "when 3 is 
determined from the relation 
tannß = G + / G2 + 1 
YR l,k Real part of the admittance 












Number of tests to be reduced 
Test number and description 
Number of frequency points taken during a given test 
Mach number at the nozzle entrance 
Value of S 
mn 
Number of transducer locations along the tube 
Axial distance from the nozzle entrance for a 
particular transducer 
Frequency in Hertz for a given test point 
Chamber temperature in F 
Pressure amplitude or phase at Station D(K) 
Table 26 . Program L i s t i n g of Routine MAIN and I t s 
Associa ted Subrout ines 
1 * DIMENSION PNLR<l0)»DP<10),AL<2)»B(2>»AMP(?)»ADALP<2>»ADAMP<2>» 
2* " 1 AD3ET(2>» ADN(2 )T""WCiT iVJ i )» XBT2T 
3* 2 » HEADE«(12) _ _ _ _ 
1 • Co MÖN-p j7 CA rP Ei 10)» K l O ) » WL» ND» BE5_ 
b* REAL MACH» MACH2, MACH2l_ 
6* "" " READ(5,1000) NTESTS 
7* DO 99 U K = 1, NTESTS ü* R E A L ) ( 5 , 1 0 1 O ) < H E A D E R ( J T » J=l»12) 
9* READ(5,10('0) NrN 
1U * READ" ( 5," 1020 )~MÄ CTTTS V N 
11* R£AD(5»1000> ND 
12* REA_(5»102Ö) <DiJ)» J = 1» "ND) *" 
13* PI = 3.1115926536 
11* CA = 20.U * PI * ALÖGi0(EXP(l)) 
lb* DO 100 1 = 1» NWN 
ib* R _ A _"(' 5»i o_o rr R EÖTTEMP 
17* READ(5,1020) ( PE (J) » JJ* 1» ___> 
l_* c ~̂ ~" . " 
19* C THE W A V E L E N G T H WILL NOW BE COMPUTED FROM THE GIVEN DATA 
2ü* VM = 0.01 
21 * RW_= 5.6875 / 12.0  
22* Ö£S -Ö.5819 
23* VACH2 = MACH * MACH 
21* " " "" "MACH2l"' = "i "-"MATH?" 
2b* SVNR = SVN / RW 
26* """" "" SVNR2 - SVNR""* SVNR 
27* R = SVNR2 • MACH 
2_* CB'A'R = 19,0 b--*-SORTTfE^P + 159,6) • 
29* WN = 2.0 * PI • FREQ / CBAR 
3u* WN2- = WN *" WN 
31* IF(WN2 - SVNR2 * MACH21) 100» loO» 15 
32* ""~\5 " WNH = SQRT(WN_ ^SVNR2 _*^M^CH2iy-7 MACH21 
33* WNH2 = WNH * WNH 
31*"" WL = 2.0~*~?i / WNH ' 
3b* AH = WN * MACH _/ MACH21 
3b* AH2 = AH * AH 
37* CST = 1.0 / (WN2 • SVNR2 • MACH2) 
3d* _ES2 = BES V _ES 
39* ITER = n 1J* CWN WN*RW 
11* WRITE(6»2000) (HEADER(J)»J=l»12)»FRE0»CwN»WL.MACH 
12* Do 10 J = 1» ND 
13* lu QiJ) =- D(J) / 12.0 
11* C • 
1b* C T iE WAVELENGTH AND OTHER NECESSARY C O N S T A N T S HAVE NOW „EEM DETR^IMED_. 
I Ö * " " c THE NEWTON-RAPHSON'NUMERICALSCHEMF" WILX B_""EMP_O"YEÖ TÖ TT/ND"THE VALUFS 
17* C ÜF ALPHA» _ETA» AND A WHICH MINIMIZE THE DXFF_RENCE» IN A L E A S T - S Q U A R F S 
1d* C SENSE» BETwEEN THE E X P E R I M E N T A L AND T H E O R E T K A L P R E S S U R E S (IN OB), T H E 
19* C FIRST APPROXIMATIONS FOR ALPHA» BETA» AND A ARE COMPUTED IN THE SUKROUT-
bü* C INE FsTAPP. 
51* C 
52* CALL FsTAPP(WLfPE»D,A>ALP»BET»NUMfND»PR,v,S) 
53* TA = TANH(Pr * ALP) : 
51* TB = TAN(PI * BET) 
55* DNM-=-_7Ö / ITA*TA • TH*TB) 
56* PSI = (1.0 • TB*TB) * TA * DNM 
57* ETA = (1,0 - TA*TA) * TB * DNM^ 
5ö* YR = CST * (PSI * WN * WNH * MACH21 - R) 
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Table 26 . Continued 
59* YI = CST * ETA * WM * W**H * MACH21" 
bO* WRITE<6»2015> ALP» BET» A» YR» YI» P*MS 
6 1 * " 20 I F U B S O E T T - r.Ö) 25» 25» 80 
62* 25 IF(A3S(PI * ALP) - 88.0) ̂ 0» 30, 80 
63* 30 PA = PI * ALP 
84* SH = SINH(PA) _ 
6b* CM = COSH(PA) 
6o* Crt? = CH_*_CH 
67* SC "="SH * C^ '. ~" 
68* 31 = 0 
69* 32 = 0 
70* 33 = 0 
71* All = 0 
7<J* A12 j=_ 0 
73* A13 = 0 
74* A22 = n 
7b* A23 = 0 
7b* A33 = NO 
7 7* ADN1= 0 
7ö* ADM2 =_0 
79* AüN3 = Ö 
B>j* A O N B I = 0 
81* F = 0 
82* DO Hfl J = li MD 
83* P9D = PI * <B£T"• 2.0 * D(J) / WL) 
d4* C_=_CP5(PBDJ 
8b* C2 = C * C 
ßb* S = SIN(PBD) 
87* DM = CH2 - C2 
88* PT = A • 10.0 * AL0G10OES2 * DN) 
89* PTALP = CA * SC/DM 
9u* _ _ „ PTbET = CA * S * C / DM  
91* PTA = 1,0 
92* _ F = F • (PE(J) -_PT) *. (PE(J) - PT) 
93* Bl = B'i + (PE(J) - PT) * PTALP 
94* 32 = B2 • (PE(J) - PT) * PTBET 
9b* B3 = B4 + (PE(J) - PT) * PTA 
9ü* All = A U + PTALP • PTALP 
97* A22 = A22 + PT'iET * PTßEt 
98* _ A12 = A12 • PTALP * PTBET 
99* A13 = A13 • PTALP * PTA 
10U* A23 = A^3 + PTBET * PTA 
101* ADM1= A D N I + 1.0/DN 
102* ADN2 = ADM2 + 1.0/(DM*DM)  
1U3* ÄDN9 = AXSMBT^TBET?^^ 
IQI»* ADNB1 r ADN31 • tPE(J) - PT)/DN 
lüb* un ' CONTlNuE 
108* PNORM = SORTf (B1*B1/A11 4. B24R2/A99 • R3*AA/A*A1 
107* 1 / (3 .0*ND)) 
108* 45 XF(P'NORM - Ö.Ö0005) 60» 60» 50 
109* Sil AAll = 1.0 
l l u * ~~" AA22 = 1.0 
111* AA33 = 1.0 
112* AA12 = 'ÄONB/S'QRTfA~ÜN2~*Ä22l 
113* AA13 = ADM1/SQRT(ADN2*A33J 
i m * AA23 = * 2 3 " / SQRT(A22 * A33) 
I I b * ABl = A^MB1/S0RT(ADN2) 
116* A32 = B2 / S5RT(A22) 
117* AB3 = B3 / S0RT(A33) 
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Table 26. Continued 
lld* " 205 COÜTINUE 
119* Do 210 * = 1* 2 
120* V(K) = VM • (l0.0**(K-2)> 
121* AjN(<) = (1 • V(K)) * ((1 • V(K))**2 - AA23 * AA23) 
122* '" \ . AAl2 * (AA12 * (1 + V(«) )'""- AAi3 * AA23J 
123* 2 _«• AA13 * (AA12 *_ AA23 - A A 1 3 * < 1 • V(K))) 
121 * A D AI P (<) = (Ä Bl "*""(( 1 • V (K) ) * * 2" - A A 2 3~* "A A £5T~ 
12b* 1 - AAl2 * (AB2 * (1 • V(K)) - AB3 * AA?3) 
12b* 2" •"ÄAl3 * (AB2 * AA23 - AB3 * U + V<K)))j/AbN(K) 
12/* AD3ET(K) = ((1 + V(K)) * (AB2 * (1 + V(K)) - AB3 * AA 23) 
12Ü* 1 - ABl * (AA12 * (1 -f V(K) ) - AA13 * AA?3) 
129* 2__ _ + AAi3 * (AAi^_*_AB3 - AA13 * ̂ B2) ) / ADN(K) 
13.1*"" ~Aj"ÄVl'p"(K') = ('<r+ V(k)) * ((1 • VIKTF•"ÄB3"-TÄ"2'3 * *B2) 
131* 1 - AA12 * (AAi2 * AB3 - Afti3 * AB2) 
132* 2 + ABl * {AA12 * AA23 - A A I S * < i "• V( «"> ) ) T/ADN(K) 
133* AL(K) = ALP + AQALPtK) / SORT(AliJ_ 
134* AL(K) = ABS(AL(K) ) 
13b* B(K) = BET + AppET(K) / SQRT(A22?  
13o* Iö(K)"s ß(K) 
137* B(K) = B(K) - IB(K) 
13ti* AMP(rt) = A • ADAMP(K)'"/ ""SÖRT(Ä"3'3") 
13y* (P-U{<) = 0 
14Ü* PA "s PI * AL(X) 
im* IF<PA_.GT,JBB.)__SO T^„0° 
142* "~ " "' " CH - COSHtPÄ) 
143* CH2 = CH * CH 
141»* I F ( A B 5 ( 8 ( K ) > .GT. 1.0) "56 TO BÖ 
14b* DO 220 M = 1» ND 
146* l P9D = PI * (<HK) * 2.0 * D ( M ) / " WL)""" 
147* C = COS(PBD) 
148* Z?. = C * C ' 
14** S = SlN(PBO) 
lbü* " Ö J r CH2 - C2 
151* PT = AMP(K) • 10.0 * AL0G10(BES2 * DN) 
152* 220 PHl(K) = PHl(K) • (PE(M) - ""Pf)"«* 2 
153* 21ü CONTlNijE 
154* lF<F -~r*Hi(i)) 225» 235» 235 
15b* 22b IF(F - PHI<2)) 230» 2<»0»_ 2<*0 
lbb* 230 Vy = Vvi * 10.0 
157* IF(VV ,GT. 100000000) GO TO 60 
lbö* &0 TO 205 
159* 235 K = 1 
160* GOTü 245 
161* 240 _ • < = 2 
162* 245 VM = V(tO 
163* PRMS = SQRT(PHKK) / ND) 
164* ALP = ABS<ALU)V_J _ _ _ ! 
165* BET = 3(K) 
16O* A = AMP(K) 
167* I^ET = dET 
163* 3ET = BET - I3ET  
169* iFlABSOETJ - 0.5) 275» 275» 260 
17J* 260 IF(3ET1 2&5» 265» 27p 
171* 265 BET = BET +1.0 
172* GO TO 275 _ _ _ 
173* 270 ^ET = BET - 1.0 
174* 275 ITER = ITEg • 1  175* IF(ITER ,GT. 200) SO TO 60 
Table 26 . Contimied 
1 7 6 * I F U L P - . 0 0 0 0 5 ) 255» 255» 250  
1 7 7 * 250 SO T0 20 
1 7 8 * 255 CALL B A U » BET» PRMS» ITER» I D l V » PNQRM)  
1 7 9 * ALP = 0 
1 8 0 * SO TP (60»8p>» I D I V t  
l ö l * 60 TA = TANH(PI * ALP) 
1 8 2 * . _ _ T3__=_TAM(PI_* _BEH 
1 8 3 * DNM = 1 ,0 / (TA * TA •• TB * TB) 
18<4* PSI = _ d . O _ _ T B j _ TB)_*_T_A_# DNM 
l B b * ETA = ( 1 . 0 - TA * TA) * TB" *TDNM 
J.B6* TR = CST • (PS I » WN » WNH • MACH21 - R)  
1 8 7 * T I = CST * ETA * WN * WNH * MACH21 
1B8* _ W R I T E ( 6 » 2 0 2 0 ) _ A L P 1 _ BETj_A» YR» Y I »PNORM, pRMS» ITER 
1 8 9 * WRlTE(6»2005) 
1 9 0 * CH2 = COSH(PI *ALP! • COSH(PI»ALP) 
1 9 1 * "Do 280 J = 1»ND 
192 * P 3 __=_P I *S B E U g * D ( J ) / W L )  
1 9 3 * C = CÖsTPBO) 
191** _ _ C2 = C*C __ 
19b* PNLR(J) "=' Ä • rö*ALÖSlÖ(BES2*TC~H2 - C_Tj 
1 9 6 * D ( J ) _ = - 1 2 . 0 ^ K J 3 ( J 1 
1 9 7 * DP(J) = PE(J ) - PNLR(J) 
19B» 280 WRlTELiA»2010) D ( J ) > P E ( J ) » PNLR(J)» OP<J)  
1 9 9 * GO TO 100 
2 0 J * __ 80 _ WRITE(6»20'»0) ITER 
2 0 1 * DO 285 J = 1»ND 
2 0 2 * 285 0 ( J ) = - 1 2 . 0 * D ( J ) 
2 0 3 * 100 CONTINUE 
2 0 ^ * 99 CQINITINÜE 
2 Ü D * 1000 FORMAT(215) 
206* loio FORMAT(12A6) 
207* 1U20 FORMAT(8F10.5) 
208* _2000 FORMAT (1H1» *»7X» 12A6» //» <»9X> 17HFREQUENCY (H2> S , 
209* 1 F6.lV/» «t6X» 2"i'HWAVE"NUMBER ~ = » F7.it» /, ifftX, 
21d* Z 2<*HAXlAJ__ WAVELENGTH (FT) = » FB.*»» /» 51X»  
211* 3 lTHMÄCH NuMBER = » F«+.2. /) 
212* 20w5 FORMAT(///»18X» 17HDISTANCE FROM THE» 9X» llHMEASUREP SOUND» 9X» 
214* 1 mnCOMPUTED SOUND» 9X» I O H D I F F E R E N C E » /'»' *7X» 
21<** 2 20HN0ZZLE ENTRANCE (IN)» 5*» 19HPRESSURE LEVEL (DB)» 6X» 
215* 3 m^PRESSURE LEVEL» 9X» "ÜHIN DEClB&LS» /) 
216* 2U!0_F0RMAT(21x» Ft+.l» 20X» F6.1» 19X» F6.1» l6X> F6.1»/)  
217* 2015 FORMAT (7/» 53X» i«*HlNITTALVA_UES» /» l£X, ÖHÄLpflJ = , F7.'4, 
2itt* 1 2rt» » 7HBETA = »_ F7±«M 2H» » UHA = » F6.1» 2H» _»_5HYR = » 
219* 2 F7.4» 2H# » 5HYI s , F7.<»T2H* » THPRHS = » F7i4) 
22J* 2Ü20 FORMAT(///» <*6X» 2BHN0NLINEAR REGRESSION RESULTS' //» 
221* 1 16X» 8HALPHA s » F6.«»» 5X» 7HBETA = » F6.*»» 5X» ftHA s , 
222* 1 » •F6-.iT 5X» 5HY^"= T~FB^."5JT»~5HTI~5-T"F8.Ti'»~7/7 
-223* 2 27X» 8HPN0RM = » FB.6» 5X» 7HPRMS s » F7.1»» 5X» 
224* 3 2 0 H N 0 . OF ITERATTÖN5 - » 751 
225* 20«*0 FQRMAT(///» 45X» 15HDIVERGED AFTER » 13» 12H ITERATIONS.)  
226* 2050 FOlWATUx» 8E9.«M 
227* END 
193 
Table 2 6 . Continued 
1* SUtiROUTINE FSTAPP(WL#PtOrA»ALP,BCT»NÜM,NO,PHMS) 
2* DIMENSION P(10)» DUO) 
3* PI = 3.1115926536 
1* Rl = 1.0 * PI / WL 
b* NUM= 0 ,_,. , 
6* P M S = 10U0 
7* AvALP = 0 
b* AV3ET = 0 
9* AvAMP = 0 
10* JP = ND - 2 
11* DO 10 J = 1« JP 
12* JJ = J+l 
13* JJP = JP*1 
11* Do 20 K = JJ» JJP 
15* KK = K*l 
16* DO 3f) L = KK» ND 
17* PI = P(J) 
18* P2 = P(K) 
H* P3 = P(L) 
2ü* Dl = D(J) 
21* D2 = D(K) 
22* D3 = D(L) 
23* CO = C0S(R1 * Dl) 
21* SI = SlNfRl * Dl) 
25* P12 = 10.o**((P2 - PI)""""* Ö.1T 
2b* P13 = 10.0**C(P3 - PI) * 0.1) 
2/* A12 = C0S<R1 * D2) - PlZ * CO 
28* A13 = C0S(R1 * D3) - Pl3 * CO 
29* " Ö12 = SlNtRl * D2) - PI2 * 51 
3ü* dl3 = 5IN(R1 * D3) - Pl3 * SI 
31* Fl = *13 * 312 - Aia * Bi3 
5Z* FA = A12 * (1-P13) - A13 * <1-Pl2) 
33* '""• " ' " ~ " P3 = Bl2 * U - P13r-"BI3"*-TT_-~PT21 
3«** DN^ = S'"5RT(FA * F« • FB * FB) 
3b* X = A3S(F1 / DNV) " 
3o* IF(X * X - 1.0) 32» 35\ 35 
37* 7-2 ALP = 0.001 
38* 30 TO 37 
3J* 35 ALP = (1,0 / (2.0 * PI)) * ALOG(X • 5ÖRT(X*X - 11) 
10* 37 FABp = -FB/FA+SQRT((FB/FA)#(FU/FA)+1) 
11* FABM = -FB/FA-SQRT((FB/FA)*(FB/FA)>1) 
12* 3ET = (l.n/PD*ATAN(FARP) 
13* CH2 = COSM(Pl * ALP) **2 
11* C12 = COS(PI * BET • Rl * Dl / 2)**2 
IS* C22 = C0S(PI * BET -•• Rl * D2 / 2>**2 
1o* C32 = COS(PI * BET + Rl * D3 / 2)**2 
17* CC2 = (CH2 - C22) / (CH2 - Cl2) 
18* CC3 = (CH? - C32) / (CH2 - C12) 
19* Dai2P= A3S(P12 - CC2) 
bJ* Dai3P= ABS(P13 - CC3) 
bl* BET = (1.0 / PI ) * ATAN(FABM) 
b2* C12 = C05(PI * BET + Rl * Dl / 2)**2 
53* C22 = C3S(PI * BET • Rl * D2 / 2)**2 
51* C32 = C05(PI * BET + Rl * D3 / 2>**2 
53* CC2 = (CH? - C22) / (CH2 - Cl2) 
bb* CC3 = (CH? - C32) / (CH2 - C12) 
b/* Dyi2M= A3S(P12 - CC2) 
58* Ddl3M= ABS(P13 - CC3) 
Table 2 6 . Continued 
b 9 * IF (DB12P*D313P - D3l2M*D81'äMr UÖ»**o»SÖ 
faj* _ * 0 HET s ( L n / P l U A T A h M F A B P ) 
6 1 * C12 s C 3 S ( P I « i " " B E T * Rl * Dl 7 2 7 * * 2 
6 2 * _ C22_= COS(PI * BET + R l » P2 / 2 ) »»2 
b J * C32 =~!TDS(PI * BET • R l * 03 / 2 T * * 2 
6<t* 5ü _ NUM = NUM •_ 1 
6 b * A = ( P I - ' " io - . 'b*ÄUOslbTC'o" iS"8^9**2) '«r ( tH2-Ci2 ' j r * '' 
6o * 1 P2 - 1 0 . 0 * A L O G 1 0 ( ( 0 , 5 8 1 9 * * 2 ) * < C H 2 - C 2 2 ) ) • 
b 7 * 2 P3 - i O . O * A L O G l o n 0 . 5 8 1 9 * * 2 ) * < C H 2 - C 3 2 > > > / 3 
bB* AVALP = AVALP • ALP 
6 9 * " ÄVBcf "=" Ä'VBET • BET 
7ü* AVAMP = AVAMP • A_ 
7 1 * F = 0 
7 2 * DO 70 X = l f NO 
7 3 * PBD = P I * (BET • 2 . 0 • D ( I > / WL> 
7 1 * C = CÖS(PÖD) 
7b* _C2 = C *_C • 
7 b * PT = A~ + T Ö 7 Q " * ~ T L O S 1 Ü < ( 0 . 5 8 1 9 * * 2 ) * ICH2 - C 2 ) ) 
77* 7JJ F = F +_CP<I) - P T ) » * 2  
Ttt* PRM5l= SQRT(F/ND) 
79* IF(PRMS - PRMSl) 65» 65» 60  
8U* 60 PRMS = PRMSi 
81* ALPl = ALP 
82* BETl = BET 
83* Ai s A 
6-4* 65 CONTINUE 
85* 30 _ CONTINUS 
8b* 20 CONTINUE 
87* 10_ CONTlNuE 
88*"~ IF<NUM ,EQ. 0) So TO 100 
_89* AVALP = AVALP / NUM 
90* AvBET = AVBET / NUM 
91* AVAMP = AVAMP _/__NUM 
93* DO 80 I = 1» ND_ 
9«** PBD = PI * (AVBET • 2.0 * D(I> / WL) 
_9b* C? = CQS(PBD)*»2 6 CH2 O H(PI  AVALP)**2 
97* PT = A • 10 • AL0G10((Q.5819**2) * (CH2 - C2) > 
98* 80 ~ F = F • (P(I) - PT)**2 
99* _ PRMSl = SQRT(F/NQ) 
100* IF(PRMS - PRMSl) 90» 90» 85 
101 • 85 PRMS = P R M S 1_ 
102* ALP - ÄVÄLP -
103* BET = AVBET . 
101* A z AVAMP 
105* GO TO 100 
106* 90 ALP = ALPl 
10 7* BET = BETl  
108* A = Ai 




Table 26 . Continued 
u SU3R0UTINE BA(A» BET» PRMS» ITFR» IDIV» PNORM) 
2<| COMMON PI, CA, PE(10)» 0(10)» wL» ND» BE52 
3* DIMENSION 0(2)»AMP(2)»A0AMP(2),ADHET(2)»ADN(2)»PHt(2) »V(2)»IB<2> 
4* V*1 = O.Ol 
b* 5 IF(AB5(BE:T) - 1.0) 10» 10, 60 
b* 10 Bl = 0 " " " ~ — - .. .. . 
7* B2 = 0 
a* All = 0 9* A12 = 0 
u* A22 = ND 11* ADB = 0 
12* ADÜ2 = 0 
13* AB = 0 
14* F s 0 
lb* DO 15 I = 1»ND 
lo* PBD = P I * (BET • 2,0*D(1)/WL> 
17* C = COS(PBO) 
ld* 5 = SIN(PBD) ... 
19* S2 : 5 * S 
20* CT = C / S 
21* PT = A • 10 * ALOS10(BES2 * 52) 
23* PTA = 1.0 
23* PT^ET = CA * CT 
24* ADB = ADB • CT 
2b* ADB2 = ADB2 + CT * CT 
2b* AB = AB • (PE(I) - PT) * CT 
27* F = F • (PE(I) - PT) * (PE(I) - PT) 
26* Bl = 31 • (PE(I) - PT) * PTBET 
29* B2 = 32 • (PE(I) - PI) 
30* 
15 
All = A H + PTBET*PTBET 
31* A12 = Al2 + PTBET 
32* PNoRM = SQRT((B1*B1/All • B2*B2/A22) / (2.0*ND)) 
3.5* IF(PN0RM - 0.00005) 65» 65» 20 
34* 20 AA11 = l.P 
3a* AA22 = 1.0 
36* AA12 = ADB / SQRT(ADB2 * A22) 
37* ABl = AB / SQRT(ADB2) 
30* 
~ 22 
AB2 = 32 / SQRT(A22) 
39* COMTINUE 
4U* DO 25 < = 1,2 
11* V(K) = VM * (l0.0**(K-2)) 
12* ADN(K) = <1*V(K)) * (1+V(K)) - AA12 * AA12 
•43* AJBET(K) = (ABl * (H-V(K)) - AB2 *AA12) / ADN(K) 
14* ADAMP(K) = (AB2 * (1+V(K>> - ABl *AAl2) / ADN(K) 
1b* B(K) = 3ET • ADBET(K) / SQRT(All) 
4a* I3(K) = 3(K) 
47* 3(K) = 3(K) - 18(K) 
48* AMP(K) = A + ADAMP{<) / SQRT(A?2) 
49« PHl(K) = Ö 
5ü* XF(ABSO(K)) .GT. 1.0) GO TO 60 
51* DO 3U M = 1»ND 
52* P3D = PI * (3(K) • 2.0*D(M)/WL) 
53* S = SIN(PB^) 
54* S2 = S * 5 
5b* PT = AMP(K) • 10.0*ALOG10(BES?*S2) 
5b* 30 PHl(K) = PHI(K) • (PE(M) - PT) * (PE(M) - PT) 
57* 25 CONTINUE 
58* IF(F-PHKI)) 35» 40» 40 
Table 2 6 . Concluded 
5-J* 35 I F ( F - P H I ( 2 ) ) U5» 50» 50 
60* H5 VM = VM * 10.0 
61* I F W M ,GT. 1Ü0000000) SO TO 65 
62* GO TO 22 
6.3* 40 K = 1 
6«+* SO TO 55 
65* 50 K = 2 
66* 55 VM = V U ) 
67* PRMS = SQRT(PHKK) / ND) 
63* A = AMPU) 
6 4« ß£T = B(K) 
7ü* IßET = BET 
71* BtT = BET - I3ET 
72* IF(A3S(BET) - 0.5) 275» 275» 260 
7.3* 26(1 IFOET) 265, 265» 270 
7«** 265 bET = 3ET • 1.0 
7b* SO TÖ 275 
7b* 270 bET " BET - 1.0 
77* 275 ITER = ITER • 1 
7d* lF(ITEu .ST. 200) SO TO 65 
79* Go TO s 
au* 60 IDIV = 2 
81* SO TO 70 
02* 65 IDIV = 1 
83* 70 RETURN 
SV CKO 
Tab le 2 7 . O u t p u t Format 
B21«*-55» NOZZLC NO. 15 -06 -2 .5 
FREQUENCY ( H Z ^ s ^200.0 
WAVE NUM9E« s~ ,5531 
AXIAL WAVELENSTH (FT) = 5.3<»95 
~̂ A C hTNÜMBER = TDX 
ALPHA .0292» BETA = 
"""" INITIAC VALUES ~ 
,2630r A = 161.4» YR = .1678» yl .9071» PRMS = .2759 
ALPHA = .0311 
NONLINEAR REGRESSION RESULTS 
BETA = .2648 A = 161.2 YR = .1769 Yl = ,6952 
PNORM = ,000012 PRMS = .21+78 NO. OF ITERATIONS = 
_DISLNCE FROM THg 
























" 1 . 3 8 . 2 
^ 4 9 . 2 
154.8 
T^STT 














Ta"ble 28. Program Listing of Routine MAIN1 and Its 
Corresponding Subroutine AOBO 
DI M EN SION pNLRUO)» OP(ie)» AL(*>» B<2>» ADALP(2)» ADBET<2>» 
2, i ADN<2>» PHX<2>> V<2>, IB<2>» HEADC«<12> 
3* COMMON PI» PE<10)» D(lQ>» WL» HP» AH  
4* REAL MACH» MÄCH2» MACH21 
5* _ READ(5»1000) NTEST5 
6* PI = 3.1415926536 
7* Q = 1B0/PI B RW = 5.6875/12.0 
9* P_P_95 IJK _ 1»_NTES_TS 
10* READ(5»1010) ( H E Ä D E R ( J ) » J = 1.12) 
11* _ READ<5#1000) NWN 2 ( » 2 MÄCH, SVN 
i 3 * READ(5»1000) ND  
1Ü* READ<5'1020> (D(J)» J = 1» ND) 
15* JC ._ . . 
16* C TH E WAVELENGTH WILL NOW BE COMPUTED^RÖM THE GIVEN DATA. 
17* £.__ .'. • 
18* Q<1) = -D(l)/12 
19* MACH2 = MACH*MACH 
20* MACH21 - l " MACH? 
21* SVNR = SVN/RW 
22* SVNR2= SVNR * SVNR 
23* ___„ R = SVNR2 * MACH _ 1* DO 100 I = l'NWN
2 5 * READ<5,1020) FREQ, TEMP 
26* READ'(5»i0~20) (PE(J)» J = 1»ND) 
27* D0 5 J = 1»ND 
28* 5 PE(J) = -PE(J) 
29* VM = OtOl 30 CBÄR = 49.001 * SORT (tEMP4-«*59.6) 
3 X * W N = 2 .J) * P I * F R E Q / C P A R 
32* CWN = WN*RW 
33* WN2 = WN*WN 4 ~" -— -r- - lF(^N2.sVNR2"iMÄCH2i)" 90» 9O» 15 
35* I5 _ _ WNH = SQRT(WN2 - SVNR2»MACH2l)/MACH21 
36* WL= 2*PI/WNH 
J 7_* AH = WN*MACH/MACH21  
36* CST =1.0 / (WN2 • SVNR2*MACH2> 
39* _ ITER = 0 40* PREF=PE(1) 
1*1* _ WRITE(6»2000) (HEADER(J)» J S 1»12)> FREQ» CWN» WL»_MACH 
42* 1 , TEMP 
Ji3* DO 10 J = 2»ND  
44* D(J) = - D ( J ) / 1 2 
i*5* _ P ^ ( J ) = _PE (J__- Pi__F 
i*6* " I F < / \ B S ( P E ( J > > .LT . 180) GO TÖ~_2 
47* _'__ IFIPE(JJ) f±_J_t_9 
4_* 7 " PE(J) = PE"(J) + 3~6~(j 
J»9* GO TP 12 
50* 9 P_TjT~_ PEfJ) - 3&0 
5 1 * _1.2_ OPHI = PE(J )_ - AH * (P (J ) -D (1 ) )»Q 
52* " ~IF(ABS(DPHIT ".LT." 9Ö"T~BÖ TO 1Ö 
53* _ IF(DPHI) 300»__300» 
54* 30n PE(J) a PEij) • 18Ö 
199 
Table 28. Continued 
56* IF(A85(DPHl) ,8t. 90) 8~0 TO 300 
57* 90 TO 10 
SB* 30s DPHI x DPHI -180 
59* PE<J) x PE<J) - 180 
60* IF(ABS<pPHI) ,6T. 90) 80 TO 305  
61* lo PECJ) = PECJ) * PI / 180 
62* CL • _ . 
63* C THE MVELENGTH AND OTHER NECESSARY CÖNSTÄNTS HAVE N O W 3EEN nETERMINED, 
6<4* C THr N E W T O N - R A P H S O N N U M E R I C A L SCHEME WIU.BE ÜSEP T Q FIND THE VALUES OF 
65* C ALpHA AND BETA WHICH MINIMIZE THE D I F F E R E N C E » IN A LEAST-SQÜARES SENSE, 
6b* C_ BEjWEEN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL PHASE ANGLES<IN DEGREES)« THE 
67* C F I R S T APPROXIMATIONS FOR ALPHA ÄND BETA ARE CÖMPÜTED IN THE SUBRÖUflNE 
68* t-Ĵ  OB Oi. 
69* C 
Jjj* CALL AQBQCALPr BET» Nl)M» pRMS)  
71* TA = TANH(PI*ALP) 
72* TB =_ TAN(PI*8ET) 
73* DNM = 1.0/(TA*TA + TB*TB) 
7<+* PSI = ü | 0 • TE3*TB) * TA * DNM _ 
7b* ETA = (1,0 - TA*TA) * TB * DNM 
Jb* YR = CST • (P5I*WN*WNH*MACH21 - R)  
77* YI = CST * ETA * WN * WNH * MACH21 
7B* WRITE(6#?015J ALP» BET» YR» Y l , PRMS 
79* 20 IF(ÄBS(BET) - 1.0) 25» 25» 80 
80 * 2s I F.( ABS (PI * ALPJL_?_JB.8.,..Q)_3Qji_3jaj_fiP 
81* 3o PA r PI*ALP 
.92* TH = TANH(PA)  
83* TH2 = TH*TH 
fli** T = TAN(PI*(BET • 2*D<l)/wD) __ 
85* PREF. = AH*D(1) • ATÄN<TH/f) 
86* T2 = T*T 
87* DNM = 1 •»• TH2/T2 
_88* PTAREF g PI*(1 - TH2) / (T*DNM)  
89* PTBREF = -PI*U • 1/T2) * TH/DNM 
90* Bl = 0 
91* B2 = 0 
92* All_=_ 0 
93* Ä22 = Ö 
JÜ* A12 = 0  
95* F = 0 
96* DJ_J*_0 -J = 2»_NP_ ___ _ 
97* PRO = PI * (BET • 2*D<J)/WL) 
96* T_ =..._T.AH1PB.PJ _, 
99* T2 = T*T 
100» PT = AH*D(J) + ATAN(TH/T) - PREF  
101* DELP = pE(J) - PT 
102* DNM ._=_l_t_TH2/_T2 
103* PTA = PI*(1 - TH2)/(T*DNM) - PTAREF 
10«** PTB = -Pl»<l + l/T2)»TH/PNM - PTBREF _ 
105* F = F • DELP*DELP 
lOfe* Bl = 31 + DELPtPTA  
107* 32 = B2 > DELP*PTB 
iOf l* A U s A l l • PTA*PTA 
109* Ä22 s Ä?2 • PTB*PTB HO* *»Q A12 Ai2 » A» ___ l PNORM = SÖRT((B1*B1/All • B2*B8/Aft2>/<2t0*ND)i) 12» J 5 IF(PN0RM - 0.000005) 60f ftO» 80  








AA12 = Ai2/SQRTUll*A22) 
ABl s B1/S0RTUU) 
ABS i B2/5QRTUU) 
C0NTXNUE 
DO 210 K s 1,2 
V(K) = vM * (10.0**(K-2>) 





ADALP(K) = (AB1*(1 • V(K)) - AB2*AAi2>/ADN(K) 
ADBET(K) = (AB2*(1 + V(K)) - A3l*AAi2)/ADN(K) 
122* 
123* 
AL(K) = ALP + ADALP(K>/SQRT(A11> 
B(K) = BET • A0BET<K)/SQRT(A22) 
12«** 
125* 
IB(K) = 8(K) 
B(K) = B(K) - IB(K) 
126* 
127* 
PHI(K) = 0 





IF(PA ,GT. 88) GO TO 80 
TH r TANH(PA) 
TH2 = TH*fH 
IF(A9S(B<K>) .ST. 1.0> 60 TO 80 
132* 
133* 
T = TAN(PI*(B(K)+2*D(1>/WL>) 
PTREF = AH*D(1) + ATAN(TH/T) 
131* 
135* 
DO 220 V = 2»MD 




T = TAN(PBD) 
PT = AH*D(M) + ATAN(THZT) - PTPEF 
136* 
139* 
DELP = PE<M) - PT 




IF(F - PHI(IJ) 225»_£35» 235 
IF(F - PHK2)) 230» 240» 2<*0 







IF(VM .GT. 100000000) GO TO 60 




~2T 0 "" 
„2J»5 
K = 1 
SO TO 245 
me* 
149* 
K = 2 
VM = V(K) 
150* 
151* 
PR^S = SORT(PHKK)/ND) 
ALP = AL(K) 
152* 
153* 
BET = B(K) 







BET = BET - I6ET 
IF(ABS(BFT) - 0.5) 275» 275» 260 
156* 
157* 
IF(BET) 265» 265» 27o 
BET = BET + 1.0 
156* 
159* 
GO TO 275 
BET = BET - 1.0 
160* 
161* 
ITER = ITER + 1 
IF(ITER .GT, 49) GO TO 60 
162* 
163* 6Q 
GO TO 20 
TA = TANH(PUALP) 
164* 
165* 
TB = TANKPI*BET) 
DNM = 1,0/(TA*TA + TB*TB) 
166* 
167* 
PSI = (1.0 • TB*TB) * TA * DNM 
ETA s (1.0 - TA*TA) * TB * DNM 
168* 
169* 
YR = CST*(PSl*WN*WNH*MACH2l - R> 
YI = CST * ETA * WN * WNH * MACH21 
Table 28. Continued 
170* PRMS S PRMS*Q 
171* WRITE<6»2020) ALP» ÖET» YR» Yl» PNORM» PRMS,ITER 
172* WRITE<6»2005) 
173* T = TAN(PX#(BET • 2*D<U/wL)) 
17U* pTREF = AH*D(1) • A T A N U A / T ) 176* 00 280 J = 2,ND 
176* PBD = PI*(BET + 2*P(J)/WL) 
177* f = TAN(PBD) 
17B* PNLR(J) =(AH*D(J) + ATAN(TAZT) - PTREF)*Q 
179* D(J) = - 1 2 . 0 * D(J) 
180* PE(J) = PE(J) » Q 131* OP(J) =(PE(J) - PNLR(J)) 
1B2*± . milL.Lb.t2Q 1-PJ_P(J>» PEUI» PNL^(_JLi_DPlJJ _ 
183* 2ß0 CONTINUE 
1.ÖÜ* SO TP 90  
185* Bo WRITE(6»J>040) ITER 
186* DO 285 J = 2»ND 
187* 285 D(J) = - 1 2 . 0 * D ( J ) 
180*. _9Q CONTINUE _ _ _ 
189* lOo CONTINUE 
130* 9R CONTlNME 
191* lOOo F0RMAT(I5) 
192* lOlo F 0 R M A T ( 1 2 A 6 L 




200JO F_0RMAT(1H1, ^7X»_l2i6»_//i_if^Xj_17HFREQUE:NCY_ (HZi_r »F6.1» /» 
H D * 1 53X, 1«*HWAVE NUMBER = » F7.1*, /, i*i*X» 
. .6 * 2. 2»+HA XJ AL WA VE L E N G T H (FT) = » FB.1» /» 5IX» 
*"•»- 3 1»*HMACH N U M B E R = t F<*,2» /» 5lX» 14HTEflPE"R~ATUP£ = »FS. l t / ) 
OO5 FORMAT(///f18X» 17HDISTANCE FROM THE» 9X» 14HMEASURED PHASE» 9X» 
l" "mHcOMPUTED PHASE» 9XV~lOHDlFFERENCE» /, 17X» 

















2 F7.4» 2H» » 7HPRM5 = t F7.4) 
202o F0RMAT(///f 46Xi_2RHN0NLINEAR REGRESSION RESULT5» //» 21X, 
1 8HALPHA = »F6.H, 5X» 7HBETA = » F6.4» 5X, 
2 5HYR z , FS.1»» 5X» 5HYI = t FB.t»» //» 32X» RHPNORM = » 
3 F8.6» 5X» 7HPRMS = » F7.1» 5X» 20HNO, OF ITERATIVS = » 13) 
FORMAT(//_/, (|5X> 15HDIVERSED AFTER * 13» 12H ITERATIONS ) 
FORMAT(IX» BE9.4) 
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Table 28. Continued 
1* 
2* 
SUUK°LITIUL A0O0(ALP» BET, NUM, PRMS) 
COMMON pT, PE(10)» D(10), WL» ND» AH 
3* 
4* 
NUM = 0 











1 + 1 









1l)l = TAN(2*PI*01/WL) 











D U ) 
= TAN(2*PT*U2/WL) 
17* CT2 = l.Ü/TAN(Pü-Pl-AH*(D2-DD) 
ia* 
19* 
L.0 30 K = NL^'D 
P3 = PE(K) 
2ü* 
21* 
D3 = 0(K) 
CT3 = 1 / TAr-HP3-Pl-AH*(D3-ül)) 
22* 
23* 
TD3 = TAV(«!*PT*r)?/WL) 
TOP = (1-TültTDl) * (Tn2-Tu3) * (TÜ2-TU3) 
24* 
25* . 
L + (l-Tü2*T02) * (Tnl-Tü3) * (TD1-TD3) 





3 - (1-TL>2*TD3) * (T01-TD2) * (TD1-TD3)> 






+ (TH1-TD3) * (Trl-T03) * Tü2 * CT3 * 









BP = ATAl^'U + SQRT(.G*G + 1))/PI 
PM = ATAMfo - SORT(P*G + 1))/Pl 
34* 
35* 
TP1 .= TAM(HI*(BP •- 2*D1/WL)) 
TP2 = TAM(PI*(BP + ?*D2/WL)) 
3b* 
37* 
TP3 = TA*'(PI*(BP + 2+03/WL)) 
TM1 = TA^<Pr*(QM + 2*D1/WL)) 
38* 
39* 
TM2 = TAM<HI*(BM + ?*0?/WL)) 









*TP1/(CT3*(fPl-T°3) - CT2*(TP1-TP2)) 
*TM1/(CT3*(1M1-TM3) - CT2*(TM1-TM2)) 
42* 
43* 
IF(AI3S(YP) .GT. 1) GO TO 35 








AP = -.2 





AP = .2 
IF(ABS<Y") .GT. 1) GO TO 6ü 
bU* 
bl* 
AM = ALnGl(l+YM)/(l-YM))/<2*PI) 






AM = -.? 
b4 + 
L>b* 7U 
D Ö * 
;>7* 
75 
GO fO 75 
AM = . 2 _ _ 
T = TANlMPi *AP ) 
DP = T * ( ( j / T P 2 ) - ( 1 / T P 1 ) ) / ( l + T * T / ( T P 2 * T P l ) ) 
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Table 2 8 . Concluded 
bd* 
59* 
T = TANH(PI*AM ) 
DM = T*M1/TM2) - (1/TM1))/(1 + T*T/(TM2*TMD) 
bU* 
Ol* 
T = 1/Cl? 
DP = ABS(DP-T) 
62* 
b3* 
DM - AßS(DM-T) 
IF(üP - DM ) 105» 105» 110 
OH* 
65* 
105 ALPl = AP 
BET1 = BP 
Ü Ü * 
67* 110 
00 |0 115 
ALPl = AM 
od* 
69* 115 
BET1 = ßM 
AO = ALP< 
7U* 
71* 145 
eo = BETI 
F = 0 
7** 
73* 
T = TANH(Pi*AO) 
Tl = TAN(Pi*(BO + 2 * D M ) / W L ) ) 
7<** DO 150 M = 2»MD 
7b* 
7b* 
PBD = PI * (BO + 2*D(M)/WL) 
TN r. VAN (PRO) 
77* 
7ö* 
PT = M^*P(M) + ATAN(T/TN) - AH*D(l)-ATAN(f/T 
DIF =(PE(M) - PT)*t80/PI 
79* 
ÖO* 
150 F = F + DIF*DIF 
PRMSl = rOKT(F/Nn) 
61* 
d2* 155 
IFIPRMS - PRMSl) 160» 160» 155 
PRMS = PPMbl 
03* 
ö*+* 
ALP = AO 











8 § * RLTUnN 
9C* ENU 
Table 29. Sample Output Format 
TEST ti E16-617-17» TASK JE I r MM-2 
FREQUENCY (HZ) = 62.5 
WAVE MUMRFR = .1713 
AXIAL WAVELENGTH (FT) = 17.3189 
MACH NUMp.FR = .06 
TEMPERATURE = 31.9 
ALPHA = .0046, bETA = 
INITIAL V A L U E S 
.4685» YR = .0147 » YI = ,0992r PRMS = 5.6902 
NONLTNEAR REGRESSION KESULTS 
ALPHA = ,0036 BETA = .4687 YR = .0114 YI = .09ö8 
PNORM = .000001 PRMS = .6309 NO. OF ITERATIOhlS = 3 
DISTANCL FROM ThlE MEA^UKED PHASE COMPUTEU PHASE ÜlFFERENCE 
NÜZZLE ENTRANCE (IN) DIFFERLNCE (DEG) f DIFFEKENCE IN DEGREES 
45.0 57.8 57.5 .3 
4U.0 54.0 54.6 -.7 
3ü. 0 54.7 54.2 .5 
33,0 53.2 54.2 -1.0 
24.0 54.0 54.6 -.6 
17.0 56.0 55.1 l.U 














P I , C A , P E ( 1 0 ) , 
D(lO),WL,ND, 
BES2 




\D0 THROUGH 99 
IJK = 1,NTESTS 
READ 
'HEADER(12), 
N W , MACH, S VN, 




















DO THROUGH 10 
J = 1,ND 
D ( J ) = - D ( J ) / 1 2 



















SET EQUAL TO 0 : 





I DO THROUGH kO 
















M = 1,ND 










PA,PHI(K) = o 
P A > i 8 , 80 
CH = COSH(PA) 
F i g u r e 1+6. C o n t i n u e d 
DO THROUGH 
280 





D ( j ) , P E ( j ) , 
PNLR(J) , 
DP(J) 
DO THROUGH 285 
J = 1,ND 
I D ( j ) = D ( j ) - * 1 2 
100 






PI = 3.1^15927 
RI = U*PI/WL 
NUM = 0 
PRMS = 1000 
AVALP=AVEET=0 
AVAMP = 0 
DO THROUGH 10 
J = l,ND-2 
JJ=J+1 
JJP=JP+1 
I DO THROUGH 20 
K = J J , J J P 
KK = K+l 
DO THROUGH 30 
L = KK,ND 
COMPUTE 
P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , D 1 
D 2 , D 3 , C 0 , S I , 
P12 ,P13 ,A12 , 

















F = 0 
DB12P*DB13P -
DB12M*DB13M 







PRMS = PRMS1 
ALP1 = ALP 
BET1 = BET 
AI = A 
COMPUTE 
AVALP, AVBET, 
AVAMP,F = 0 
Figure k6. Continued 
DO THROUGH 80 


























A M ( 2 ) ,ADBET(2) 
P H I ( 2 ) , I B ( 2 ) 
-»H 
COMPUTE 










DO THROUGH 25 






PBD,S ,S2 , 
P T , F H I ( K ) 
VM = VM*10 
<J_0 
Figure k6. Continued 
22 
MSNDJ 


















PI = 3-1416 





DO THROUGH 95 
IJK = 1,NTESTS 






D ( l ) = - D ( l ) / 1 2 
MACH2,MACH21, 
SVNR,SVNR2,R 
I DO THROUGH 100 







WN2 - SVNR2-*MACH21 








K DO THROUGH 10 J = 2,ND 
D(J ) = D ( J ) / 
12 
P E ( J ) = P E ( J ) 
-PREF 
P E ( j ) = 
P E ( j ) + 3 6 0 
PE(J ) = 
P E ( j ) - 3 6 0 
COMPUTE 
DPHI 
Figure 47. Flow Chart of Program MAIN1 
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DO THROUGH kO 
J = 2,ND 
I I COMPUTE 
pBD,T ,T2 ,PT , 
[PTA,PTB,DELP, 
p M , F , B l , B 2 , 







K = 1,2 










DO THROUGH 220 





K = 1 

















DO THROUGH 280 
J = 2.NT 
I COMFUTE 
PBD,T JC2,DP, 
tPNLR(j) ,EE(J ) 










DO THROUGH 10 
I = 1,NI 
COMPUTE 
NJ ,NK,P1 ,D1 , 
TÖl 
DO THROUGH 20 













rl AP = - . 2 
AP = .2 
75 COMPUTE YM 
AM = - . 2 




ALP1 = AP 
BET1 = BP 




DO THROUGH 150 
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